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ABSTRACT 
 
One of the largest outstanding issues in magnetic confinement fusion is the interaction of the 
fusion plasma with the first wall of the device; an interaction which is strongest in the divertor 
region. Erosion, melting, sputtering, and deformation are all concerns which inform choices of 
divertor material. Of the many materials proposed for use in the divertor, only a few remain as 
promising choices. Tungsten has been chosen as the material for the ITER divertor, and liquid 
lithium stands poised as its replacement in higher heat flux devices. 
As a refractory metal, tungsten’s large melting point and thermal conductivity as well as its low 
sputtering yield have led to its selection as the material of choice of the ITER divertor. 
Experiments have reinforced this choice demonstrating tungsten’s ability to withstand large heat 
fluxes when adequately cooled. However, tungsten has shown a propensity to nanostructure 
under exposure within a certain temperature range to large fluxes of helium ions. These 
nanostructures if disrupted into the plasma as dust by an off-normal event would cause 
quenching of the plasma from the generated dust.  
Liquid lithium, meanwhile, has gathered growing interest within the fusion community in recent 
years as a divertor, limiter, and alternative first wall material. Liquid lithium is attractive as a 
low-Z material replacement for refractory metals due to its ability to getter impurities, while also 
being self-healing in nature. However, concerns exist about the stability of a liquid metal surface 
at the edge of a fusion device. Liquid metal pools, such as the Li-DiMes probe, have shown 
evidence of macroscopic lithium displacement as well as droplet formation and ejection into the 
plasma. These issues must be mitigated in future implementations of liquid lithium divertor 
concepts. Rayleigh-Taylor-like (RT) and Kelvin-Helmholtz-like (KH) instabilities have been 
claimed as the initiators of droplet ejection, yet not enough data exists to delineate a stability 
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boundary. The influences of plasma pressure and current driven instabilities on lithium surfaces 
that lead to droplet ejection are investigated to determine which of the two effects is dominant 
for a given set of plasma conditions.  
This work studies the influence of large plasma fluxes on these two materials to better inform the 
selection and design of plasma facing components (PFCs). The nanostructuring of tungsten was 
investigated to determine the mechanisms by which tungsten nanostructures so that its formation 
may be mitigated. Experiments investigated the dependence of nanostructuring on temperature, 
looked at the morphological evolution, and grew nanostructures on a variety of metals to 
examine their similarity to tungsten. Additionally, a computational model is presented for the 
initial stages of fuzz formation showing good quantitative and qualitative agreement with 
experimental observations. The influences of  RT and KH instabilities on the surface of liquid 
lithium were experimentally observed and quantified on the ThermoElectric-driven Liquid-metal 
plasma-facing Structures (TELS) chamber at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and 
the stabilizing effect of surface tension, an effect employed by the LiMIT concept as well as 
other liquid lithium concepts, was studied, and the stability boundary afforded by surface tension 
was compared between experiment, computational simulation, and theory. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Fusion energy has the potential to be a power source of the future. Clean and inherently safe, the 
benefits of fusion abound. Among these are its abundant source of fuel and zero greenhouse gas 
emissions. The nuclear fusion reaction is the joining of two light nuclei into a heavier nuclei 
accompanied by a corresponding release of energy owing to a small mass difference between the 
products and reactants. Many concepts for deriving energy from fusion exist, however, the most 
promising of these is the tokamak. Tokamaks rely on magnetic confinement of the electrons and 
ions of a hot fusion plasma to constrain the plasma for sufficient time that the ions are able to 
fuse. However, there is still a strong interplay between the fusion plasma and the plasma facing 
components (PFCs), referred to as plasma-wall interactions. 
1.1.1 Magnetic confinement fusion and the first wall 
The limitations imposed by plasma-wall interactions lead to one of the largest unsolved issues in 
magnetic confinement fusion [1]. Fusion plasmas need to sit in excess of 10 keV in order to 
achieve ignition
 
[2], and the heat fluxes dumped to the PFCs as a result are projected to be in 
excess of 10 MW/m
2 
[3]. PFCs must be able to handle both the large heat loads exhausting from 
the plasma and large particle loads traversing the edge or scrape-off layer (SOL)
 
[4]. The choice 
of PFC has always been critical to the performance of fusion reactors. Conventionally, the SOL 
fluxes were handled with stainless steel
 
[5]. Iron impurities from the steel however, proved to be 
destructive to the core plasma
 
[6]. Iron sputtered or eroded from the steel PFCs would enter the 
plasma and accumulate in the core, raising the effective core atomic number, Zeff, and 
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consequently, raising core radiation levels (which scale as Zeff
2
), cooling the plasma, and greatly 
reducing the fusion gain, Q.  
An evolution beyond steel PFCs led to two different schools of thought, both aimed at reducing 
the Zeff of the plasma. A similar evolution has led to the crossover from limited devices to 
diverted devices. For the PFC materials, one tactic was to reduce the atomic number of the wall 
material, which led to the development of carbon PFCs such as graphite
 
[7] and carbon fiber 
composite
 
[8], where erosion of such a material into the core would not be so detrimental, due to 
the tendency of carbon to transport out of the core (not accumulate) and its low mass number. 
Carbon, unfortunately, has high retention rates of the fuel and suffers from chemical erosion
 
[9, 
10]. So much so that the amount of tritium trapped within the carbon would be prohibitive. Fuel 
retention also greatly affects the plasma itself. Wall fueling from the carbon leads to greatly 
reduced requirements for external fueling rates
 
[11]. Beryllium has also been investigated as a 
low-Z material. Beryllium has a similar thermal conductivity and, unlike carbon, does not suffer 
from chemical sputtering and also maintains a low hydrogen inventory, resulting in a reduction 
of wall fueling [12]. Beryllium also acts as an oxygen getter, improving plasma performance 
[12]. For these reasons, beryllium has been chosen as a first wall material for both JET and 
ITER. However, beryllium’s much lower melting point, relatively high sputtering yield, high 
vapor pressure, and toxicity have restricted the use of beryllium in these devices to the non-
divertor components of the first wall [12,13]. 
The other tactic was to use a high-Z material, one that would not erode into the plasma. Tungsten 
was chosen as a candidate for this school of thought. Tungsten has a very high melting point, 
very low sputtering yields
 
[14], and is thermally conductive. Current devices, such as JET and 
ASDEX-U are employing tungsten as a PFC
 
[15, 16] and tungsten has been chosen as the 
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material for many of the ITER plasma facing components. Reduced retention of fuel in tungsten 
has changed the operating criteria for the ITER-like wall (ILW) campaigns in the 
aforementioned devices, requiring higher fueling rates
 
[17] and changing the stability boundaries
 
[18]. As research continues, performance of the ILW devices has approached the same levels as 
when those devices employed carbon as a PFC
 
[19].  
Further accentuating the importance of plasma-wall interactions in fusion, are the effects of wall 
conditioning. Employing similar thinking as to that which led to the use of carbon as a PFC, 
many machines used boronization
 
[20] and lithiation
 
[21] of the walls of their devices to improve 
performance. In fact, the application of lithium to the walls of fusion devices has been observed 
to lead to low core impurity concentrations
 
[22], more stable plasmas
 
[22, 23], and improvements 
in energy confinement time
 
[24].  
1.1.2 Tungsten as a PFC 
Tungsten will be the PFC material of choice in the next generation of magnetic confinement 
fusion experiments
 
[1,25]. Large fusion devices such as ASDEX-U and JET are implementing 
tungsten divertors, and the material of choice for the ITER divertor is also tungsten. As described 
previously, tungsten was chosen for its large thermal conductivity, low sputtering yield, and high 
melting point. Tests on linear plasma devices have shown resilience of tungsten to intense 
plasma fluxes at the temperatures that the ITER divertor is designed to operate at.  
Tungsten has also been subjected to extensive neutron and W-ion bombardment tests. 
Experiments under these conditions have shown that tungsten is resilient to radiation damage, 
however, at large fluences, tungsten shows evidence of degradation, including formation of voids 
and dislocation loops as well as hardening even below 1 dpa
 
[26]. Estimations of the neutron 
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dose rate to the first wall however, have been in excess of 200 dpa
 
[26]. Maintaining the divertor 
at a sufficient temperature for recovery, i.e. about 900 
o
C has been proposed to help offset the 
damage cause by large radiation doses. 
1.1.3 Liquid lithium as a PFC 
As research has progressed, it has been increasingly evident that the divertor materials described 
above will not be sufficient. All of the PFCs discussed previously rely on solid components. 
With the application of intense heat and particle fluxes, solid PFCs will at best merely erode (the 
net erosion rate of tungsten however is expected to be extremely large for ITER
 
[27] and to be 
even more severe for a demonstration power plant), and at worst will undergo nanostructuring 
events
 
[28] that if broken off can cause large influxes of material into the core plasma, or 
melting, causing macroscopic damage to the PFC tile. One solution to this issue has proposed 
using liquid lithium as a PFC material to mitigate many of these issues
 
[29]. Use of a molten 
liquid metal will avoid concerns about melting under off-normal transient events. In fact, 
macroscopic damage to the PFC is no longer an issue as the liquid will rearrange itself back to its 
equilibrium configuration after any transient occurrence. Erosion of the lithium is likewise a non-
issue as maintenance of the lithium surface need not require removal of the PFC. Merely flowing 
additional lithium will account for losses due to erosion.  
A liquid lithium PFC offers several additional benefits to both the confinement of the plasma and 
to the heat handling abilities of the PFC. As mentioned previously, use of lithium on the walls of 
a fusion device leads to low core impurity concentrations due to its ability to getter impurities. 
Lithium is also a very low Z material, meaning that any lithium injected into the core will not 
greatly change the Zeff of the core plasma, and low Z impurities, particularly lithium, will 
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transport from the core easily
 
[30, 31]. Very low Zeff has been observed on several machines 
employing lithium as a PFC material as a result
 
[31, 32]. The benefits of decreased impurities 
and a lower Zeff have led to higher energy confinement times and more stable plasmas
 
[23].  
Most of these results have been obtained with lithium coatings on the walls. The Lithium 
Tokamak Experiment (LTX) however, has obtained significant increases in performance with 
fully liquid lithium walls [33]. LTX is a small aspect ratio, spherical tokamak composed of four 
stainless steel shells. With a major radius of 0.4 m, and stainless steel walls, LTX without lithium 
hardly offers potential for groundbreaking results. However, the walls are coated with a thick 
layer of lithium, and a lithium pool forms in the lower shell quadrant. The coatings were applied 
by rapid heating of the lithium pool by an electron beam, such that the evaporated layer was very 
free of impurities. Under these conditions, LTX saw a strong increase in plasma performance. 
The results are presented in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: Results from the Lithium Tokamak Experiment showing a strong increase in plasma 
confinement (τE and H98). H98 factors well in excess of 1 were observed during the liquid lithium pool 
experiments on LTX indicating both greatly enhanced plasma performance and strong pumping of 
impurities from the core plasma. Performance even greater than with solid lithium coatings was observed. 
Liquid lithium as a PFC offers unique power handling opportunities. Unlike a solid divertor, a 
flowing lithium divertor would employ both conductive and convective heat flow to remove the 
intense heat fluxes experienced at the strike points of the diverted plasma. Lithium has also been 
found to vapor shield large particle and heat fluxes
 
[34] as well, decreasing the heat load to the 
given divertor target and balancing heat along the first wall.  
Additionally, lithium has been proposed to unlock a much more effective confinement regime of 
ITER, referred to as Li-Wall [35]. Proposed by Leonid Zakharov, the Li-Wall regime uses the 
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low recycling engendered by lithium surfaces to provide density control of the core plasma. Li-
Wall fusion would also suppress secondary electron emission from the wall and maintain a high 
plasma temperature out near the edge. Thermal conductive losses, while an important concern in 
high recycling regimes, would be greatly reduced in Li-Wall fusion and energy loss would be 
coupled even more strongly to particle loss [36]. Conventionally, thermal conductive losses lead 
to strong turbulence near the edge leading to poor confinement [37]. For Li-Wall fusion, core 
fueling would lead to hot plasma throughout, increasing both confinement and fusion gain. 
1.2 Motivation 
 1.2.1 Nanostructuring of Tungsten PFCs 
In addition to some of the concerns about tungsten discussed earlier, tungsten also has shown a 
propensity to nanostructure under the correct conditions. Under irradiation by helium plasmas, 
tungsten surfaces at elevated temperatures have shown evidence of nanostructuring [38]. At 
temperatures between 1000 K and 2000 K, and at fluxes in excess of 2e20 m
-2
s
-1
, this 
nanostructuring takes the form of nanotendrils colloquially referred to as “tungsten fuzz”[39]. 
The tungsten surfaces in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) will be 
exposed to large helium fluxes at high temperature [1,25]. An image of an SEM micrograph of 
tungsten fuzz can be seen in Figure 1.2.  
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Figure 1.2: SEM micrograph of tungsten fuzz layer created on the PISCES-B linear plasma device [40]. 
6.2 µm of fuzz (between the white bars) can be seen grown from the bulk (lower portion of micrograph). 
Nanostructured layer can be seen to be porous and composed of thin tendrils of material. 
Tungsten fuzz consists of tendrils of tungsten that are approximately 20-40 nm in diameter that 
grow from the bulk of a tungsten surface. The tendrils form a layer that is approximately 90% 
porous [40]. Tungsten fuzz is a concern for future fusion devices because the formation of 
tungsten fuzz could be gravely detrimental to the performance of future fusion reactors. Tungsten 
fuzz is significantly less thermally conductive than bulk tungsten, and while the sputtering yield 
of nanostructured tungsten is less than that of bulk tungsten, the decrease in thermal conductivity 
as well as the mechanical fragility of the fuzz present a concern for fusion device operation. An 
off-normal event could knock nanostructured tungsten into the core plasma causing a radiative 
collapse of the plasma. For these reason, it is desirable to prevent the formation of tungsten fuzz 
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in magnetic confinement fusion reactors. Tungsten surfaces, however, after nanostructuring have 
shown a lower sputtering yield than unadulterated tungsten [40,41]. 
Tungsten nanostructures were originally grown in large linear plasma devices. A significant 
body of the initial work on tungsten fuzz was performed on the PISCES-B and NAGDIS linear 
plasma devices [38,39]. Originally noticing that the shape of most of the nano-tendrils was 
arborescent [39], these experiments were aimed at discovering the range of parameters over 
which tungsten fuzz was created. Experiments by several researchers [42], have demonstrated 
that the operational temperature range of tungsten fuzz formation is between 1000K and 2000K. 
Tungsten fuzz also has a threshold energy below which no nanostructures are created [42].  
Additional tests have also suggested the presence of a flux threshold for tungsten fuzz formation 
[43]. This flux threshold is almost certainly a function of temperature. Tests on the NAGDIS 
linear plasma simulator have shown a competition between growth of tungsten nanostructures 
and annealing based on a measure of emissivity of the tungsten surface [44]. A competition 
between annealing and nanostructuring has also been observed qualitatively at UIUC, but never 
quantified. This competition, however, would explain the difference seen between results from 
ORNL [43] in support of a flux threshold and results from Liverpool arguing the contrary. Tests 
performed at ORNL were performed at 1300K, while tests at Liverpool were performed at 
1100K. A strong temperature dependence of the flux threshold due to a competition between 
nanostructuring and annealing would both explain the difference, and further explain the 
NAGDIS results. It is the hypothesis of the author that an increase in flux on the tungsten target 
in NAGDIS would result in an increase in the critical temperature beyond which annealing was 
observed. Conversely, a decrease in flux on the tungsten target in NAGDIS would result in a 
decrease in the critical temperature beyond which annealing was observed. 
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It has been demonstrated that the growth rate of tungsten fuzz is proportional to the exposure 
time to the one-half power [40,45]. Indicative of the physics behind the tungsten nanostructuring, 
this t
1/2
 growth rate is instead a fluence dependence. A recent compilation has suggested that the 
thickness of tungsten nanostructures is solely dependent on the exposure fluence to the one-half 
power, with reductions in thickness coming only from erosion of the tungsten nanostructuring 
layer, in the absence of erosion, however, the nanostructure thickness increases proportionally to 
fluence
1/2
. 
 Tungsten nanostructuring has also been investigated in different kinds of tungsten. It has been 
investigated both in tungsten alloys with low concentrations of other metals [38] as well as on 
tungsten grades with varying grain size [46,47]. It was thought that some alloys would mitigate 
the formation of tungsten fuzz as the alloying elements would provide sinks of dislocations 
induced by helium ion irradiation. The same was thought of small grain size tungsten. It was 
hypothesized that the small grain size would provide a strong sink of helium atoms to the grain 
boundaries. However, both the various tungsten alloys and small grain size tungsten formed 
nanostructures [38.46,47]. 
Significant evidence shows that the tungsten nanostructures are driven by bubble formation 
[42,48,49]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as well as transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) results have demonstrated the importance of bubbles in the formation of tungsten 
nanostructures [42,49]. This has been well supported by computational work. Molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations have demonstrated both self-trapping as well as impurity trapping of 
helium atoms within the tungsten lattice [50,51,52]. These simulations have demonstrated that a 
cluster of several helium atoms may still remain mobile throughout the tungsten lattice, however, 
once the pressure in the helium cluster exceeds the force required to displace a tungsten atom, 
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the helium cluster kicks out a tungsten atom into an interstitial and the helium cluster becomes 
static. As the helium cluster grows, this helium bubble eventually is able to loop-punch to the 
surface of the tungsten, deforming the surface [50,51].  
Studies have demonstrated fuzz formation in fusion devices [28]. Traditionally, tungsten fuzz has 
been produced in linear plasma devices capable of delivering large fluxes at elevated 
temperatures [38,39,53]. To help mitigate and hopefully prevent the formation of nanostructured 
tungsten within magnetic confinement fusion reactors, knowledge of the formation mechanisms 
by which fuzz is made could prove invaluable. 
 1.2.2 Static liquid lithium concepts (CPS) 
Due to the benefits of lithium, research was initiated into liquid lithium PFCs for a fusion 
reactor. Design of an adequate lithium PFC has been ongoing and several concepts have been 
advanced and are undergoing testing. 
The first of these concepts is the Capillary Porous System
 
[54]. CPS uses a series of porous 
meshes embedded with lithium. Due to capillary forces, lithium is maintained as the PFC 
because of its high surface tension. Even under extreme loads, lithium will begin to evaporate 
and self-shield. Heat is removed from the surface in part by this evaporation and in part from 
cooling channels within the mesh. Lithium is replenished via capillary wicking of material to 
spots where the lithium is being eroded from
 
[55]. CPS was developed on the tokamak T-11M in 
Russia, and has seen deployment on the FTU tokamak in Italy with favorable impact on plasma 
performance
 
[56]. However, concerns still exist about retention of tritium and deuterium within 
the lithium of the CPS as well as eventual passivation of the lithium. Lithium transport is further 
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proposed to be controlled with a cold finger to collect lithium evaporated from the CPS surface. 
This transport control has not yet been fully demonstrated. 
 1.2.3 Flowing liquid lithium concepts (FLiLi and LiMIT) 
A flowing lithium concept however would alleviate these concerns. In such a concept, lithium 
would be flowed into the fusion reactor, pass through, and upon exhaust from the fusion reactor 
the trapped deuterium and tritium would be removed and the lithium cleaned before reentry into 
the device. Two flowing liquid lithium concepts exist and are undergoing testing.  
The first of these concepts is the Flowing Liquid Lithium (FLiLi) concept of Leonid Zakharov of 
Princeton Plasma Physics Lab
 
[57]. FLiLi relies on the flow of a thin sheet of liquid lithium over 
a metal backing plate to reduce recycling of hydrogenic species at the first wall. Lithium is 
pumped via an MHD pump from a reservoir up to a distribution manifold at the top of the 
device. A series of small channels in the distribution manifold channel lithium to the front of the 
backing plate, where the lithium exits the channels and flows down the plate. Lithium is then 
collected at the bottom of the plate and can be cleaned and returned to the reservoir. The lithium 
however, is a conductive media moving through a magnetic field and thus suffers from MHD 
drag effects. The lithium velocity as it passes down the front of the FLiLi plate has eddy currents 
generated within it which interact with the magnetic field to slow the flow of lithium. However, 
the velocity of the lithium is still sufficient that the lithium may traverse the front face of the 
plate without passivating. FLiLi may be cooled by a series of coolant channels on the rear of the 
plate, however, concerns exist about the survivability of FLiLi in a diverted environment due to 
thermocapillary dryout of the lithium underneath the strike point. FLiLi however, is solely 
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intended as a limiter, and only then to reduce recycling, not to remove large heat and particle 
fluxes. A schematic diagram of the FLiLi device can be seen in Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.3: FLiLi coupon schematic while mounted on the EAST moveable limiter arm. Schematic 
shows reservoir at bottom, distribution manifold at top, heating array, cooling array and movement rail. 
FLiLi has been tested on the Chinese tokamaks of HT-7 and EAST, [57,58,59]. The tests 
performed on HT-7 with FLiLi were performed during the last run campaign, and test performed 
on EAST were carried out with a FLiLi coupon installed on the MAPES moveable limiter arm in 
EAST. In both experiments the installed FLiLi limiter showed strong interaction with the 
plasma, as evidenced by greatly increased Li-I and Li-II lines in the plasma during the EAST 
tests [58] and a strong decrease in both hydrogenic recycling and impurity concentration in HT-7 
as measured by both H-α and SXA (soft x-ray) emission from the plasma [57,58]. The results of 
the FLiLi tests can be seen in Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4: FLiLi results from the HT-7 tokamak. An increase is seen in the Li-I line with use of the 
FLiLi limiter as expected. Strong decrease however, in the H-α and SXA emission can also be seen with 
use of the FLiLi limiter. 
Another concept, however, is intended to function as a PFC in a diverted environment. The 
Lithium-Metal Infused Trenches concept under development at the Center for Plasma Material 
Interactions
 
[60] is intended to be a flowing liquid lithium plasma facing component which can 
tolerate the intense particle and heat fluxes of a diverted fusion plasma, and provide the benefits 
of a clean and replenished lithium surface. LiMIT uses thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamic 
(TEMHD) flow
 
[61, 62] to self-propel lithium down a series of trenches, employing lithium as 
both a plasma facing surface and a coolant. TEMHD flow relies on a thermal gradient to drive 
thermoelectric currents that then interact with a magnetic field to drive flow; in the case of a 
tokamak this magnetic field would be the main toroidal field. Plasma heating of the surface 
combined with cooling at the bottom of the LiMIT trenches provides the thermal gradient. A 
schematic can be seen in Figure 1.3. LiMIT has undergone significant testing in the SLiDE 
facility at Illinois
 
[60, 63], as well as a test on the HT-7 tokamak
 
[57], and testing on the 
Magnum PSI linear plasma simulator
 
[64]. When employed on HT-7, tests on the LiMIT module, 
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even when not fully filled, resulted in an increase in plasma confinement. The tests on Magnum 
PSI have shown that LiMIT has proven successful in removing heat fluxes below 3 MW/m
2
, 
improvements need to be made to the design to enable its use as a divertor PFC.  
Concerns about ejection of lithium from the LiMIT face and depression of the lithium surface 
local to the plasma strike point are two large questions that must be answered before deployment 
of LiMIT. Both FLiLi and LiMIT have experienced droplet ejection upon testing. For these 
systems to be effectively deployed, the emission of droplets from the lithium surface must be 
much better understood, and subsequently, mitigated. 
 
Figure 1.5: Diagram of current iteration of LiMIT. Top left is a CAD drawing of a section of a LiMIT 
tray illustrating the cooling channels, plasma strike point location on the top surface, as well as the 
stainless steel trenches. Right is a 2D, GetDP simulation of the thermoelectric currents flowing within the 
lithium and stainless steel (simulation courtesy of Davide Curreli). Bottom left is a diagram of the lithium 
flow showing the thermoelectric current, magnetic field, and lithium jxB force directions. 
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1.3 Objective Statement 
The utility of tungsten as a PFC for nuclear fusion has been thoroughly investigated. Many 
studies have focused on the operating envelope over which tungsten fuzz has been created as 
well as its effect on the retention of hydrogenic species at the wall. Additional investigations 
have looked at the sputtering yield of nanostructuring tungsten. There also is much room to 
expand upon the current understanding of the formation mechanisms of tungsten fuzz. Several 
studies [46,47], have attempted varying methods to mitigate the formation of fuzz. Knowledge of 
the underlying mechanisms however, may prove crucial to the success of such efforts. 
Additionally, liquid stability has been studied extensively, especially in the case of water flows. 
Previous studies have outlined the behavior of free liquid surfaces under accelerating and shear 
flow conditions, and the entrainment of droplets from these surfaces has also been investigated. 
As free surface flows begin to gain relevance in plasma facing components, there exists a 
significant potential to extend the base of knowledge that has been gleaned about conventional 
fluids and extend that to the liquid metals that will compose these free surface flows. This has 
particular relevance for the extreme conditions that will be present in fusion reactors but may be 
extend to any plasma-liquid metal interface. For example, droplet emission from liquid metal 
pools at the edge of fusion plasmas is currently attributed to either Kelvin-Helmholtz type 
instabilities from plasma flows at the edge, or to Rayleigh-Taylor like breakup of the surface 
from currents flowing within the liquid metal interacting with the magnetic field, however, little 
work has been performed in determining which of the two is the dominant mechanism for a 
given set of conditions. Likewise the evolution of a liquid metal surface under plasma exposure 
has been studied computationally under a very limited set of conditions. However, little effort 
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has been made into leveraging existing computational capability to learn about and explain 
evolving liquid metal PFC concepts. 
The research herein will be twofold. It will focus on an experimental investigation of the 
mechanisms behind tungsten fuzz formation and it will also focus on the stability of liquid 
lithium, particularly free surfaces thereof, for the application of plasma facing components.  
The initial morphological evolution of the surface of a tungsten sample exposed to helium ion 
fluxes at elevated temperature is studied via SEM at successive fluences and subsequently 
compared quantitatively and qualitatively to a simple Monte-Carlo model of a proposed 
mechanism for the initial stages of tungsten fuzz formation. Next, evidence for a two-mechanism 
model, one for the initial nucleation of the growth, and one for its subsequent evolution is 
explored. A variety of theories for the second mechanism in this two-mechanism growth model 
are explored experimentally, and several of these theories are rejected based upon experimental 
evidence. Finally, a comparison is made between tungsten and a variety of other metals to 
investigate the similarities. This investigation shows evidence of the same mechanism nucleating 
nanostructuring of several different materials. 
Subsequently, the influences of plasma pressure and current driven instabilities on lithium 
surfaces leading to droplet ejection is studied and quantified to determine which of the two 
effects is dominant for a given set of plasma conditions. The Thermo-Electric Liquid Metal 
Plasma Facing Structures (TELS) device is characterized via use of a flush current probe array to 
examine the plasma currents and velocities. Furthermore, the stabilizing effect of surface tension, 
an effect employed by the LiMIT concept, is studied, and the stability boundary afforded by 
surface tension is compared between experiments, whereby a series of LiMIT trenches are 
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exposed to the TELS plasma, and theory. These are further compared to a computational model 
of the lithium stability boundary within the commercial CFD software package FLUENT. 
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CHAPTER 2: INITIAL TUNGSTEN FUZZ NANOSTRUCTURING 
2.1 Observations of Tungsten Nanostructuring 
 2.1.1 Tungsten Fuzz Formation on Low Flux Machines 
Conventionally, tungsten fuzz has been grown in large linear plasma devices or in tokamaks. 
However, recent study has demonstrated fuzz formation in a smaller test stand under exposure 
from a helicon plasma [65]. Tungsten fuzz formation has been shown to occur on low flux 
machines at fluxes down to 1e19 m
-2
s
-1
 [40]. The helium ion flux sourced by the (TUngsten Fuzz 
by heliCON) TUFCON device is not as high as that obtainable in linear plasma devices, 
however, it is larger than that observed in the University of Liverpool magnetron (1e19 m
-2
s
-1
) 
and the PISCES E device (1e20 m
-2
s
-1
) [40,65]. To date, most of these experiments expose a 
single sample to a single flux at a single temperature, and therefore studies can only show 
fluence/flux steps at a set temperature. A unique geometry employed herein allows for the 
exposure of a single sample of tungsten wire wound around an alumina tube to a helicon plasma. 
Due to the geometry, the wire is exposed to a variety of fluxes and a range of temperatures. 
2.1.2 Experimental Setup of the TUFCON Device 
The experimental setup consists of a MORI 200 helicon plasma source
 
[66] and a resistively 
heated tungsten wire mounted on an alumina tube. The helicon plasma for the exposures detailed 
here was run at an RF power of 700 W, a helium pressure of 100 mTorr, and a magnetic field of 
120 G. RF compensated Langmuir probe measurements of the plasma return a density of 
1.0±0.3e18 m
-3
 and a temperature of 4±1.5 eV in the region where the sample was placed [67]. 
The sample consists of a 0.5 mm dia. tungsten wire (extruded, annealed, 99.95%, Alfa Aesar). 
The sample is passed through and then wound around an alumina tube. A photo of the wire and a 
circuit diagram are shown in Figure 2.1.To achieve temperatures necessary for fuzz formation a 
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current was passed through the wire to heat it. An isolation transformer was used to allow the 
wire to also be biased to voltages below ground. As a result, currents passed through the wire are 
AC currents, and for the tungsten tests described here, 3A was passed through the wire. This 
configuration was chosen so that the tungsten surface exposed to the plasma would have a broad 
temperature profile. The wire was then biased to a negative voltage with respected to plasma 
potential. In this case, the wire was biased at 40 V below plasma potential resulting in 40 eV 
helium ions at a flux of 2.5 e21 m
-2
s
-1
 which is well within the range of ions used for the 
production of nanostructured tungsten on linear plasma devices [68]. Scanning electron 
microscopy (Hitachi S-4700) is performed on the samples after exposure to the helium plasma. 
The tungsten wire was indented in multiple locations with a diamond bandsaw to recover images 
of the same location on an SEM tool in between fluence steps. This allowed for tracking the 
evolution of the tungsten surface as the tungsten fuzz developed. A SEM micrograph of fuzz 
produced at a flux of 2.5e21 m
-2
/s, a fluence of 1.2e27 m
-2
 and a temperature of 1500 K is shown 
in Figure 2.2, the thickness of this fuzz layer was 600 nm. While similar fluences have been 
shown
 
[38,68,69] to grow microns of nanostructure, the reduced thickness is consistent with 
observations of reduced fuzz growth rate at fluxes below 7e21 m
-2
/s [45]. 
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Figure 2.1: (Left) Photograph of sample showing tungsten wire wrapped around alumina tube (wire 
diameter is 0.5 mm). (Right) Circuit diagram of heating circuit for tungsten wire illustrating a Variac 
driving an isolation transformer which passes a current through the tungsten wire, which is also biased to 
-20V with the assistance of a DC power supply. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Nanostructured tungsten produced by a helicon source at Illinois. Top down view of fuzz can 
be seen at left with tendrils similar to those seen in linear plasma devices. Thickness can be measured 
from view of side of wire with fuzz thickness approximately 600 nm. Scale of 1 um in (A) is for the full 
hash mark set (each hash mark of the ten is for 100 nm). 
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2.2 Thermal Model for Sample Temperatures 
Temperatures of the sample were obtained from a calibrated finite difference heat transfer model 
comprising the input power from helium ions and resistive heating, and output power through 
radiation and conduction, including coupling of the tungsten wire to the alumina tube via 
conduction and radiation. The relevant equation is the time independent 1-D heat conduction 
equation with source and loss terms for the ion and resistive heating as well as radiation. The 
steady state 1-D conduction equation in its simplest form is given by: 
0 = 𝑘(𝑇)
𝑑2𝑇
𝑑𝑥2
+ 𝑆 − 𝐿      (2-1) 
Where k is the temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the wire, and S and L are the 
source and loss terms respectively. The source term for energy delivered by ion impact assuming 
complete energy transfer (thermalization of the incident ion to the temperature of the wire) is 
given by: 
𝑆𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛𝛤𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝑐𝑠
      (2-2) 
Where Eion is the energy of the incident ions. Γion is the flux of ions to the wire, Cwire is the 
circumference of the wire, and Acs is the cross-sectional area of the wire. The resistive heating 
term is given by: 
𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝜌(𝑇)𝑗
2      (2-3) 
Where ρ(T) is the temperature dependent resistivity, and j the current density through the wire. 
Finally, losses due to radiation are represented by a Stefan-Boltzmann term: 
𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑑 =
𝜎𝜀𝑇4𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝑐𝑠
      (2-4) 
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Where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ε the emissivity. The full 1-D heat conduction 
equation captured by the model is given by: 
0 = 𝑘(𝑇)
𝑑2𝑇
𝑑𝑥2
+
𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛𝛤𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝑐𝑠
+ 𝜌(𝑇)𝑗2 −
𝜎𝜀𝑇4𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝑐𝑠
    (2-5) 
The equation was solved using an implicit finite difference scheme in MATLAB with the time 
dependencies of both of the thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity implemented as 
piecewise step functions using data found in 
ref
. The implicit finite difference scheme was second 
order, approximating 
𝑑2𝑇
𝑑𝑥2
 as: 
𝑑2𝑇(𝑖)
𝑑𝑥2
=
𝑇(𝑖+1)−2𝑇(𝑖)+𝑇(𝑖−1)
∆𝑥2
     (2-6) 
Boundary conditions were enforced by equating the heat flux at the boundary of the wire, to the 
heat loss by conduction to the supporting copper leads: 
𝑘𝑊
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝐴𝑐𝑠 = 𝑘𝐶𝑢𝐴𝐶𝑢
∆𝑇
𝑙𝐶𝑢
     (2-7) 
Where kW and kCu are the thermal conductivities of the tungsten and copper respectively, ACu is 
the cross sectional area of the supporting copper lead, and lCu is the length of the supporting 
copper leads. Coupling between the alumina tube and the tungsten wire was modelled as well. 
Since the wire from one end begins within the alumina tube, then is extended beyond the 
alumina tube and not in contact with the tube, and finally, is in contact with the tube, wrapping 
down to the other end of the wire, a piecewise solution is sought with a parameter that changes 
depending on the regime. One is the fraction of the circumference of the wire exposed to the 
plasma, fcirc. As a result, equation 2-5 becomes: 
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0 = 𝑘𝑊(𝑇)
𝑑2𝑇
𝑑𝑥2
+ 𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐
𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛𝛤𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝑐𝑠
+ 𝜌(𝑇)𝑗2 + (1 − 𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐)
𝜎𝜀𝑇𝐴𝑙
4 𝐶𝐴𝑙
𝐴𝑐𝑠
−
𝜎𝜀𝑇4𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝑐𝑠
 
𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐 = {
0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡
1
2
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡
1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟
 (2-8) 
And the temperature of the alumina tube is then given by: 
0 = 𝑘𝐴𝑙(𝑇)
𝑑2𝑇𝐴𝑙
𝑑𝑥2
−
𝜎𝜀𝑇𝐴𝑙
4 𝐶𝐴𝑙
𝐴𝑐𝑠
+ 𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐
𝜎𝜀𝑇4𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝐴𝑐𝑠
    (2-9) 
The MATLAB code for this iteration of the model can be found in Appendix A: MATLAB 
Codes. Model verification was performed by checking the limiting cases of no heat generation 
and no radiation.  
As for model validation, the model results, analyzed across several samples, are consistent with 
the transition temperature in the literature [42]. Fuzz is produced in regions at 1100 K, but not in 
regions at 900 K, as can be seen in the comparison in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4, generated with the 
code from Appendix A, shows the temperature output from the model as a function of distance 
along the wire. From left to right, the graph is demarcated by two vertical black bars. The section 
to the left of the first bar is representative of the wire within the alumina tube, the middle section 
is the loop of wire extending from the top of the tube and not contacting the alumina, the final 
section is the wrappings of the wire around the alumina tube. 
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between two locations on a single sample irradiated at 1100 K (left) and 900 K 
(right). Appearance of nanostructuring in left micrograph as opposed to none in the right micrograph is 
evidence of reasonable calibration of thermal model. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Temperature Distribution Along Tungsten Wire (Left Division: Wire Inside of Alumina 
Tube, Central Division: Loop Above Alumina Tube, Right Division: Windings Around Alumina Tube, 
Black X is Location of 1100 K Section, and Green X is Location of 900 K Section). Knee in tungsten 
wire temp is attributed to discretization of coupling between alumina tube and tungsten wire. 
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2.3 Helium Trapping and Loop Punching for Fuzz Nucleation 
2.3.1 SEM Evolution of Tungsten Nanostructures 
SEM images taken of a single location over multiple fluence steps are shown in Figures 2.5 and 
2.6, illustrating the evolution of the nanostructure at temperature T=1150±100 K. Plasma 
conditions are ne=1±0.3e18 m
-3
, Te=4±1.5 eV. Figure 2.5 is the unaltered SEM micrographs, 
while Figure 2.6 uses the same micrographs only zoomed and rotated. The triangle and lines in 
all the images in Figure 2.6 were a marker to indicate the correct rotation and location to rectify 
imprecision in sample placement and rotation in the SEM and are included as a visual cue to 
illustrate the growth of individual tendrils. In the sequence of micrographs, it can be seen that the 
process begins with pitting of the surface (ΦHe<5e25m
-2
, Fig 2.5A-C, more clearly in Fig 2.6A-
C). This is proposed to be due to helium bubble formation in the bulk and diffusion to the 
surface. When these bubbles hit the surface, the top delaminates, forming voids or holes. These 
holes have a diameter of 9.5±2.3 nm in diameter. Migration of helium bubbles causes the pitting 
of the surface to an areal density of approximately 875±30 pits/sq μm before statistic variation to 
the number and location of the voids being formed begins to create hillocks and valleys (areal 
density 40±10 hillocks/sq μm, peak separation distance 90±35 nm, hill diameter 67±26 nm). This 
is observed as the fluence progresses (5e25m
-2
<ΦHe<2e26m
-2
, Fig 2.5D,E). As time progresses, 
there exists a shorter path for bubbles to reach the surface in the valleys as opposed to the 
hillocks, and a random walk model of bubble movement would then imply more bubbles 
delaminating in the valleys and sides rather than at the top of the hillocks, causing sharpening of 
the hillocks (2e26m
-2
<ΦHe<4e26m
-2
,
 
Fig 2.5F,G). The distribution of hillock diameters begins to 
narrow as well (hill diameter 42±8 nm). Eventually, the hillocks become tendril-like in nature, 
maintaining diameters of 30-40 nm (4e26m
-2
<ΦHe<6e26m
-2
,
 
Fig 2.5H). As fluence increases 
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beyond this step, the tendrils continue to rise out of the bulk, due to the path length from bubble 
generation to bubble rupture being shorter to the valleys than the top of the tendrils, leading to 
the growth of the tungsten fuzz (6e26m
-2
<ΦHe,
 
Fig 2.5I,J). This hypothesis is consistent with that 
of Kajita
 
[42], where bubble bursting is assumed to be the mechanism for initial roughening of 
the surface, and further growth of nanostructures is hypothesized to be from nonuniform impact 
of bubbles rising to the surface. Additional studies [49,53] support the importance of bubble 
formation in the growth of nanostructured tungsten.  
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Figure 2.5: Temporal (and therefore fluence) evolution of nanostructures at 1150 K. A-C show the 
appearance of pits in the surface (more evident in Figure 4). D,E show continued roughening of the 
surface leading to the onset of hill and valley formation. F,G illustrate continued “pitting” of the surface 
from bubble rupture, which we hypothesize leads to narrowing of the hills. In H-J the narrowed hills 
continue to grow from the surface as the onset of fuzz formation. 
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Figure 2.6: Zoomed, rotated, and aligned micrographs of Figure 3. Green lines used as both visual cue 
and method of alignment. Evolution and growth of individual tendrils of approximately 30-40 nm in 
diameter is evident. 
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2.3.2 Monte Carlo Model of Bubble Loop Punching 
A simple Monte Carlo/random walk computational model was constructed to support this 
hypothesis. The sole tenant of this model is that if bubbles are formed in bulk and impact the 
surface, that they are more likely to burst in a depression than a raised feature. It makes no 
assumptions nor draws any conclusions about helium clusters [50] and helium bubble growth 
[51], tungsten relocation via bubble rupture/loop punching [52], bubble transport from the bulk 
to the surface, or bubble transport inside individual tendrils. The model aims to recreate the 
initial morphological changes (pitting formation), assuming that a bubble has reached the 
surface, without including a temperature dependence or material properties. The model involves 
two lattices, or planes, one to represent the surface and another to represent the bulk. Bubbles are  
generated on the bulk plane at randomly chosen lattice point (i0,jo) with a diameter of 10 nm, set 
by the inter-lattice point separation distance and equal to that of the experimentally observed 
pits. The computational domain employed here used 100x100 lattices, corresponding to a 1µm 
by 1µm area. These bubbles are randomly “walked” to the top plane by assuming that the 
probability of a bubble impacting in a given location is a Gaussian distribution over the path 
length, the longer the path, the lower the probability:  
𝑃𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑒
−
𝑑2
𝜎2
∑ 𝑒
−
𝑑2
𝜎2𝑖,𝑗
  , 𝑑2 = 𝑎2((𝑖 − 𝑖0)
2 + (𝑗 − 𝑗0)
2) + (ℎ0 + ℎ𝑖,𝑗)
2
     (2-9) 
where a is the bubble diameter and inter-lattice point separation, h the surface height at lattice 
location (i,j), and d is the distance between bubble generation and bubble impact. The Gaussian 
distribution over path length for the random walk model was chosen with the assumption that the 
bubbles diffuse through the material isotropically. If the diffusion is isotropic, the probability of 
the bubble diffusing longer distances decays according to the Gaussian distribution. Due to this, 
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bubbles are more likely to hit in depressed features rather than raised features, because the path 
length, d, is reduced. Once a bubble impacts the top plane, the height of the top plane in the cell 
where it hits is decreased and the height is increased in the neighboring cells, altering the path 
length for the next bubble while conserving volume:  
ℎ𝑖,𝑗 = ℎ𝑖,𝑗 − 1, ℎ𝑖±1,𝑗 = ℎ𝑖±1,𝑗 + .1476, ℎ𝑖,𝑗±1 = ℎ𝑖,𝑗±1 + .1476, ℎ𝑖±1,𝑗±1 = ℎ𝑖±1,𝑗±1 + .1024   
(2-10) 
The values in 2-10 for the neighboring cells are the fraction of the circumference which lies in 
each respective cell of a circle circumscribed in the 3x3 grid formed by the impact cell and 8 
neighboring cells. These were values were chosen under the assumption that the average mass 
distribution would be angularly uniform about the point of impact. The full code for the Monte 
Carlo model is in Appendix A: MATLAB Codes. Figure 2.8 shows a diagram as well as an 
example model result. This simple model recreates well the initial pitting of the surface, 
saturating at approximately 600-1000 pits/μm2 before further texturing, in agreement with the 
experimental result of 875±30 pits/μm2. As in the experiment, this is followed by creation of hills 
and valleys (characterized by a sharp decline in areal coverage of features, observed in Figure 
2.9), which the model predicts to have an areal coverage (areal density in hills/sq μm multiplied 
by area/hill) of approximately 2e5 nm
2/μm2, again in agreement with the experimental result of 
1.4±1 e5 nm
2/μm2. Growth of tendrils from the surface subsequently commences. Growth of 
these tendrils is preceded by a narrowing of the hills, also predicted by a reduction in areal 
coverage in the model to approximately 8e4 nm
2/μm2, which falls within the error bars of the 
experimental result of 5.5±4 e4 nm
2
/μm2, illustrated in Figure 2.9 via a graph of areal coverage. 
The cumulative height distribution of the cells exhibits two inflection points, one indicating 
growth above the surface, and one recession of features into the surface. The areal coverage, Ac 
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was calculated from the model by summing the area, Ai of all cells having height hi above a 
critical height, hcrit. 𝐴𝑐 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑖  where 𝐴𝑖 {
𝐴𝑖 ≠ 0 𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑖 > ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝐴𝑖 = 0 𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑖 < ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
 where hcrit is determined by the 
upper inflection point in the cumulative height distribution: 
 
𝑑2
𝑑𝐻2
(∑ ℎ𝑗 < 𝐻𝑗 )|
𝐻=ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
= 0    (2-11) 
The critical height, hcrit, varies with fluence and is a clear indicator of what has grown out of the 
surface and what has not. ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 can also be considered the median height of all features raised 
above the surface. An illustration of this can be seen in Figure 2.7. 
  
Figure 2.7: Derivative of the cumulative height distribution function for a limited number of bubble 
impacts (simulation run of only 20000 bubble impacts). Color represents the magnitude of the derivative. 
However, the location of the minima and maxima of the derivative are more important than the 
magnitude. Minima (blue) and maxima (yellow) of the derivative of the cumulative height distribution 
represent the median feature heights above and below the original surface height respectively.  Black lines 
are drawn to demonstrate that the height of the tendrils is much larger than the depth of the recessed 
surface, even at low bubble fluences. 
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Assuming the bubble formation rate to be linearly proportional to helium fluence at small 
thicknesses of fuzz, and setting 1000 bubbles equal to a fluence of 5e25 m
-2
 (pitting saturation 
occurring at <1000 bubbles in the model and approximately 5e25m
-2
 experimentally) , the model 
predicts hill growth between fluences of 1.5e26 to 4e26 m
-2
. It then predicts hill sharpening and 
eventual fuzz growth at fluences greater than 4e26 m
-2
, similar to those measured 
experimentally. While the ratio of fluences here is well reproduced by the model, the fluences 
observed experimentally are larger than those required in other experiments to both form pits and 
subsequently to form hills/valleys/tendrils [42]. This is attributed to oxidation during removal of 
the wire each time it was investigated with SEM. Finally, a measurement of the radial 
distribution function of the tendrils from the model suggests an inter-tendril separation of 50-60 
nm which roughly agrees with the experimentally obtained inter-tendril separation of 90±35 nm. 
Table 2.1 is a summary of these comparisons. A series of plots of the surface height over time 
from the model is shown in Figure 2.10 such that it complements the progression of Figure 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.8: (Left) Schematic of fuzz growth model showing bubble generation in plane A (bulk plane), 
impact in plane B (surface plane) and modification of the surface height (blue arrow illustrating 
decrement and red arrows incrementing of adjacent cells). (Right) Side view of model nano-“fuzz”, in 
units of 10 nm at simulation end (beginning of tendril growth phase). Tendril growth and bulk recession 
can be readily observed.  
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Figure 2.9: Areal coverage of nanostructure features vs bubble count. Curve progresses through initial 
pitting of the surface to a bubble count of 600-1000 bubbles per square micron (highlighted in green) 
before further nanostructuring of the surface. Hillock growth (highlighted in red) follows reaching a 
maximum areal coverage of about 2e5 nm
2/μm2 before gradually thinning into nanostructured tendrils 
(highlighted in orange). 
Table 2.1: Comparison of morphological data from experiment and model. The only free parameter of 
impact in the model is that 1000 He
 
bubbles result from a fluence of 5e25 He
+
/m
2
. 
Experimental 
Observation 
Model Analogue Experimental Fluence Model Fluence (Scaled to 
Match Pitting Threshold) 
Pitting of Surface 
Saturates at 875±30 
Pits/μm2 
Pitting of Surface 
Saturates Between 600 and 
1000 Pits/μm2 
5e25 m
-2
 He
+
 Ions 5e25 m
-2
 He
+
 Ions 
Hill Areal Coverage 
1.4±1e5 nm
2/μm2 
Hill Areal Coverage 2e5 
nm
2/μm2 
5e25 - 2e26 m
-2
 He
+
 Ions 1.5e26 – 4.5e26 m-2 He+ 
Ions 
Tendril Thinning and 
Growth, Areal Coverage 
5.5±4e4 nm
2/μm2 
Tendril Thinning and 
Growth, Areal Coverage 
8e4 nm
2/μm2 
>2e26 m
-2
 He
+
 Ions >4.5e26 m
-2
 He
+
 Ions 
Inter-Tendril Separation 
90±35 nm 
Inter-Tendril Separation 
50-60 nm 
- - 
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Figure 2.10: Computational model results presented as analog of micrographs in Figure 2.5. Again, a 
triangle (white), is used as a visual cue to show evolution of individual nanostructures. Similar qualitative 
phenomena can be seen, with pitting of the original surface (light blue, A-C), hill and valley formation 
(yellow/blue, D-G), hill sharpening (orange/red, H) and finally, nanotendril growth (red, I-J). Each cell 
dimension is 10x10 nm (initial pit radius ~10nm). The color scale at bottom also in units of 10 nm. 
 
2.4 Summary 
The experimental results detailed here mark for the first time the observation of individual 
nanostructured tendrils at progressive fluence levels on the same sample. The series of 
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micrographs presented show an evolution of a tungsten surface that first shows evidence of 
pitting at low fluences, followed by further deformation into a series of hills and valleys that 
progress to form the tungsten nanotendrils. The experimental findings support the theory of 
Kajita et.al. [42], as well as provide a benchmark that may be used for validation of 
morphologies predicted by computational codes. 
The much simpler computational model employed here serves to test the hypothesis detailed at 
the end of the experimental section. By modelling only the simple assumption that a bubble 
created in the bulk is more likely to impact in a depressed feature, rather than a raised feature, the 
pitting density saturation, hill formation and narrowing into tendrils, as well as the areal feature 
coverage are matched between experiment and model.  
Additionally, assuming that the number of bubbles produced is linearly proportional to the 
fluence at small fuzz thickness results in similar numbers for the fluences at which hills are 
formed and thin into tendrils when equating 1000 bubbles to a fluence of 5e25 m
-2
 (pitting 
saturation). If all of the helium incident on the sample were in the 10 nm bubbles, this would lead 
to pressures several orders of magnitude higher (than the 10s of Gbar predicted by MD 
simulations [50]. This discrepancy could be accounted for by annealing of the surface leading to 
a higher number of bubbles required to create the same morphological changes, or the presence 
of helium sinks in the material that do not lead to bubble formation (i.e. grain boundaries [47], or 
helium atom diffusion to the surface).  
Finally, it should also be noted here that the hypothesis presented here as well as the model 
supporting that hypothesis only account for the initial morphological changes. As the fuzz layer 
continues to grow to thicknesses much greater than the fuzz tendril diameter, ion implantation 
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should occur primarily in the tendrils rather than the bulk; a complication also alluded to by 
Kajita [42]. The interception of helium ions by tendrils rather than the bulk is addressed in the 
following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: INVESTIGATION OF TUNGSTEN FUZZ FORMATION MECHANISMS 
3.1 Motivation for a Two Mechanism Model 
As discussed in the previous chapter, it has been the conclusion of several studies that the initial 
formation of the fuzz is driven by the formation of bubbles in the bulk from helium implantation, 
whether by self-nucleation
 
[70] or clustering at defects
 
[43]. These bubbles then loop-punch to 
the surface of the tungsten, forming craters or pits in the surface
 
[52]. Buildup of pits on the 
surface eventually reaches a critical level, beyond which hillocks and valleys begin to form
 
[48]. 
The time required to reach this critical level may explain the observation of an “incubation time” 
or “incubation fluence” which refers to the non-zero fluence intercept proposed by studies 
concerning the growth rate of tungsten fuzz
 
[40] Subsequently, the hillocks then sharpen into 
tendrils which continue to grow from the surface
 
[48]. One outstanding question, however, 
remains. As these tendrils continue to grow from the surface, the incoming helium flux will 
begin to be intercepted by the protruding tendrils rather than the bulk. Without a source of 
helium ions, bubble formation in the bulk will be suppressed. The question therefore remains, 
what continues to drive the formation of tungsten fuzz at thicknesses greater than that whereby 
all of the helium ions are intercepted by protruding tendrils? 
3.2 Overview of Potential Theories 
Several theories have been proposed to explain the continuation of tungsten fuzz formation. The 
first of these is that the originally implanted bubble layer is sufficient for nanotendril formation. 
According to this theory, an initial layer of tungsten is impregnated with helium. This layer then 
“froths” up via the loop punching mechanism to form the tendrils. One of the key implications of 
this theory is that the mass of the tungsten fuzz layer would remain constant. This implication is 
experimentally supported by measurements of the average porosity of the fuzz layer as a function 
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of the thickness of the layer which seem to indicate that the mass of the fuzz remains constant
 
[40].  
For this theory to be true, one of three things must happen as the fuzz layer increases in depth to 
maintain the constancy of the mass of the nanostructured layer. Either the tendrils must thin, or 
there must be a larger inter-tendril spacing, as described by the graph in Figure 3.1, or the 
individual porosity of each tendril must increase (i.e. more helium bubbles nucleate within the 
tendril causing the average porosity of the fuzz layer to increase with increasing depth). Table 
3.1 shows a compilation of measured fuzz tendril thicknesses as a function of fuzz thickness.  
 
Figure 3.1: Calculated average porosity as a function of thickness in nm assuming that the porosity of the 
first several µm of fuzz is much less porous than the remainder of the layer. Such an assumption 
approximates the data well, however, is unsupported by experimental evidence. This experimental result 
has been used to argue that the mass of the fuzz is constant. However, experiments in Section 3.3.3 
provide evidence to the contrary. 
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Table 3.1: Thickness of fuzz tendrils in nanometers as a function of fuzz layer thickness. Measurements 
taken from variety of sources [refs]. Slight reduction in tendril thickness can be seen with increasing 
depth, but would be insufficient to explain a constant mass assumption. 
 
Approaching the assumption of constant fuzz mass with a simple conservation of volume 
argument, assume that the thickness of the tungsten fuzz layer is directly proportional to the 
average length of an individual tungsten fuzz tendril. Further, approximate the volume of an 
individual fuzz tendril as the volume of a cylinder: 
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙 = 𝜋𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙
2 𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙     (3.1) 
These assumptions imply relation 3.2: 
𝑡𝑓𝑢𝑧𝑧 ∝
1
𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙
2       (3.2) 
 Therefore, an increase in fuzz thickness of 10x should result in tendril thinning by a factor of 
~3x. The observed reduction from 35 nm in diameter to approximately 20 nm (1.75x) in 
diameter would only be sufficient to explain a ~3x increase in the thickness of the fuzz layer, 
rather than the observed >30x, if thinning of the tendrils were the sole explanation. From SEM 
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micrographs, there also appears to be no strong increase in the inter-tendril spacing of the fuzz 
tendrils. The fuzz layer merely looks thicker. TEM observations also do not show a strong 
increase in the individual porosity of each tendril.  
Two other explanations of the data exist. The experimental measurements of the porosity of the 
fuzz layer were made by measuring the mass of a sample before and after scraping off the fuzz 
layer and dividing the mass loss of a sample by the thickness of the fuzz layer. That quantity 
when compared to the bulk density of the tungsten yields a measure of the porosity. It may be 
that experimentally, when scraping the fuzz layer from the surface of the tungsten, some of the 
bulk is removed with the fuzz layer, thereby giving the appearance of a lower porosity. This is an 
edge effect which becomes negligible as the thickness of the fuzz increases (i.e. the percentage 
of the removed mass that is from the bulk as opposed to that which is removed as fuzz 
decreases). This would give the appearance of an increasing porosity with fuzz thickness. 
Additionally, it may be that the porosity of a thin layer of fuzz at the bulk-fuzz interface is much 
lower than the porosity of the main fuzz layer, again an edge effect that becomes negligible with 
increasing thickness of the fuzz layer (See Figure 3.1). 
The remaining theories make use of a two mechanism system. For these, loop punching of 
bubbles is responsible for the first stages of formation and is then eclipsed by a second 
mechanism as helium becomes intercepted by tungsten fuzz tendrils rather than the bulk metal. 
Experimental evidence supports this assumption insofar as that fuzz formation occurs with a 
growth rate of time to the ½ power after some initial incubation time. Nucleation of some 
structure on the surface is a critical precursor to all of the following proposed theories. 
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The second theory is that the growth of the nanostructured layer is driven by the migration of 
adatoms on the surface of the tungsten
 
[71]. Adatoms are generated by the bombardment of 
helium ions, and it is more energetically favorable for the adatoms to come to rest on the top of a 
tendril rather than at the base or on the bulk surface. Nucleation of the tendrils in this case may 
still be driven by the loop punching mechanism discussed earlier, however, continued growth is 
driven by the movement of generated adatoms on the surface. 
The third theory is electrostatic growth of the tungsten tendrils. Interplay between a generated 
dipole moment in the fuzz tendril and the strong sheath electric field may exert sufficient force 
on the tendril to draw it from the bulk, similar to metal whisker formation in RF devices [72]. 
This would also rely on nucleation of tendrils via loop punching. 
Next, it has been suggested that continuation of the growth of nanostructured tungsten tendrils 
continues to be driven by loop punching of helium bubbles in the bulk to the surface. The source 
of the helium to continue generating the bubbles, however, is a matter of some question as direct 
impingement of helium on the bulk tungsten is decreased as the tendrils begin to shadow the 
surface. The source of helium may derive from helium diffusion down the tendril after 
impingement higher up on the tendril. The compressive stress fields around helium bubbles in 
the tendrils may serve to channel helium down the channel and into the bulk. An illustration can 
be seen in Figure 3.2A. 
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Figure 3.2A: Illustration of a proposed channeling mechanism to supply helium to the tungsten bulk to 
further encourage loop punching of bubbles from the bulk to drive further growth of tungsten fuzz from 
the surface. 
 
Figure 3.2B: Illustration of viscoelastic model of tungsten fuzz growth. Helium bubbles in the tendrils 
induce stresses in the tendril that cause flow of tungsten up from the base and around the tendrils.  
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Finally, it has been proposed that growth of the tungsten tendrils is driven by viscoelastic flow of 
tungsten up the tendril from the bulk
 
[73]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2B. According to this 
theory, large stresses induced by the presence of bubbles in the tendrils cause enhanced creep of 
tungsten such that tungsten flows around the bubbles to grow the tendril. Furthermore, this 
process is rate limited by the flow of tungsten from the bulk such that the growth rate of the 
tendrils becomes proportional to t
1/2
. 
3.3 Mechanistic Experiments 
Tungsten wires were exposed in a setup identical to the study detailed in Chapter 2. 
Several tests were performed on a set of tungsten wires to investigate the proposed two 
mechanism growth of tungsten fuzz discussed previously. Nucleation of tungsten fuzz tendrils 
was driven conventionally in the method described above just beyond the hills and valleys stage 
of nanostructure formation
 
[48]. SEM micrographs of samples at this stage of formation are 
shown in Figure 3.3. Following this, the tungsten wires were immediately subjected to an 
additional process to see if nanostructure growth would continue. 
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Figure 3.3: SEM micrographs of two tungsten wires exposed just beyond the hills and valleys stage of 
tungsten fuzz formation. Fig-A is inclined, the view of Fig-B is normal to the surface. It can be seen that 
the hills are just starting to narrow into tendrils, and the tendrils have yet to grow to sufficient length and 
convolution to obscure the bulk from helium ion bombardment.  
 
The first of these two processes was to investigate if only the initial stages were driven by helium 
bubbles, and to see if an identical plasma, only with a different gas would have an effect, the 
sample was driven after the hills and valleys stage with both hydrogen and neon as process 
gases. In each case, the current in the wire was reduced to zero, and the plasma extinguished. 
The process gas was then switched immediately without breaking vacuum, the plasma was 
reignited and the current restored. In each case, the electron density and temperature were 
matched to that of the helium case such that the ion flux to the wire would be identical to the ion 
flux of helium previously at the same temperature. The samples were then exposed for 25 hours.  
The second of these processes simulated the effect of the strong electric field present in the 
plasma sheath with a DC bias. The wire was first prepared to the hills and valleys stage. After 
allowing the wire to cool, the sample was removed from vacuum and placed in a sample holder 
consisting of an aluminum tube (1 cm ID, Alloy 6061, McMaster Carr) and two ceramic (Macor, 
McMaster Carr) endcaps. The wire was suspended by the ceramic endcaps on the axis of the 
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aluminum tube. A schematic and photo of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 3.4. The 
setup was placed in the body of the helicon chamber described herein, and the chamber 
evacuated and backfilled to 100 mTorr of helium. A 3 kV bias was applied between the cylinder 
and the wire.  
𝜆𝐷 = 15 𝜇𝑚,
40 𝑉
60 𝜇𝑚
≈
3 𝑘𝑉
5 𝑚𝑚
     (3-3) 
The field was chosen to match the applied electric field to the average sheath electric field in the 
plasma. Due to the short distance between the wire and the cylinder, no breakdown occurred. 
The wire was heated via passing a current through it to 1100 K. The wire was subsequently 
exposed for 25 hours. 
 
Figure 3.4A: Experimental setup for electric field tests. Structure consisting of four threaded rods 
attached to a plate at the bottom of the chamber suspend the sample holder in the bell jar that sits within 
the MORI source. Aluminum tube shown here coated in fiberglass tape to prevent discharge to other 
surfaces within the vacuum chamber. Ceramic endcaps on both ends suspend tungsten wire within tube. 
Copper alligator clips used to ground tungsten wire while aluminum tube biased to positive potential. 
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Figure 3.4B (cont.): Schematic of the experimental setup for electric field tests. Outside tube is biased to 
positive 2.5 kV with respect to the tungsten wire in the center. Environment is 100 mTorr of helium.  
 
Finally, molybdenum wires (99.9% Alfa Aesar) were coated with tungsten by sputter magnetron 
(2” gun, Kurt J Lesker, 3 mTorr Argon) to thicknesses of 105±5, 320±15, and 1060±50 nm at 
temperature of 625 K and subsequently were exposed to plasmas of identical conditions as 
described above. Molybdenum was chosen as the wire substrate to investigate material transport 
for the similarity of its nanostructure morphology to tungsten as well as its similar temperature 
window for creation, and similar lattice constant. The deposition rate was measured by 
profilometry (DEKTAK 3030) on a masked silicon wafer exposed to identical sputter conditions. 
Deposition rate was found to be 800±40 nm over 15 minutes. After plasma exposure, the wires 
were similarly examined with SEM, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (SIMS) to investigate the relative transport of the different materials. The wire tests 
were followed by a subsequent test in planar geometry. 2mm strips of molybdenum (99.9% Alfa 
Aesar) were coated with tungsten by sputter magnetron under the similar conditions to the wire. 
Once again the deposition rate was checked with profilometry and found to be 1000±60 nm over 
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10 minutes. Strips of Mo with 100, 200, 500 and 1000 nm of tungsten were exposed to the 
helium helicon plasma at 1300 K. After exposure, AES and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
(XPS) were performed as a function of depth on the samples once again to investigate transport. 
A 3 keV argon ion beam was used to sputter material to probe signal versus depth. The sputter 
rate for the 3 keV argon beam is calibrated as 50 nm/min on a tungsten surface. Since the sputter 
rate of tungsten fuzz has been shown to be inversely proportional to the porosity [40] and 
assuming that the areal density of tungsten at any given height along the fuzz tendril is directly 
proportional to the porosity, the sputter rate in terms of depth/time is taken as the same for both 
bulk tungsten and the fuzzed layer. 
3.3.1 Gas Replacement Tests 
SEM micrographs of the tungsten wire exposed to the hills and valleys stage can be seen in 
Figure 3.3. SEM micrographs of the tungsten after exposure to the hills and valleys stage with 
helium as the plasma process gas and subsequent exposure with hydrogen and neon as the 
process gases are shown in Figures 3.5A and 3.5B respectively. For comparison, a tungsten wire 
exposed continuously with helium as the process gas is shown in Figure 3.5C. It can be seen that 
tungsten nanostructures readily grow in the case of helium plasma exposure, however, neither 
the exposure to hydrogen nor to neon caused significant growth of nanostructures. The hydrogen 
exposure looks little different than the tungsten only exposed to the hills and valleys stage. In the 
neon structure the hills and valleys look to have partially subsided. The sputtering threshold of 
neon on tungsten is approximately 45 eV
 
[74], and since the energy of the ion flux was 40 eV, 
the smoothing of the initially roughened surface is attributed to material creep enhanced by 
plasma bombardment similar to the annealing of tungsten nanostructures observed on NAGDIS
 
[44]. Even with the same sheath geometry, magnitude of ion flux, and material temperature, 
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nanostructure growth is not promoted by either hydrogen or neon, showing that helium is 
important to the process throughout. 
 
Figure 3.5: Comparison of tungsten wires exposed in gas replacement tests. No evidence of further 
nanostructuring can be seen in either the hydrogen or neon cases. The reference helium case however, 
shows continued nanostructuring well beyond the hills and valleys stage. 
 
3.3.2 Electric Field Tests 
Wires of tungsten before and after exposure to a DC electric field test to simulate a sheath 
electric field without a plasma as described above yet after exposure just past the hills and 
valleys stage can be seen in the SEM micrographs in Figure 3.6A and B respectively. In these 
tests, the tungsten wire was at the same temperature as the plasma exposures, in an environment 
of hot helium gas and similar electric field, but without ion bombardment as there was no plasma 
breakdown. From these micrographs, another null result can be seen. No further nanostructuring 
was observed on these wires beyond the hills and valleys stage of tungsten fuzz formation. The 
combination of these electric field tests and the gas replacement tests above give strong evidence 
against two of the theories discussed previously, namely, the theory that further growth of 
tungsten fuzz is driven by adatom migration on the surface of the tungsten, and the theory that 
the growth is due to an electrostatic interaction between the tendrils and the sheath electric field. 
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If either of these were the case, they would have showed a positive result in the gas replacement 
tests. Bombardment by either 40 eV hydrogen or neon would generate adatoms on the surface 
similarly to helium bombardment, and if this were the process, the growth of the nanostructures 
would be insensitive to the process gas at this stage. Similarly, in plasmas of both hydrogen and 
neon of similar density and temperature to the helium plasmas used in previous experiments, the 
sheath electric field structure would be very similar, and therefore, if the mechanism were 
electrostatic growth of the tendrils, both the gas replacement and electric field tests would show a 
positive result. These tests however do conclusively prove that the growth of tungsten 
nanotendrils is solely driven when the wire is at an elevated temperature by the bombardment of 
an energetic helium ion flux. 
 
Figure 3.6: Comparison of tungsten wires exposed in electric field tests. No evidence of further 
nanostructuring can be seen in this case. A comparison between the two micrographs shows that they are 
at the same phase of tungsten fuzz growth where hills are narrowing into tendrils. 
 
3.3.3 Tungsten Coated Molybdenum Tests 
An SEM micrograph of the formed fuzz layer on the 320 nm sample can be seen in Figure 3.7. 
The fuzz layers on each wire looked identical to those produced on bulk tungsten wires.  
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Figure 3.7: SEM image of tungsten fuzz from tungsten layer deposited on molybdenum wire. Sample 
shown is from 320 nm tungsten layer. Morphology is identical to tungsten grown from pure tungsten 
wires as well as the morphology observed on the 105 and 1060 nm deposition samples. 
 
 
The AES spectra of the 3 samples exposed as well as a molybdenum wire sputter-coated with 
tungsten, but not nanostructured, for reference can be seen in Figure 3.8.  
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Figure 3.8A: AES spectrum of W coated Mo wire without nanostructuring. Provided for reference. 
Strong tungsten peaks can be observed (as well as a carbon peak, but no molybdenum is observed). Axis 
broken for clarity.
 
Figure 3.8B: Tungsten coated molybdenum wire (105 nm thickness) , nanostructured. AES spectrum 
shows both tungsten and molybdenum lines (weak Mo peak at 1880 eV not observed).  
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Figure 3.8C (cont.): Tungsten coated molybdenum wire (320 nm thickness) , nanostructured. AES 
spectrum still shows both tungsten and molybdenum lines (weak Mo peak at 1880 eV not observed).  
 
Figure 3.8D (cont.): Tungsten coated molybdenum wire (1060 nm thickness), nanostructured. AES 
spectrum shows disappearance of molybdenum lines. Only tungsten lines are observed.  
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From these AES spectra, it can be seen that molybdenum is being incorporated into the tungsten 
tendrils when it is available as a source from the bulk. AES is a very surface sensitive technique, 
as a result of the limited penetration of the incident electron beam as well as the limited range of 
the Auger electrons in solids. Strong molybdenum signals can be seen from the wires with 
depositions of 105 and 320 nm. The molybdenum signals are absent however, from both the wire 
with no nanostructuring (indicating that the tungsten coating is good) as well as the 1060 nm 
deposition with nanostructuring (indicating that there is a maximum interaction depth between 
the nanostructuring process and the wire). These spectra provide strong evidence that the 
interaction layer between the nanostructuring process is thicker than originally thought
 
[42,49]. 
The inclusion of molybdenum into the tungsten nanostructures at tungsten thicknesses in excess 
of 50 nm shows that material is being sourced to the tendrils from the bulk even beyond the 
initial interaction layer of approximately 50-100 nm. SIMS spectra of the 3 samples exposed can 
be seen in Figure 3.9. These spectra are also in support of the AES results. For the 105 and 320 
nm depositions, a significant molybdenum signal can be seen alongside the tungsten. The 
difference in signal count between the two is heavily dependent on line strength, and as a result, 
there is a stronger molybdenum signal than tungsten. The image size is 10 µm x 10 µm which is 
insufficient to image individual tendrils, and therefore the counts displayed in the image should 
be uniformly distributed, which they are for the 105 and 320 nm depositions. However, the 1060 
nm deposition shows molybdenum rich and tungsten rich areas. This is attributed to variations in 
the deposited thickness of tungsten on the molybdenum wire, and in the areas of thicker tungsten 
deposition, even post-nanostructuring, the ratio of molybdenum counts to tungsten is reduced 
from the sample average, providing additional evidence for the hypothesis of a maximum 
interaction depth. The ratio of molybdenum counts to tungsten counts shows a decrease with 
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increase of thickness of deposited tungsten on the molybdenum wire as expected. SIMS, like 
AES, is surface sensitive, and therefore, shows additional proof of incorporation of molybdenum 
into the tungsten tendrils as well as a maximum interaction depth.  
 
Figure 3.9: SIMS images of Mo and W. Each image is 10 µm x 10 µm. 3.9 A+B: 105 nm deposition 
wire, A(Mo), B(W). 3.9 C+D: 320 nm deposition wire C(Mo), D(W). 3.9 E+F: 1060 nm deposition wire 
E(Mo), F(W). Nearly uniformly distributed counts can be seen in both the 105 and 320 nm wires. The 
1060 nm wire, however, shows localization of stronger tungsten and molybdenum signals in different 
areas. The W and Mo images are reciprocal in the areas of stronger signal. 
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These AES and SIMS results show strong evidence that material is sourced from the bulk 
through the tungsten fuzz formation process, and that the interaction layer between the bulk and 
fuzz tendrils is much deeper than originally thought. This is further corroborated by the 
investigation of tungsten coated molybdenum strips. AES spectra for the 100, 200, 500 and 
1000nm tungsten coated molybdenum strips can be seen respectively in Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 
and 3.13.  
 
Figure 3.10A: AES spectrum of 100 nm tungsten coated molybdenum before sputtering. Strong 
molybdenum peaks are observed indicating that the majority of the tungsten has been eroded. However, 
tungsten is still observed, particularly at the 1736 and 1786 eV peaks. 
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Figure 3.10B (cont.): AES spectrum of 100 nm tungsten coated molybdenum after 2 minutes of 
sputtering (100 nm). Strong molybdenum peaks are observed and the high energy tungsten peaks are 
reduced from the non-sputtered case. 
 
Figure 3.10C (cont.): AES spectrum of 100 nm tungsten coated molybdenum after 4 minutes of 
sputtering (200 nm). Strong molybdenum peaks are observed and the high energy tungsten peaks have 
almost disappeared. 
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Figure 3.11A: AES spectrum of 200 nm tungsten coated molybdenum before sputtering. The tungsten 
peaks are easily observable. Small molybdenum peaks are present as well at the two low energy (186 and 
221 eV) peaks. 
 
Figure 3.11B: AES spectrum of 200 nm tungsten coated molybdenum after 4 minutes of sputtering (200 
nm). The tungsten peaks are easily observable, but strong molybdenum peaks can also be seen, indicating 
the presence of a mixing layer. 
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Figure 3.11C (cont.): AES spectrum of 200 nm tungsten coated molybdenum after 8 minutes of 
sputtering (400 nm). The tungsten peaks are beginning to recede, and strong molybdenum peaks can also 
be seen, indicating the presence of a mixing layer. 
 
Figure 3.11D (cont.): AES spectrum of 200 nm tungsten coated molybdenum after 12 minutes of 
sputtering (600 nm). The tungsten peaks are well receded, and molybdenum peaks are increasing in 
strength, indicating large depth of mixing layer. 
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Figure 3.12A: AES spectrum of 500 nm tungsten coated molybdenum before sputtering. Strong tungsten 
peaks can be seen.  
 
Figure 3.12B: AES spectrum of 500 nm tungsten coated molybdenum after sputtering for ten minutes 
(500 nm). Strong tungsten peaks can be seen, but molybdenum peaks are beginning to appear. 
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Figure 3.12C (cont.): AES spectrum of 500 nm tungsten coated molybdenum after sputtering for twenty 
minutes (1000 nm). Tungsten peaks are still visible, however, strong molybdenum peaks can also be seen 
indicating a strong mix between tungsten and molybdenum at this depth. 
 
Figure 3.13: AES spectrum of 1000 nm tungsten coated molybdenum without any sputtering. Tungsten 
peaks are strong, molybdenum peaks fall within the noise range. 
 
 
From these AES spectra, it can be observed that there is significant mixing of the tungsten and 
molybdenum layers. There is no abrupt transition between pure tungsten and pure molybdenum 
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as a function of depth. Instead, the transition occurs gradually. The concentration of tungsten is 
plotted as a function of depth below the top of the fuzzed surface for the 100, 200 and 500 nm 
samples in Figure 3.14. The tungsten concentration as a function of depth is shown for a 
reference case (250 nm of W on Mo, no nanostructuring) in Figure 3.15. 
 
Figure 3.14: Ratio of tungsten to molybdenum counts for AES spectra on 100, 200 and 500 nm tungsten 
coated molybdenum samples. Decreasing ratio with increasing depth indicates more molybdenum as the 
sputtered depth increases. Sigmoid fit shown as well. E-folding length of sigmoid fit is approximately 250 
nm. Transition observed from tungsten rich region to molybdenum rich region indicative of strong layer 
mixing. 
 
Sigmoid curves of the form 
𝐴
1+𝑒(−𝐵(𝑥−𝑥𝑜))
 are fit to the data and shown in each figure as well. The 
e-folding length of the transition region, 1/B is extracted from these fits. It is assumed that the 
extent of the mixing region is 1 e-folding length on each side of the inflection point, giving a 
total mixed layer thickness of 2/B. This layer thickness is approximately 500±100 nm.  
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Figure 3.15: Concentration of tungsten as a function of depth for a reference sample of W deposited on 
Mo but not nanostructured. Tungsten thickness is 250 nm. Sigmoid fit to data is plotted as well. 
Measurements of W concentration taken starting at 60 nm of depth and then every 30 nm thereafter. 
Upper bound on thickness of interaction layer given by sigmoid fit as approximately 16 nm. Limit of AES 
resolution in distinguishing between distinct layers is approximately 8 nm. 
 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the nanostructure formation is taking place in an eroding 
environment. The eroded depth of tungsten is estimated in two ways. First, using equation 3.3, 
taken from [40]: 
𝑥(𝜑) =
𝐶
2𝜀𝑓𝑢𝑧𝑧
(𝑊 (− exp (−
2𝜖𝑓𝑢𝑧𝑧
2
𝐶
(𝜑 − 𝜑𝑜)) − 1) + 1)   (3-3) 
Where W is the Lambert W function. C, the growth constant and φo, the incubation fluence are 
taken from [40]. The erosion constant is then determined by equating the thickness of the fuzz 
layer grown in 24 hours (600 nm) to the result of 3.3 using the fluence exposure for 24 hours 
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(2e26 m
-2
). The eroded thickness of bulk tungsten is then equal to the erosion constant times the 
fluence times one minus the porosity. The eroded bulk tungsten thickness is 75±20 nm of 
tungsten. Assuming that this eroded tungsten was due to impingement of O/C/N impurities in the 
plasma, and assuming an average sputter yield for these species of 1e-4 (the sputtering yields at 
these energies are quite uncertain), O/C/N impurities would need to make up 16% of the 
incoming ion flux to erode 75 nm of tungsten. This would explain the much lower 
tungsten/molybdenum counts ratio in the 100 nm deposition as well as the lack of a purely 
tungsten layer in the 200 nm deposition. However, the similar e-folding length of the mixed layer 
across all three samples indicates a larger interaction depth much like the tungsten coated 
molybdenum wire tests, and quantifies the thickness of this layer as approximately 500±100 nm. 
A visualization of the data presented in Figure 3.14 is shown in Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.16: Visualization of AES data presented in Figure 3.14. Initial state of molybdenum strips 
coated with tungsten are seen in the top of the figure for the 100, 200 and 500 nm depositions. Tungsten 
layers are colored blue, molybdenum layers are colored red. The nanostructured samples are visualized in 
the bottom half of the figure. Mixed layers are depicted by a gradient fill, the bulk layers are depicted as a 
single solid rectangle, and the fuzz layer is marked by bars with a transparent box behind.  
 
 It can be seen from this visualization that molybdenum is being drawn up into the tendrils from 
the bulk. Furthermore, the tungsten is most prevalent at the top of the fuzz layer and decays into 
molybdenum monotonically down the tendril, particularly in the 200 nm sample. This is 
indicative of a mechanism where the tendrils are still being grown out of the bulk, where 
nanostructuring being driven from the base is continually pushing the tendril outward, similar to 
the hypothesis presented earlier where loop punching continues to drive fuzz growth at large 
fluences. This is also evidence contrary to the hypothesis presented earlier where material is 
pulled up from the bulk to the tip of the tendril to continue to drive nanostructure growth. 
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3.4 Similarities Between Tungsten and Other Materials 
Experiments at several different institutions have observed the growth of tungsten nanostructures 
under exposure to helium plasmas while investigating the viability of tungsten for high heat flux 
components in nuclear fusion reactors
 
[28,38]. While these structures are potentially fatal to the 
fusion plasma when grown
 
[75], they do exhibit characteristics that could be exploited in other 
applications. A high porosity, a low density of about 10% of the bulk material, large surface area, 
increased emissivity, and decreased reflectance are all properties of the nanostructured surface 
[39,69,76,77]. The nanostructures are produced by prolonged exposure to a flux of helium ions 
while the tungsten is at an elevated temperature. Several studies have investigated the similar 
formation of nanostructures on metals other than tungsten. Exposure to fluxes of helium in 
excess of 10
20
 m
-2
s
-1
 at a temperature approximately between 30% and 50% of the melting 
temperature yields several different nanostructures, i.e. cones/pillars have been observed on 
copper
 
[78], fuzz on molybdenum and tungsten
 
[76], and roughening of the surface on titanium
 
[78]. 
 
3.4.1 Palladium 
Palladium samples (Alfa Aesar 99.9%) were exposed inside of a commercial grade helium 
helicon source (MORI 200
 
[66]). The plasma conditions for the experiments described herein 
were generated with an RF power of 700W, a magnetic field of 120G, and a background helium 
pressure of 100 mTorr as read by a convectron gauge (Granville Phillips 375). A photo of the 
experimental chamber can be seen in Figure 3.17.  
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Figure 3.17: Photo of exposure chamber showing MORI automated matching network, exposure volume, 
load lock gate valve, and transfer arm for introducing samples without breaking vacuum. 
The resulting plasma density is 1e18 m
-3
 with an electron temperature of 4 eV diagnosed with an 
RF-compensated Langmuir probe
 
[67] in the region where the sample was placed. The palladium 
was supported via a copper sample holder which suspended the sample in the plasma. The 
sample was biased to negative 40 V with respect to plasma potential such that the incoming 
helium ion flux had an energy of 40 eV and a flux of 2.5e21 m
-2
s
-1
. Sample temperature was 
achieved merely by heating of the sample via the incoming ion flux. Regulation of the 
temperature, however, was achieved by adjusting the area of the sample in direct contact with the 
copper sample holder, thereby controlling conduction losses. It should be noted that the 
centerline density of the plasma is constant to within measurement error over the range of sample 
placements, so adjustment of the sample relative to the copper sample holder did not change the 
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flux to the target. Temperatures were not directly measured, but rather computed via an 
experimentally calibrated finite difference model described in Chapter 2 which balances input 
energy from helium ion irradiation and losses via conduction and radiation [79]. Scanning 
electron microscopy (Hitachi S4700) was performed on the exposed samples. Four different 
geometries were tested; a plate of palladium 1cm x 2 cm x 0.5 mm, a wire 0.5 mm dia. x 20 cm 
in length, and two thin films deposited on 25 mm x 25 mm glass substrates with thicknesses of 
300 nm (evaporation coating) and 30 nm (magnetron sputter coating). 
 
Figure 3.18: SEM micrographs of palladium surface (0.5 mm diameter wire sample) after exposure to 
helium plasma at elevated temperature. The flux to each area is identical, the only changed variable is 
temperature (noted in the upper left corner of each micrograph both absolute and as a fraction of the 
melting point of palladium). 
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Figure 3.19A: SEM micrographs of palladium surface (0.5 mm plate sample) after exposure to helium 
plasma at elevated temperature. The flux to each area is identical, the only changed variable is 
temperature (noted in the upper left corner of each micrograph both absolute and as a fraction of the 
melting point of palladium). Secondary electron collection performed at a tilt angle of 0
o
 with respect to 
the surface normal. 
 
Figure 3.19B: SEM micrographs of palladium surface (0.5 mm plate sample) after exposure to helium 
plasma at elevated temperature. The flux to each area is identical, the only changed variable is 
temperature (noted in the upper left corner of each micrograph both absolute and as a fraction of the 
melting point of palladium). Secondary electron collection performed at a tilt angle of 40
o
 with respect to 
the surface normal. 
 
SEM micrographs of the exposed wire and plate are shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.19 
respectively. Figure 3.19A is a series of top down (0
o
 from normal) micrographs of the plate; 
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3.19B is a series of micrographs of the plate and has a tilt of 40
o
 from normal introduced to the 
sample. From these micrographs it can be seen that exposure of palladium at elevated 
temperatures to fluxes of helium ions forms a series of pillars or tendrils from the surface. EDX 
analysis of these tendrils confirms that they are palladium. These tendrils are 350±100 nm in 
diameter, 1000±250 nm in height, and possess an areal density of approximately 1.5 
tendrils/µm
2
. It can also be seen from the difference between the 0
o
 and 40
o
 micrographs of the 
plate that these tendrils grow normally to the surface. The tendrils are also mostly straight at 
temperatures less than 700 K, and in excess of 700 K the structures begin to bend and fold. As 
the temperature increases beyond this (>775 K), the nanostructures begin to increase in diameter 
(500±100 nm), but not length. The areal density of tendrils decreases to approximately 1 
tendril/µm
2
. As the temperature exceeds 850 K, the nanostructures appear to begin to anneal 
back into the bulk, resulting in very rounded and thick tendrils at 880 K (see Figure 3.18), and 
full disappearance of tendrils by 900 K (Figure 3.20). The nanostructuring process appears to be 
bubble driven, similar to the growth of tungsten nanostructured “fuzz” which is predicted to 
grow under certain conditions in the divertor region of fusion reactors
 
[1]. However, while the 
bubbles that drive nanostructuring in tungsten are approximately 10 nm in diameter, the pits 
observed in the surface of the nanostructured palladium (attributed to bubble bursting at the 
surface similar to tungsten
 
[48]) are 75±25 nm in diameter at temperatures less than 750 K. At 
temperatures above 750 K, these pits swell in size to 110±30 nm in diameter. Normalizing two 
characteristic parameters of the nanostructures to the pit diameter draws striking parallels 
between tungsten and palladium nanostructuring. The ratio of tendril diameter to pit diameter in 
tungsten is approximately 3 to 4
 
[48]. Similarly, the ratio of tendril diameter to pit diameter in 
palladium is also 3 to 4. Also, the separation distance between individual tendrils is 
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approximately 7 to 11 times the diameter of the pits in tungsten
 
[48]. With a tendril separation 
distance of 800±150 nm, palladium nanostructures have a ratio of tendril separation distance to 
pit diameter in the exact same range. This is very indicative of a similar bubble mechanism 
driving the growth of fuzz tendrils, whereby bubbles created in the bulk of the material 
effectively rise to the surface or grow and thin the material above them, subsequently rupturing. 
As more bubbles impact the surface, hills and valleys start to form stochastically. Bubbles then 
are more likely to connect to a valley rather than a hill by virtue of shorter path length, and as a 
result nanostructures grow. Characteristics such as the ratio of tendril diameter or tendril 
separation distance to the pit diameter fall out of a simple Monte Carlo model implementing only 
the assumption that bubbles are more likely to rupture at a valley than a hill
 
[48]. Since the model 
is independent of material properties, any nanostructuring via the same mechanism will show 
similar tendril to pit diameter ratios and tendril separation to pit diameter ratios, as is seen here. 
Much like tungsten nanostructuring via helium plasma bombardment, palladium nanostructuring 
appears to have a window of temperature for which it can grow tendrils. Tungsten fuzz grows 
within the temperature range of 1000 K – 2000 K (0.27 Tm – 0.54 Tm)
 
[80]. Palladium 
nanostructuring in the experiments described herein occurred at 650 K (0.33 Tm) and 880 K (0.48 
Tm) as well as several other intermediate temperatures and was bracketed by a lack of 
nanostructuring formation at 500 K (0.27 Tm) and 900 K (0.49 Tm). When normalized to the 
melting point of the material, the active temperature range for the bubble driven nanostructuring 
appears to be very similar. 
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Figure 3.20: SEM micrograph of palladium surface (0.5 mm dia. wire sample) after exposure to helium 
plasma at 900 K, only a couple tendrils are visible as the annealing rate of the tendrils begins to exceed 
the rate of growth. 
 
Many applications of palladium nanostructuring revolve around the increased surface 
area to volume ratio (i.e. improving the catalytic activity for a given weight of palladium). As a 
result of this, the ability to grow nanostructures on thin films of palladium is very desirable as 
this would further increase the surface area to volume ratio of an amount of palladium with an 
already large surface area to volume ratio. There, however, was thought to be a minimum 
thickness at which the palladium would no longer nanostructure because the bubbles necessary 
to drive the growth of palladium nanostructures were approximately 100 nm in diameter and 
could therefore not grow to full size in very thin films. As thick substrates of 0.5 mm thickness 
and diameter had already been tested, two thin films (of thickness 300 and 30 nm) were 
investigated to see the structures that would form. SEM micrographs of each sample can be seen 
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in Figures 3.21 and 3.22 and respectively. Nanostructure growth for the 300 nm film appears to 
be again bubble driven. Tendrils of diameter 320±100 nm are apparent and so are pits of 75±15 
nm diameter. These are commensurate with the diameters of the tendrils and pits of the bulk 
samples at the same temperature of exposure. The tendrils are also very straight, much like the 
tendrils observed in the bulk samples at temperatures < 700 K. This implies the bubble formation 
depths and subsequent loop punching to the surface occurs at depths of less than 3 bubble 
diameters, much like the formation of helium bubbles within tungsten which drive 
nanostructuring
 
[48]. As the thickness of the film is reduced below that of the bubble diameter, 
formation of full helium bubbles to drive nanostructuring is suppressed. Instead, it appears as 
though formation and growth of bubbles within the 30 nm thick film rupture the film without 
being able to build upon each other and grow nanostructures. This results in a series of pits in the 
surface, but no vertical growth of nanostructures. These pits are of diameter 130±35 nm, which is 
larger than those observed in the 300 nm and bulk samples. Wrinkles are also evident in the 
palladium film which is indicative of delamination of the palladium film from the SiO2 substrate. 
The palladium film was deposited via magnetron sputtering at room temperature and due to 
residual tensile stresses in the film, once it became delaminated, it wrinkled. 
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Figure 3.21: SEM micrograph of palladium surface (300 nm thin film deposited on SiO2) after exposure 
to helium plasma at elevated temperature. 5A, B, and C are different resolutions of the same location 
showing growth of tendrils and voids that appear to penetrate down to the SiO2 substrate. Tendrils 
approximately the same diameter as those observed on bulk Pd samples are observed. Pits of similar 
diameter are also observed. 5D shows an area of the palladium film where the helium plasma has eroded 
through the palladium film to the substrate with very thin tendrils of Pd stretching across.  
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Figure 3.22: SEM micrograph of palladium surface (30 nm thin film deposited on SiO2) after exposure to 
helium plasma at elevated temperature. 3.14A-D are different resolutions of the same location showing 
growth no tendril growth, but a significant amount of voids. These voids are of a diameter greater than the 
pits observed in the bulk and 300 nm film samples. Large wrinkles appear evident in the film. It appears 
as though formation and growth of bubbles within the 30 nm thick film rupture the film without being 
able to build upon each other and grow nanostructures. 
 
3.4.2 Molybdenum 
As mentioned previously, nanostructured fuzz had been observed on molybdenum (bcc crystal) 
as well as tungsten [76]. Molybdenum wires (Alfa Aesar 99.9%) were exposed to the helicon 
helium plasma at temperatures between 0.3 and 0.5 Tm (Tm=2896K) in methods identical to the 
exposure of the palladium and tungsten wires exposed herein previously. The threshold 
temperatures for nanostructure formation in each of the cases presented here appear to be 
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approximately 0.3 to 0.5 Tm. One may also make the comparison that these temperatures may 
also be given as a fixed ratio to the creep temperature of each of these materials as well. An SEM 
micrograph of a nanostructured molybdenum surface exposed at 1050 K (0.36 Tm) can be 
observed in Figure 3.23.  
 
Figure 3.23: Molybdenum surface exposed to helium helicon plasma. Morphology of the tendrils is very 
similar to that of tungsten. The diameter of the tendrils is approximately 30 nm, and a similar complex 
branching morphology is observed. 
 
Molybdenum also has a temperature threshold for fuzz formation as evidenced by exposure of 
the molybdenum wire at 810 K. An SEM of this exposure can be seen in Figure 3.24 depicting a 
lack of fuzz. The similarity between tungsten and molybdenum nanostructuring is significant in 
that they share a similar diameter of nanostructured tendrils, similar diameter of pits that are the 
precursors to the nanostructure formation, and a similar temperature threshold for fuzz 
formation. The upper bound on sample temperature was not investigated in this study on either 
molybdenum or tungsten. However, it is well characterized for tungsten [42]. Much like 
palladium, the ratio of pit size to tendril diameter to inter-tendril spacing is identical to tungsten.  
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Figure 3.24: Molybdenum surface exposed to helium helicon plasma below the temperature threshold for 
nanostructure formation. No nanostructures are observed. 
 
3.4.3 Tantalum 
Tantalum (bcc crystal) fuzz also bears a striking resemblance to tungsten fuzz. Tantalum wires 
(Alfa Aesar 99.9%) were exposed at temperatures between 0.3 and 0.5 Tm (Tm=3293 K). An 
SEM of the tantalum surface can be seen in Figure 3.25. 
 
Figure 3.25: Tantalum surface exposed to helium helicon plasma. Again, the morphology of the tendrils 
is very similar to that of tungsten. The diameter of the tendrils is approximately 25 nm.  
 
 
Tantalum, much like molybdenum has a similar pit diameter to tendril diameter to inter-tendril 
spacing ratio as well as an observed temperature threshold for formation.  
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3.4.4 Copper 
Copper nanostructures were also made in a similar manner to the tungsten, molybdenum, 
tantalum, and palladium wires. Copper (99.9% Alfa Aesar) wires were exposed to helium 
plasma. Copper (Tm=1358K) is an fcc metal much like palladium. Like palladium as well, the 
features were much larger than those observed on the bcc metals of tungsten, molybdenum and 
tantalum. However, much like all of these metals, the same ratio between pit diameter, tendril 
thickness, and inter-tendril separation is found on copper. Copper forms cones though as 
opposed to the forest of tendrils seen on many of the others. An SEM micrograph of an exposed 
copper wire is seen in Figure 3.26.  
 
Figure 3.26: Copper surface exposed to helium helicon plasma. The morphology of the features is cone-
like as opposed to tendril-like. The lower temperature limit for copper was not observed, however, the 
upper temperature limit was, as beyond approximately 0.67Tm, nanostructures appeared to recede back 
into the surface. 
 
In this micrograph the cone-like microstructures can be observed. The different morphology of 
the nanostructures on copper is attributed to a different secondary mechanism from those that 
drive nanostructure formation on the other metals, however, the similarity between the ratios of 
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pit diameter and tendril diameter are indicative of the same initial driver for formation. Since this 
same ratio is predicted even by the simple Monte-Carlo model described in Chapter 2, it seems 
evident that the formation of the nanostructures on each of these different metals is nucleated by 
the same bubble formation and loop punching process. The ratios between bubble (pit) diameter, 
tendril diameter, and inter-tendril separation are shown in detail in Table 3.2. The data is mostly 
drawn from experiments performed at UIUC, however, more clear pits in copper are seen in [78], 
and therefore, the data for copper is drawn from [78]. The difference in size between the fcc and 
bcc metals is attributed to a difference in the number of helium traps created with each incident 
helium. Due to the increased plasticity of fcc metals, this parameter is larger in these metals, and 
as a result, the number of helium traps created per incident helium is larger, and therefore the 
bubble diameter is larger [70]. 
 
Table 3.2: Comparison of the pit diameter, tendril diameter, and inter-tendril separation for a variety of 
metals exposed to helium helicon plasma. Similar ratios are indicative of a common nucleating 
mechanism.  
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3.4.5 Titanium 
Finally, titanium (hcp crystal) wires (99.9% Alfa Aesar) were exposed to the helium plasma. 
Several temperatures were investigated. At lower sample temperatures (<1000K) no 
nanostructuring was observed and the surface as observed under the SEM after exposure was 
identical to the surface as it was before exposure. However, at 1100K (0.57Tm, Tm=1941K), 
significant roughening and grooving of the surface was observed. Similar roughening and 
grooving was observed on the Magnum PSI linear plasma device [78], and upon increasing the 
energy of the ions nanostructures were observed on top of the grooved structures. The lack of 
nanostructures of similar characteristics to the other metals is attributed to the difference in 
crystal structure (hcp as opposed to fcc/bcc) which may affect helium trapping as discussed 
previously, and may also have an effect on the loop punching process. An SEM micrograph of 
the observed structuring of titanium is seen in Figure 3.27. 
 
Figure 3.27: Structuring of titanium by incident helium ions at elevated temperature. Structure is grooved 
and roughened, colloquially referred to as “brains”. 
 
 
3.5 Summary 
It was proposed that the formation of tungsten nanostructures relies on a two-mechanism model, 
one mechanism for the initial nucleation and a second for the continued growth of the fuzz. 
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Experimental evidence was presented to support the two mechanism theory. Furthermore, the 
existing theories for the continued growth of the fuzz were presented and discussed one by one. 
Experiments showing results contrary to many of the theories were presented showing strong 
evidence against theories involving adatom diffusion, electrostatically enhanced growth, and the 
bubbling of an initial fuzz layer. The two theories remaining after are the viscoelastic growth of 
tendrils by formation of bubbles within the tendril inducing stress on the tungsten to plastically 
deform it and pull tungsten from the bulk, and that helium bubbles within the tendril help 
channel helium down the tendril to the base and into the bulk, continuing the growth of tungsten 
fuzz by bubble growth and loop punching. Experiments with deposition of a tungsten layer on a 
molybdenum wire and molybdenum strips with subsequent nanostructuring seems to favor the 
latter of these, as it appears from AES and SIMS analysis of the wires post-exposure that 
material is sourced from the bulk for a large portion of the nanostructure formation process and 
that the interaction depth is much deeper than previously thought. Measurements of the thickness 
of this interaction zone estimate its thickness as approximately 500 nm. Visualization of the AES 
data further suggests that molybdenum from the bulk is pushing the tendrils further out, rather 
than being pulled up the sides of the tendrils. In addition, a variety of samples of different 
materials were also exposed to the helium helicon plasma showing strong similarities in initial 
nucleation mechanism of nanostructures between the various metals. Molybdenum and tantalum 
were shown to have almost identical morphologies to that of tungsten, with similar temperature 
thresholds to fuzz formation as well. Samples of bulk palladium (i.e. wire and plate) showed 
evidence of bubbles of approximate diameter 100 nm and tendrils of approximate diameter 350 
nm. The nanostructuring growth mechanism for palladium also appears to be similar to that of 
tungsten, molybdenum and tantalum, with an active temperature range similar to that of tungsten 
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after normalization to the melting point. However, the diameter of the bubbles is much larger 
than that of those observed in tungsten. Previous studies of exposure of different metals to 
energetic helium fluxes at elevated temperatures have suggested that the nanostructuring process 
is heavily dependent on crystal structure
 
[78]. This is further reinforced by the studies performed 
herein, as well as by the copper results, which shown much larger nanostructures, similar to 
palladium. Body centered cubic (bcc) crystals such as tungsten, molybdenum, and tantalum show 
very similar nanostructures in both size and morphology. Palladium and copper are face centered 
cubic (fcc) materials, and therefore, will nanostructure differently than the bcc tungsten. 
However, since the ratio of tendril diameter to pit diameter as well as the ratio of inter-tendril 
separation to pit diameter is the same for both tungsten and palladium, it is highly probable that 
the mechanism for the formation of the nanostructures is the same. The difference in bubble size 
then is the biggest driver in the difference in observed morphology. This difference being 
attributed to the difference in clustering dynamics of helium bubbles in the two different crystal 
structures. Titanium (hcp) further reinforces this theory, as it did not nanostructure like the 
others, but rather showed signs of grooving and roughening.  
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CHAPTER 4: OVERVIEW OF LIQUID LITHIUM STABILITY 
4.1 Various Research Studies 
 4.1.1 General Stability of Flowing Liquids 
The study of the stability of the interface between two fluids is central to the theory behind 
droplet ejection from a lithium surface. The stability of an interface is traditionally determined 
by application of the Navier-Stokes equations on either side of the interface, and equating the 
jump in pressure across the interface to surface tension forces. This type of analysis is typically 
seen in the study of Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. Rayleigh Taylor 
instabilities form at the interface of two co-accelerated fluids with a density difference. A classic 
example is the instability seen when a heavier fluid is placed on top of a lighter fluid. The initial 
growth of waves on the surface that leads to the heavier fluid and lighter fluid switching places is 
governed by Rayleigh-Taylor theory. A comprehensive review is given by Kull
 
[81]. Kelvin 
Helmholtz instabilities on the other hand, result from sheared flow between two liquids near an 
interface. Large differences in velocity between the two fluids will lead to growth of waves on 
the surface. The analysis of the two can however be coupled, and a derivation for the case of 
liquid lithium is presented later in this document. 
Growth of RT and KH instabilities can ultimately lead to the formation of droplets of one of the 
liquids, and subsequent entrainment in the other. This problem has been studied extensively for 
the investigation of post-burnout heat fluxes in light water nuclear reactors
 
[82] and the efficacy 
of emergency core cooling systems
 
[83] as well as the film cooling of jet engines
 
[84]. Under 
significant deformation of a surface due to RT and KH instabilities, the liquid will break into 
droplets and become entrained in one of five different mechanisms
 
[85]: roll wave, wave 
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undercut, bubble burst, liquid impingement, or liquid bulge disintegration. Figure 4.1 shows an 
illustration of these mechanisms. 
 
Figure 4.1: The five different types of liquid entrainment by gas flows
 
[48]. 
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The problem of liquid droplet formation has been studied extensively for water, but liquid metals 
have not been so thoroughly investigated. Stability of liquid metals to impingement and high 
frequency magnetic field exposure, however, have been studied. The impact of tin droplets on 
stainless steel surfaces was studied by Aziz et al
 
[86]. It was found that the flow of the free 
surface, while highly complex could in part be predicted by a Rayleigh-Taylor analysis of the 
outward moving liquid. Namely, the number of “fingers” of the impinging droplet could be 
roughly predicted by RT theory. 
The stability of liquid metal droplets under exposure to high frequency magnetic fields has also 
been found to be strongly dependent on the fluid interface, namely it has been found to be a 
strong function of the surface tension forces on the surface of the droplet. Kocourek et al
 
[87] 
found that application of high frequency (~20 kHz) magnetic fields to a liquid metal droplet only 
induced large oscillations for Bond numbers (ratio of gravity to surface tension forces) greater 
than a critical value, illustrating the strong stabilizing effect afforded by surface tension. 
A similar investigation by Mohring et al
 
[88] found that high frequency magnetic fields can 
induce the formation of capillary-gravity waves on the surface of liquid metals, and that 
sufficiently large electromagnetic drive can cause sufficient deformation of the interface between 
a galinstan (GaInSn) layer and a diluted sodium hydroxide solution layer to drive voids in the 
galinstan, which were filled by the sodium hydroxide solution. The instabilities driven here are 
described theoretically by Fautrelle et al
 
[89]. 
The study of stability of liquid metal surfaces has also been applied in the field of fusion. 
Conventionally, studies focused on the stability of liquid metal surfaces in the case of melt layers
 
[90]. However, several studies have investigated the stability as it applies to liquid metal PFC 
concepts. One such study at the MTOR facility at UCLA
 
[91] looked at the 
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magnetohydrodynamics of free surface liquid metal flow in the presence of fusion-relevant 
magnetic fields. The experiment found stabilization of liquid metal (galinstan) jet flows when 
passing through the magnetic field in MTOR. Jet continuity lengths increased greatly and surface 
tension (Plateau Rayleigh) breakup of the jets was suppressed. It was also found that flow of a 
channel of galinstan was laminarized by the presence of a magnetic field, however no study of 
surface stability was performed [91]. 
 4.1.2 Stability of Liquid Lithium 
  4.1.2.1 Experiments 
One of the first experiments to employ macroscopic quantities of liquid lithium was the D-IIID 
tokamak with the utilization of a lithium target on the Divertor Material Evaluation System 
(DiMES) probe. Initial concerns about lithium revolved around enhanced erosion of a liquid in a 
fusion environment as opposed to a solid as well as the fluid stability under the presence of 
strong currents and magnetic fields. The Li-DiMES target consisted of a 25.4 mm diameter 
lithium pool which was exposed to the plasma by sweeping the outer strike point of the lower 
divertor across the sample. Exposures with solid lithium showed no issue, however, even during 
quiescent exposures, the liquid lithium was sufficiently perturbed by plasma forces to eject small 
droplets of lithium into the plasma. Small droplets of lithium injected into the plasma showed no 
measurable effect on the core
 
[92]. Under more extreme exposures, such as ELMing discharges, 
large quantities of lithium were shown to be ejected from the lithium surface. Ballistic ejection of 
large amounts of lithium would cause large lithium influxes into the core plasma, leading to a 
significant drop in the plasma temperature and a radiative disruption. Radial sloshing of the 
lithium pool was explained as movement due to JzxB forces, and vertical injection into the core 
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plasma is thought to be due to radial currents flowing through the lithium and interacting with 
the main toroidal field
 
[92].  
An additional explanation however, may be offered by the exposure of a liquid melt layer to 
strong plasma flows
 
[90]. Experiments performed in the Quasi-Stationary Plasma Accelerator 
(QSPA-T) suggest that ejection of tungsten droplets from a thin melt layer due to plasma 
exposure is a result of the growth of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities growing on the surface of the 
tungsten. The ejected droplet diameters and most-probable velocities were consistent with that of 
a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Similarly, tungsten melts in ASDEX-U
 
[93] have been observed 
to contribute droplets into the fusion plasma. Droplet formation in this case is attributed to 
frictional forces on the tungsten melt from the plasma (Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities). Finally, a 
study of melted tungsten lamellae from the 2009 campaign of Alcator C-Mod suggests that the 
movement of the melted tungsten was consistent with a combination of JxB and plasma pressure 
forces [94]. 
Subsequently, a liquid lithium limiter was employed on the Current Drive Experiment Upgrade 
(CDX-U) at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. In stark contrast to the experiments of the Li-
DiMES probe, the lithium tray used in CDX-U showed a lack of mechanical motion due to JxB 
forces (lithium thickness 0.5 mm) [95], even though the currents present in the lithium (typical 
200-300 kA/m
2
, for short times in excess of 1MA/m
2
) were still very large. This is explained by 
the CDX-U design forcing all ground currents flowing through the lithium to flow toroidally 
(aligned with the magnetic field) rather than perpendicular to the field. The only ejection 
observed over the course of hundreds of discharges was that of a small amount of lithium due to 
the formation of unipolar arcs early in the first campaign. The arcs were thought to be due to 
large impurities present on the lithium surface. 
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As a result of the success of the CDX-U experiments, the National Spherical Tokamak 
Experiment (NSTX) installed and began operation of a liquid lithium divertor. Macroscopic 
ejection of lithium has also not been observed in the NSTX LLD (lithium thickness 100 µm). An 
analysis of the JxB forces on the lithium in the NSTX LLD was performed by Jaworski et al
 
[96]. 
The stability analysis performed suggests stabilization of the JxB driven Rayleigh Taylor 
instabilities by surface tension of the lithium. The stability curve can be seen in Figure 4.2. The 
location in the stability diagram where the D-IIID Li-DiMES experiment and the current NSTX 
LLD are illustrated showing marginal stability of the Li-DiMES probe under quiescent 
conditions and full stability of the NSTX LLD. 
 
Figure 4.2: Stability diagram from Jaworski et al
 
[59] illustrating stability curves for a variety of 
magnetic field strengths. The locations of the NSTX LLD and D-IIID Li-DiMES probe are marked. 
 
  4.1.2.2 Models 
Droplet formation from a metal melt layer has been studied computationally as well. Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities were investigated by the RIPPLE code, described by Morley et al
 
[97]. 
RIPPLE is an incompressible, two-dimensional, volume of fluid (VOF) code. Lithium and 
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gallium were both investigated with the RIPPLE code, and results suggest that the low mass 
density of lithium leaves it susceptible to entrainment by the “plasma wind” causing macroscopic 
displacement of fluid within the lithium pool. The results also suggest that the higher mass 
density of gallium is sufficient to counteract entrainment. The computation also suggests that the 
response time of the liquid metal film is dictated by the wave speed of capillary-gravity waves on 
the liquid metal surface. 
The extension of instability growth on free surface liquid metal flows for fusion was expanded 
upon in the HIMAG code. HIMAG is a fully 3D MHD solver that also employs a level-set 
method to track interfaces. The results described by Morley et al
 
[98] show the instability of an 
inverted lithium flow moving from inboard to outboard (lithium flowing radially outward along 
the top wall of the fusion device). It is shown that Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the lithium 
surface due to JxB forces and gravity have a strongly destabilizing effect that cannot be damped 
by the surface tension of the lithium for thick lithium layers. This is however found to have a 
strong dependence on layer thickness, corroborating the results seen in both D-IIID and NSTX. 
The volume of fluid method has also been successfully applied to liquid metal stability in the 
melt tips in arc welding by Haidar et al
 
[99]. The code developed was a two dimensional, fixed-
cell mesh simulation. Different drop sizes and droplet formation rates were predicted for 
different input currents to the arc welder, consistent with experimental observations. 
4.2 Lithium Stability Observations on MCATS 
 4.2.1 Experimental Setup 
Originally, the Material Characterization Test Stand (MCATS) was constructed to test the 
interaction of lithium with a variety of fusion relevant surfaces. The contact angle of lithium on a 
series of different metals had been recorded as a function of temperature and surface preparation. 
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The compatibility of lithium with a series of rubbers, plastics and ceramics had also been 
investigated as a function of temperature within the MCATS chamber. A marked photograph and 
schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 4.3 for illustration.  
The MCATS chamber consists of heated, moveable stainless steel plate, a lithium injector, a 
lithium evaporator cup, a series of temperature diagnostics, and vacuum windows for viewing 
the lithium melt pool. MCATS is equipped with a cryopump to generate a base pressure of 1e-6 
Torr to reduce the oxidation of lithium surfaces inside the chamber. The lithium injector is the 
lithium injector described in previous work
 
[100]. It uses an argon backing pressure to force 
liquid lithium through a nozzle at the end of a heated tube. Proper application and relief of argon 
backing pressure allows for the deposition of a series of small droplets of lithium along the 
heated and moveable stainless steel plate. Viewing from a side window allowed for capturing of 
the contact angle. A series of thin sheets of other metals could be placed upon the stainless steel 
plate allowing the investigation of a variety of different materials.  
 
Figure 4.3: Photograph and schematic of the interior of the MCATS chamber, illustrating the relative 
orientation of the movable stainless steel sample stage and the lithium injector. On the left, leads for the 
heaters for the lithium injector and plate heater can be seen, as well as the Type K thermocouple leads for 
temperature monitoring 
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 4.2.2 Droplets from a Lithium Droplet 
Over the course of the study of the contact angle of lithium on a variety of surfaces, it was 
noticed that, occasionally, a structure would form on top of the lithium droplet, and in certain 
cases, this structure would grow until surface tension broke it off into a smaller daughter droplet, 
while the parent droplet relaxed back to a regular droplet shape. This process is shown in a four 
still frame slate in Figure 4.4. Originally, this phenomenon was attributed to thermal expansion 
of the droplet. With a “locked in” contact angle, the droplet would need to expand upwards, 
perhaps growing a structure similar to the one in Figure 4.4 which would then pinch off. Tests 
were performed to characterize the conditions under which the droplet ejection occurred. To test 
the hypothesis of thermal expansion, droplets were placed on a sample significantly hotter than 
the temperature at which they were injected (290 
o
C vs 230 
o
C), however, this did not routinely 
cause ejection of lithium. This hypothesis also failed to explain why lithium ejection did not 
occur at the high temperature end of many of the contact angle tests as well. Contact angle tests 
of lithium on the diamond like carbon, however, yielded routine ejection of lithium droplets. 
During these ejections, visible impurities of carbon on the lithium surface were seen to migrate 
to the top of the droplet. The pinched droplet would carry these impurities on its surface, leaving 
the top surface of the parent droplet cleaner than it had been previously. A mechanism is 
proposed by which the impurities locally lower the surface tension of the lithium, much like a 
surfactant in water, causing growth of a structure on top of the lithium. Once this structure 
reaches a critical size, surface tension effects cause the droplet to pinch off, expelling impurities. 
In addition to the experimental results, the surface shape of a hypothetical droplet was solved 
numerically for a variety of different surface tension profiles along the drop, i.e.: 
𝛾𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 = {
𝛾𝐿𝑖   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑦 < 0.85ℎ𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
< 𝛾𝐿𝑖     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑦 > 0.85ℎ𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
   (4-1) 
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The shape of the solution was found to be weakly dependent on the height of the transition, but 
more interesting, however, was that as the surface tension above the transition height was 
decreased, dimples began to form in the sides of the droplet as potential precursors to ejection of 
a droplet. A series of these solutions can be seen in Figure 4.5. These illustrate that a locally 
depressed surface tension along the side of the droplet can cause formation of the triangularly 
shaped droplet seen in Figure 4.4. Further depression of the surface tension can cause inversion 
of the edges of the liquid droplet, creating an unstable system that may be broken by surface 
tension driven instabilities on the surface of the lithium droplet. 
 
Figure 4.4: Lithium Ejection Still Frames (From Left to Right: 1. Droplet Protrudes at Top 2. Protrusion 
Grows Until Surface Tension Effects Expel a Daughter Droplet (Often Violently) 3. and 4. Parent Droplet 
Relaxes to Unperturbed Droplet Shape 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Surface tension MATLAB calculation for shape of droplet. Left (blue) shows calculation for 
uniform surface tension in droplet (characteristically observed droplet shape). Center (red) shows 
calculation for relaxed surface tension along sides of droplet leading to triangular shape (precursor to 
ejected droplet). Right (green) shows dimpled droplet after further relaxation of the surface tension on the 
sides of the droplet, shape is energetically unfavorable, and therefore surface tension driven instabilities 
on the surface will tend to break droplet from this shape. 
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4.3 Lithium Stability Observations on Magnum PSI 
 4.3.1 Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup consists of a series of air-cooled stainless steel trenches, hereafter 
referred to as the tray, mounted on the main target manipulator of the Magnum PSI linear 
simulator
 
[101]. A photo of the tray can be seen in Figure 4.6. The lithium channels in the design 
were 1 mm wide by 2 mm deep by 5 cm long on the top side. Filling of the device with lithium 
was accomplished in vacuum by heating the tray to 475 
o
C and using a lithium injector similar to 
that used in wetting experiments at Illinois
 
[100] to introduce lithium into the tray. Though the 
contact angle of the lithium on the stainless steel was significantly less than 90
o
, wicking into the 
trenches was only accomplished via the use of an agitator to break the surface tension of the 
injected lithium pool, which then flowed into the channels and filled the tray. A filled picture of 
the tray can be seen in Figure 4.6. Once filled, the tray was moved from the target exchange 
chamber into the exposure chamber. Once in the exposure chamber, the tray was exposed to 
helium, hydrogen, and argon plasmas at several different magnetic fields and heat fluxes. The 
LiMIT device was diagnosed by a fast frame visible camera (Phantom V12), maximum frame 
rate 1 MHz (operated between 1000 and 10,000 Hz), a fast frame IR camera (FLIR SC7500MB), 
maximum frame rate 30 kHz (operated between 300 and 1000 Hz), as well as a thermocouple 
and an IR pyrometer (Far Associates FMPI SpectroPyrometer). 
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Figure 4.6: Photograph of the filled (right) and unfilled (left) Magnum PSI tray. Also illustrated are the 
air inlets and outlets for cooling of the tray, the potential plasma impact location, and the leads for the 
heaters. 
 
4.3.2 Velocity Measurements 
The velocity of lithium within the lithium channels under plasma exposure was measured and 
compared with theory. A series of comparison graphs each containing different data sets 
illustrate the experimentally obtained velocity results vs the theoretically predicted velocity in 
Figures 4.9A and B, showing good agreement with theory for well characterized (multiple shot) 
magnetic field and heat flux points where the velocity was averaged over determinations from 3 
to 4 shots Figure 4.9A. For several of the data points where only a single shot was taken, 
however, there is a significant deviation between the theory and experiment Figure 4.9B. The 
experimentally determined velocity is typically 0.5-2 m/s faster than theoretically predicted. This 
is hypothesized to be due to the presence of capillary/gravity waves increasing the apparent 
surface velocity. The dispersion relation for low amplitude, shallow gravity/capillary waves is 
given by
 
[102]: 
𝜔2 = (𝑔𝑘 +
𝛾𝑘3
𝜌
) tanh(𝑘ℎ)     (4-2) 
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Where ω is the frequency, k the wavenumber, γ the surface tension, ρ the density, and h the 
channel height. For the characteristic dimensions of the lithium channel, this yields phase 
velocities of 0.4-2.2 m/s. Clearly identifiable surface waves have been observed in other IR 
videos to be travelling at 1.6-2 m/s (See Figure 4.7).  
 
Figure 4.7: Series of successive frames from infrared camera (Shot 65) showing surface wave travelling 
along the lithium. Velocity of wave is determined from wavefront displacement per frame times frame 
rate (IR frame rate = 383 frames/second for shot 65). 
 
Δx of the wavefront divided by the Δt between frames gives a measure of the velocity of the 
wavefront. Further analysis was performed on the IR videos to determine the dominant 
wavenumbers of the observed travelling wavepackets. The IR intensity as a function of pixel 
number and frame was examined for the frames containing the travelling wavepackets along a 
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single trench. Plotting the IR intensity vs distance along the trench, and subsequently taking a 
Fast Fourier Transform for each of the frames yielded two dominant wavenumbers (k = 4.5e3 m
-
1
 and k = 9.42e3 m
-1
) and a third less dominant wavenumber (k = 1.05e3 m
-1
) for the 
wavepackets. The results of the Fast Fourier Transform can be seen in Figure 4.8.  
 
Figure 4.8: Fast Fourier analysis of the signal intensity on the IR camera as a function of length along the 
trench. Since the Fourier transform of position is wavenumber, the dominant wavenumbers of the 
capillary/gravity waves travelling on the surface, such as those displayed in Figure 4.7, can be extracted. 
 
The corresponding phase velocities of these wavenumbers are 1.67, 2.42, and 0.78 m/s 
respectively. Dotted lines representing the sum of the predicted lithium velocity and the 
dominant wavenumber phase velocities are shown in Figure 4.9B illustrating agreement between 
the observed experimental velocities and predicted dominant wavenumber velocities. Figure 4.10 
illustrates the process of lithium velocity determination from tracing an impurity on the surface. 
The predicted lithium velocity for the Magnum PSI trenches is given by [64]: 
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𝑢𝑚 =
𝑆
𝐵
(
𝑄𝑜ℎ𝑚
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      (4-3) 
 
Figure 4.9A: Comparison between theoretically predicted lithium velocities from equation 4-3 (solid, 
dotted, and dashed lines) and experimental data (points with errorbars). Experimental data points 
presented here is the average velocity obtained from multiple shots of the Magnum PSI linear plasma 
simulator under identical conditions. Reasonable agreement is seen between the predicted velocities and 
the measured velocities. 
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Figure 4.9B (cont.): Several single shot lithium velocity measurements showing greater experimentally 
determined velocity than theoretically predicted. Solid lines depict theoretically predicted velocity of 
lithium in the LiMIT trenches, data points with errorbars are experimental observations, and dashed lines 
depict lithium surface velocities in the presence of gravity/capillary waves on the surface with the most 
prevalent observed wave velocities (vsurf = vwave + vtheoretical). Comparison between the observed large 
surface velocities and the theoretically determined surface wave velocity shows good agreement. 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Determination of lithium velocity from displacement of an impurity on the lithium surface. 
Full velocity determination was performed over the course of approximately 100 consecutive frames 
showing the movement. Velocity obtained by this method for this sequence was 0.144±0.046 m/s. 
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4.3.3 Thermal Response 
The surface temperature was tracked with the IR camera and a correlation was made between the 
surface temperature rise and the impinging heat flux parallel to the beam. Surface temperatures 
recorded from the infrared camera are calibrated for each shot by comparison with the 
thermocouple. The resulting change in surface temperature at the beam-spot center (δT) for each 
shot is plotted in Figure 4.11 against the parallel heat flux. Two trends are obvious, one 
following the δT from exposure at 75o to the beam and the other at 45o to the beam. A fit to δT 
vs incident heat flux is linear, indicating that the dominant heat transfer mechanisms for the tests 
performed were convection and conduction rather than radiation, which is readily supported by a 
simple order of magnitude comparison. The fits also have a nonzero intercept, indicative of 
hotter lithium being transported to the top surface from the back channels. Since heaters are only 
in direct contact with the return portion of the channels and not with the plasma facing portion, 
lithium in the return side is hotter. Even with zero heat flux to the plasma facing area, application 
of a magnetic field will cause hotter lithium to circulate from the return portion to the plasma 
facing portion, causing the temperature of the lithium locally at the point of measurement to 
increase. A linear fit is also suggestive of a lack of vapor shielding, which would only become 
dominant at large temperatures. For the shots during which the IR camera did not saturate, the 
temperature was too low for vapor shielding
 
[103]. This is verified by analysis of fast frame 
visible camera data. The camera was equipped with a Lithium I filter (Andover, 3nm FWHM). 
The counts on the camera were recorded to analyze the vapor shielding properties of the surface. 
The integrated power emitted from vapor shielding, approximately 𝑃 =
4𝜋𝐸𝑝𝛷
𝛺
, energy per photon 
times photon flux to the camera divided by the solid angle subtended by the camera is much less 
than the power input from the heaters and the plasma. Two further observations can be gleaned 
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from a comparison of the data with a 3D time-dependent heat transfer simulation. A single half-
trench (both lithium and the structural stainless steel) was modeled in the finite-volume solver 
FLUENT
 
[104], the computational domain can be seen in Figure 4.12. Each shot from which a 
δT was drawn from the IR data was analyzed with the model. The velocity of the lithium in the 
top of the channels was set to the theoretically predicted velocity for the shot (as predicted by the 
momentum balance of the previous section). The boundary conditions for the heat fluxes are as 
follows: the side walls and the bottom were a uniform heat flux equal to that provided by the 
resistive heaters in the experiment. The center boundary condition to each of the coolant 
channels was a convective boundary condition into air at room temperature, where the heat 
transfer coefficient was adjusted such that in the absence of a heat flux on the top surface, the 
temperature of the top of the structure equilibrated at 230 
o
C; which is the average starting 
temperature of the LiMIT trenches before the shot. For each of the time dependent simulations, 
the solver was initialized to this steady state condition. At time t=0, for each shot,  a Gaussian 
heat flux, of peak intensity equal to the peak intensity as measured by Thomson scattering of the 
beam, for each set of shot conditions, was applied to the top of the device for a duration equal to 
the shot length. The average change in temperature of the top surface was then calculated using 
the solver. The model results are co-plotted with the data in Figure 4.11. Each simulation was 
then re-run employing zero lithium velocity to contrast the effect of lithium flow with the 
corresponding no flow case. From this, a series of observations can be made. First, the 
temperature increase in the channels is much lower than would be expected if there was no 
lithium flow. Second, the 75
o
 δT model results and experimental data are well correlated, 
providing strong evidence that conduction and convection are the dominant mechanisms. Finally, 
the 45
o
 δT experimental results lie above the computational curve, yet below the zero velocity 
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case. This is posited to be due to plasma pressure depressing the layer of lithium in the higher 
tilting angle cases and reducing the amount of lithium available to conduct and convect away 
heat, resulting in higher δT. A diagram showing the different inclinations is shown in Figure 
4.13. The inclination refers to the angle between the surface normal of the trenches and the line 
of plasma impingement. At lower angle inclinations, the plasma strikes more directly and 
therefore may exert greater pressure to depress the lithium surface.  
 
Figure 4.11: Change in lithium surface temperature vs parallel heat flux showing data (diamonds, best fit 
line), 3-D transient thermal model (solid line), and 3-D transient thermal model in the absence of lithium 
velocity (dotted line) 
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Figure 4.12: 3-D thermal model computational domain showing cooling channels, Li channel (forward), 
and stainless steel structural trench (rear). ½ of a trench is modeled.  
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of difference in inclination angle within the Magnum PSI linear plasma device. 
Shallower angles corresponded to more direct impingement of the plasma upon the surface. This increase 
in direct plasma pressure causes depression of the lithium surface which may explain the deviation of the 
IR data from the computational model. 
 
4.3.4 Lithium Ejection and Spilling from Tray 
One of the main concerns over liquid lithium divertors is the expulsion of lithium 
droplets from the surface under intense plasma exposure. It was hypothesized that the small 
width of the trenches in tandem with the high surface tension of the liquid lithium would 
contribute to reducing the emission of lithium from the surface. Droplet expulsion was tracked 
using the fast frame visible camera. A significant reduction was noted in comparison to previous 
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tests performed on pools of liquid metal
 
[55], with the droplets emitted being emitted from 
lithium not constrained by trenches (due to overfill). Lithium emission from the trenches was 
nearly nonexistent (less than 10 droplets, concentrated to only a couple of shots and nearly 
always from a large pool of lithium, observed to be emitted from trench structures in over 70 
shots). Almost all of the lithium droplets were entrained in the plasma flow, in several cases 
leading to re-deposition in the tray. Figure 4.14 shows a series of frames illustrating emission of 
a lithium droplet followed by entrainment and redeposition. Ultimately, the air-cooled stainless 
steel LiMIT structure suffered a partial melt under exposure to a 3 MW/m
2
 plasma. A series of 
stills in both the IR and visible spectra can be seen side by side in Figure 4.15 from this shot. In 
this shot, plasma pressure and a high lithium velocity cooperated to cause a large buildup of 
lithium on the downstream side of the plasma spot. The lithium buildup was larger than the wall, 
causing leakage. Only after a significant amount of leakage was the lithium no longer to take the 
heat away from the point of impact, and at this point the stainless steel underwent a local partial 
melt. Had lithium remained, the FLUENT model of the thermal response section of this work 
predicts a temperature rise of 180 
o
C (ultimate temperature of 435 
o
C), which is not enough to 
melt the steel. These tests provide confirmation of the underlying physics of the LiMIT concept, 
enabling design of a more robust iteration of this alternative divertor concept. 
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Figure 4.14: Series of frames showing the expulsion and subsequent entrainment of a lithium droplet in 
the plasma flow. Dashed line shows path of lithium droplet, circles illustrate droplet position, solid arrow 
is direction of plasma flow 
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Figure 4.15: Side by side IR (left) and visible spectrum (right) images of shot 117 at Magnum PSI. IR 
images are from the top down and mirrored, such that the upper right corner of the trenches in the IR 
video corresponds to the lower left corner of the visible images. Cutoff of the IR prevents view of lithium 
spillage, but black circles in the first 3 visible images outline the lithium spilling out. The afterglow from 
the melted trenches is observable in the final frames of the visible even after shot turn off at 5s. The 
melted trenches can be observed in the center of the glowing spot in the final IR frame. 
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4.4 Initial Lithium Stability Observations on TELS 
 4.4.1 Experimental Setup 
The Thermoelectric Liquid-Metal Plasma Facing Structures (TELS) chamber is a combination of 
elements of the SLiDE and TELS vacuum chambers. TELS utilizes the plasma gun of DeVeX 
and fires it at the SLiDE trench assembly to test the LiMIT concept under a transient load. TELS 
is equipped with a coaxial plasma gun which is then pinched with a theta pinch, greatly 
increasing the temperature of the plasma at the expense of a small decrease in density. The theta 
pinch is fed by a large capacitor bank (36 uF, maximum voltage 60 kV). Diagnosis with 
calorimetry has shown energy densities of 0.15 MJ/m
2
 deposition on target (roughly equivalent 
to an ASDEX Type I ELM) in approximately 150 μs. Characterization of the plasma with triple 
Langmuir probes and RFEAs has yielded an ion temperature of approximately 20 eV after use of 
the theta pinch, and use of photodiodes has shown an approximate plasma velocity of 65 km/s. A 
schematic and photograph of the TELS chamber can be seen in Figure 4.16. Subsequently, a still 
from the fast frame camera (Vision Research Phantom Miro eX4 Color Camera) used to 
characterize the shots is shown in Figure 4.17.  
 
Figure 4.16: Left, DeVeX plasma gun schematic showing coaxial plasma gun, theta coil, and target 
(triple probe in this case). Right, photo of chamber showing theta coil and target chamber. 
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Figure 4.17: Lithium in channels in TELS tray immediately after plasma impact, illustrating residual 
glow from the plasma, as well as waves initiating on the lithium surface. Lithium can be clearly seen to be 
fully filling the side channels. 
 
4.5 Analytic Linear Stability of a Lithium Free Surface 
In order to gain an understanding of the relative importance of various forces on a free liquid 
lithium surface, the following Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis was applied to the 
free surface. This derivation is similar to that put forth by Jaworski [96], but with the addition of 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and gravity: Consider a surface between two fluids, A and B, 
where A comprises the top half plane and B the bottom half plane. The location of the interface 
will initially be given as ys=0. In this derivation square brackets, [ ] will be used to denote the 
jump in a quantity across this interface. Fluids A and B are considered immiscible for this 
analysis. Beginning with the momentum conservation Navier-Stokes equation: 
𝜌𝑖 (
𝑑𝑣𝑖
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑣𝑖 ∙ ∇𝑣𝑖) = −∇𝑃𝑖 + 𝜇𝑖∇
2𝑣𝑖 + 𝑓𝑖    (1) 
Where fi is the body force on the fluid i. We consider the potential flow model (irrotational 
flow), i.e. ∇ × 𝑣 = 0. Here the velocity can be entirely represented by the gradient of a velocity 
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potential (this velocity potential also satisfies Laplace’s equation such that 𝑣 = ∇𝜑, ∇2𝜑 = 0. 
The Navier Stokes equation can then be rewritten as: 
∇ (𝜌
𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜌𝑣 ∙ ∇𝜑 + 𝑈) = −∇𝑃      (2) 
Where 𝑈 = −∇𝑓 is the potential energy of the conservative force field f. We use the Young-
Laplace equation for the pressure across the interface: 
∆𝑃 = 𝛾 (
1
𝑅1
+
1
𝑅2
)       (3) 
[𝜌
𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜌𝑣 ∙ ∇𝜑 + 𝑈] + 𝛾 (
1
𝑅1
+
1
𝑅2
) = 0     (4) 
Allowing now for perturbations of the form 𝑋 = 𝑋0 + 𝑋1, and dropping terms of second order or 
higher, the perturbed jump condition across the interface becomes: 
[𝜌
𝑑𝜑1
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜌𝑣0 ∙ ∇𝜑1 + 𝑈1] + 𝛾 (
1
𝑅11
+
1
𝑅21
) = 0    (5) 
If we take the perturbed height of the surface as y=ys, and allow U to represent gravity and a 
body force f, and align the x axis with the direction of the fluid velocity, the previous equation 
becomes: 
[𝜌
𝑑𝜑1
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜌𝑣𝑥 ∙
d𝜑1
𝑑𝑥
+ 𝜌𝑦𝑠 (𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) +
𝑓
𝜌
)] + 𝛾 (
𝑑2
𝑑𝑥2
𝑦𝑠 +
𝑑2
𝑑𝑧2
𝑦𝑠) = 0 (6) 
Where the continuity equation for the surface location becomes: 
𝑑𝑦𝑠
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑣𝑥
𝑑𝑦𝑠
𝑑𝑥
+
𝑑𝜑1
𝑑𝑦
= 0       (7) 
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Let 𝜑1 be of the form 𝜑1𝐴 = 𝐴𝑒
−𝑘𝑦𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡 for the fluid A in the upper half plane and 
𝜑1𝐵 = 𝐵𝑒
𝑘𝑦𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡 for the fluid B in the lower half plane, ensuring that the solution is 
bounded (i.e. 𝜑 → 0 𝑎𝑠 𝑦 → ±∞). Solutions of this form satisfy Laplace’s equation (see 
immediately before equation 2) for 𝑘2 = 𝑘𝑥
2 + 𝑘𝑧
2. Equation  7 requires that 𝐴 = −𝐵. And 
equation 6 may now be expanded: 
𝜌𝐵
𝑑𝜑1𝐵
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜌𝐵𝑣𝑥𝐵 ∙
d𝜑1𝐵
𝑑𝑥
+ 𝜌𝐵
1
𝑖𝜔∗
d𝜑1𝐵
𝑑𝑦
(𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) +
𝑓𝐵
𝜌𝐵
) =
𝜌𝐴
𝑑𝜑1𝐴
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜌𝐴𝑣𝑥𝐴 ∙
d𝜑1𝐴
𝑑𝑥
+ 𝜌𝐴
1
𝑖𝜔∗
d𝜑1𝐴
𝑑𝑦
(𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) +
𝑓𝐴
𝜌𝐴
) +
𝛾
𝑖𝜔∗
(
𝑑2
𝑑𝑥2
d𝜑1𝐴
𝑑𝑦
+
𝑑2
𝑑𝑧2
d𝜑1𝐴
𝑑𝑦
) (8) 
Where 𝜔∗ = 𝜔 − 𝑣𝑥𝑘𝑥. Taking the derivatives, grouping like terms and eliminating 𝜑1 yields: 
1
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
(𝜌𝐵(𝜔 − 𝑘𝑥𝑣𝑥𝐵)
2 + 𝜌𝐴(𝜔 − 𝑘𝑥𝑣𝑥𝐴)
2) +
𝜌𝐵−𝜌𝐴
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
𝑘𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) +
𝑓𝐵−𝑓𝐴
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
𝑘 −
𝛾𝑘3
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
= 0      (9) 
Rearranging and solving for 𝜔 yields:  
𝜔 = 𝑣𝑥𝑘𝑥 ± 𝑖√𝑎𝑘𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) +
𝑓𝐵−𝑓𝐴
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
𝑘 −
𝛾𝑘3
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
+
𝜌𝐴𝜌𝐵
(𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵)2
(𝑣𝑥𝐵 − 𝑣𝑥𝐴)2𝑘2 = 0       (10) 
Where 𝑣𝑥 =
𝜌𝐴𝑣𝑥𝐴+𝜌𝐵𝑣𝑥𝐵
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
 and 𝑎 =
𝜌𝐵−𝜌𝐴
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
. The quantity under the square root in equation 10 
determines the stability of the lithium surface to small amplitude perturbations. If the quantity is 
greater than zero, the surface is unstable, if the quantity is equal to or less than zero the surface is 
stable. It can be seen from this equation that for sufficiently high wavenumber (short 
wavelength) perturbations, the surface is always stable. However, for lower wavenumber (long 
wavelength) perturbations the stability is determined by the magnitude of the JxB (fB) body 
forces on the lithium and the final term (Kelvin-Helmholtz addition). A graph showing a sample 
calculation is shown in Figure 4.18, illustrating the stability of the lithium surface for different 
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plasma momenta impinging on the target and a current density of 100 kA/m
2
 in a 0.3T magnetic 
field (characteristic of NSTX). 
 
Figure 4.18: Stability curve for a liquid lithium free surface exposed to destabilizing JxB forces, 
stabilizing gravity forces, and flow of plasma across the surface engendering Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instabilities. It can be seen that for different impinging plasma velocities that the stability for intermediate 
wavenumbers is dominated by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, however, these are stabilized by restriction 
to high wavenumber with the use of small lithium channels. Mass flux for several of the theta shots was 
approximately 0.5 kgm
-2
s
-1
. 
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CHAPTER 5: Characterization of Plasma Currents and Flows within TELS 
5.1 Flush Probe Array 
To properly study the interaction of a free lithium surface with the DeVeX plasma, it was first 
required that the DeVeX plasma be fully characterized. From the preceeding chapter, the 
important drivers in this study will be the JxB forces on the lithium as well as the Kelvin-
Helmholtz driven instabilities on the surface. Respectively, the important parameters for each of 
these are current and magnetic field, and velocity. For the Rayleigh-Taylor like JxB ejection, 
currents in the lithium need to be well characterized, and the magnetic field must be known. For 
the Kelvin-Helmholtz driven instabilities, all that need be known is the differential velocity 
between the plasma and the lithium. In order to measure both of these quantities, a flush probe 
array was constructed.  
5.1.1 Design and Construction 
Similar to the High-Density Langmuir Probe (HDLP) array installed on NSTX, the probe array 
constructed here is constructed with a series of probe heads flush with the surface of the PFC that 
they are embedded in. The probe array discussed herein is referred to as the Circular Flush Probe 
Array (CFPA). The CFPA consists of 27 active probe heads and one dummy probe head 
arranged in 3 concentric rings. 8 probes sit in the innermost ring spaced at 45 degree intervals. 12 
probes sit in the second ring. 8 are spaced at 45 degree intervals and the remaining 4 are placed 
evenly between every other of the 8 probes. One of these 4 probes is a dummy probe. The final 
ring contains the remaining 8 probes at 45 degree intervals. The rings radii are 0.5”, 1”, and 1.5” 
respectively. The probes are constructed of ¼” diameter 316 stainless steel rod (McMaster Carr) 
turned down to 0.1” on one side (front facing) and turned and tapped to 6-32 on the other side 
(rear facing). The probes are sheathed within ¼” OD ceramic (boron nitride, McMaster Carr) 
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tubes on the turned front side, with the length of the tube cut so that the face of the steel probe is 
flush with the end of the ceramic tube. The dummy probe is identical to the remainder of the 
probes, except that the hole in the ceramic standoff is blind rather than through, the steel probe is 
inserted from the back but is not visible to the plasma. These were in turn mounted on a 4” OD 
stainless steel disc (316, McMaster Carr) at the intervals prescribed above. Components are 
locked together with the use of vacuum epoxy (KL-320K, Kurt J. Lesker). The probe array 
components, before assembly and as seen from the rear can be seen in Figure 5.1. The assembled 
probe array as seen from the front can be seen in Figure 5.2.  
 
Figure 5.1: The flush probe array as seen from the rear. At center is a shaft coupling for mounting to a 
feedthrough. 8 pins are fully inserted (6 in the inner ring, 1 in the middle ring, 1 in the outer ring). One of 
the ceramic standoffs is inserted on the left side of the outer ring. The remainder of the probes as well as 
the nuts used to secure the instrumentation lines are shown scattered around the probe. The diameter of 
the probe head that is exposed to the plasma is 0.102” 
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Figure 5.2: The CFPA as seen from the front after assembly. The 28 probes are divided into 4 quadrants 
of 4 probes, with the dummy probe as the middle probe in one of the quadrants. Probes with ceramic 
sheath can be seen. 
 
Wires attached to the backside of each probe lead from the probe to a vacuum feedthrough and to 
the analysis circuitry. The entire backside of the probe array including the connecting wires was 
sheathed in first fiberglass then aluminum tape to shield the signal cables from electromagnetic 
noise. The aluminum tape continued to the flange, which was ground and therefore the entirety 
of the aluminum tape sheath was grounded. Currents to each probe head or between probe heads 
are measured through 2 Ohm, non-inductive resistors (Digikey) with a varistor to prevent 
damage to the resistor. The voltage across the resistor is measured with a differential amplifier 
(AD629, Digikey) whose output is read by two oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS2014C and Agilent 
Infinium 1 GHz). Optionally, an amplifier is used to boost the signal by 5X (OP627). A 
photograph of the circuit array used to measure 8 simultaneous signals is shown in Figure 5.3A, 
the circuit diagram is shown in Figure 5.3B. 
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Figure 5.3A: CFPA analysis circuitry. Perf-board circuits hold the AD629 differential amplifiers, a 12V 
power supply can be seen on the right side, each non-inductive resistor/varistor combination can be seen 
across two BNC leads exiting the top of the box.   
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Figure 5.3B: CFPA analysis circuitry. The two inlet BNCs are connected across a non-inductive resistor. 
Two touch points (OUTPUT P1, OUTPUT P2) are the two outputs, at unity and 5X (inverted) gain.   
 
5.1.2 Current and Velocity Determination Methods 
Axial, radial, and azimuthal currents were measured via connecting the probe heads to each other 
and to ground in different configurations. By connecting two adjacent probe heads of different 
radial positions but identical azimuthal positon, a measurement of the radial current was 
obtained. By connecting two adjacent probe heads of different azimuthal position, but identical 
radial position, a measurement of the azimuthal current was obtained. Finally, by measuring the 
current through a resistor between the probe head and ground, a measurement of the axial current 
was obtained. The dummy probe was used to normalize the axial current signals by subtraction. 
Since the dummy probe was not exposed to plasma, any current through the dummy probe was 
attributed to displacement currents. This displacement current was then subtracted from the axial 
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currents measured by the other probes. Since azimuthal and radial currents were measured from 
probe to probe, it was assumed that the displacement currents would cancel each other out. 
Typical measured displacement currents were observed to be less than 5% of the total measured 
current.  
 
Figure 5.4: Comparison between signal observed on live probe and signal observed on dummy probe on 
the same scale. Displacement current therefore has a negligible contribution to the measured current.  
 
The idealized circuit diagram for axial, azimuthal and radial current measurements can be seen in 
Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: Assembled flush probe array as seen from the front. Dummy probe is included at the top left 
of the probe. Blue wires are shown as demonstration of how different currents were measured. A voltage 
comparator across the resistor is attached to an oscilloscope for data collection. Radial measurements 
were taken be connecting two probes with the same azimuthal coordinate but different radial coordinates 
through a resistor to determine the radial current flow. Similarly, azimuthal measurements were taken by 
connecting two probes at successive azimuthal positions, but the same radial position, through a resistor. 
Axial measurements were taken by connecting the probe head to ground through a resistor, such that 
currents flowing through the CFPA (axially) to ground were obtained. 
 
A current trace as measured by the flush probe array is shown in Figure 5.6. 5.6A shows a trace 
of 4 axial currents measured through probes 9 through 12 to ground. 5.5B and C show radial and 
azimuthal traces respectively. For the axial current, the maximum current is retrieved, as this is 
proportional to the maximum body force on the lithium via JxB forces. It is however the 
azimuthal and radial currents that drive the RT instabilities. The axial currents travel into the 
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probe, and therefore cannot contribute to RT driven instabilities. Magnetic fields were measured 
independently with a Gauss meter. The combination of current density and magnetic field then 
gives the magnitude of the RT driving force. 
 
Figure 5.6A: Sample current traces from the flush probe array showing the axial currents flowing from 4 
probe heads to ground. The probe heads are identified on an inset of the graph. Large maximum current 
densities can be observed as the plasma transits from the coaxial gun through the theta pinch to the flush 
probe array. The time delay between signals is inversely proportional to a maximum on the surface 
velocity of the plasma across the face of the probe array. Probes are labelled 1-28, and are divided into 4 
quadrants of 7. The numbering shown in black persists for the other quadrants with each probe matching 
in number mod 7. The final probe number in each quadrant is marked. 
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Figure 5.6B (cont.): Sample current traces from the flush probe array showing the radial currents flowing 
within the CFPA for between 4 sets of 2 probe heads. Significantly lower currents are observed compared 
with the axial currents. 
 
Figure 5.6C (cont.): Sample current traces from the flush probe array showing the azimuthal currents 
flowing within the CFPA. Ringing currents can be observed and are attributed to the oscillatory nature of 
the theta pinch (even when properly crowbarred).  
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Plasma velocity, important for stability to KH instabilities was characterized by analysis of the 
cross correlation between different current traces, similar to a method used for the 
characterization of resistive drift waves in the VINETA device at IPP Greifswald
 
[105]. 
Therefore, the time delay between current signals is also important. Signals offset in time 
indicate differing arrival times, which implies a component of plasma velocity perpendicular to 
the surface normal e.g. plasma travelling across the surface of the probe array. A maximum on 
the tangential velocity across the probe surface between two probe tips is inversely proportional 
to the time delay between the two signals. As in
 
[105], the time delay between two signals is 
obtained by way of the cross correlation between the signals. Cross correlation is a measure of 
how similar two signals are, obtained from a convolution of the two signals divided by a 
normalizing factor. The cross correlation between two sine waves of the same amplitude, same 
phase, and same period would be 1. If one of the sine waves were shifted by a phase of pi, the 
cross correlation would be -1. For the TELS shots performed herein, the cross correlation 
between different signals was plotted against a time delay applied to one of the signals. The 
maximum of the cross correlation vs time delay is an indication of the true time delay between 
two signals. Since the velocity of the plasma has components in the axial, radial, and azimuthal 
directions, this time delay is a measure of a maximum on the velocity rather than the actual 
plasma velocity, giving a measure of the maximum KH driving force. A series of typical cross 
correlation curves for these experiments can be seen in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7: Sample cross correlation curve between axial current traces, maximum of cross correlation is 
indicative of time delay between two signals. The distance between two adjacent probes divided by the 
time delay between the two signals gives the maximum velocity of the plasma across the surface. Double 
y-axis (left axis is scale for axial current density, blue and green traces; right axis is for cross-correlation, 
brown trace). Time delay illustrated both between the two axial current traces and for the maximum in the 
cross correlation curve. Interprobe separation of 12.7 mm divided by 11 µs gives a velocity of 1.15 km/s. 
 
 
 
5.2 Plasma Current Characterization 
The CFPA was exposed at two different inclinations, 0
o
 and 45
o
, to investigate the currents 
flowing to a target mounted with its normal parallel to the direction of plasma flow, and at a 45
o
 
angle. The 45
o
 angle tests are more indicative of the typical inclination of the lithium targets 
exposed within the TELS chamber. 4 conditions of the DeVeX plasma were used as cases to test 
the currents and velocities. The coaxial plasma gun was charged to two different voltages, 5.5 
and 6 kV. In addition, these two charges were tested with and without firing the theta pinch, 
which was charged to 16 kV when charged. 
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5.2.1 Axial Currents 
5.2.1.1 0
o
 Inclination  
The results of the axial current investigation at 0
o
 inclination can be seen in Figure 5.8 for each 
of the above listed shot conditions with two shots without the theta pinch at 120 mTorr. 
 
Fig 5.8 A 
Figure 5.8: Axial currents in units of kA/m
2
 as measured to the probe array at 0
o
 inclination. Current 
units in kA/m
2
. Typical currents are of order 100 kA/m
2
 to 1 MA/m
2
. Axial currents appear to be greater 
for 160 mTorr as opposed to 120 mTorr, and also greater for 6 kV coaxial gun shots as opposed to 5.5 kV 
coaxial gun shots. 
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Fig 5.8 (cont.) B
 
Fig 5.8 (cont.) C  
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Fig 5.8 (cont.) D 
 
Fig 5.8 (cont.) E  
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Fig 5.8 (cont.) F 
Figure 5.8 indicates that very strong currents were observed to the target for a period of about 60 
µs. The typical currents observed for each of the cases are detailed in Table 5.1 along with the 
radial and azimuthal currents for the 0
o
 inclination tests. Axial currents are observed to be larger 
for the 160 mTorr shots than the 120 mTorr shots as well as the 6 kV coaxial gun shots than the 
5.5 kV shots.  
5.2.1.2 45
o
 Inclination  
The results of the axial current measurements with the target inclined at 45
o
 are very similar in 
morphology to those depicted in Figure 5.8. The graphical results are presented here in Figure 
5.9. Much like the 0
o
 inclination cases, very large currents were observed in the 45
o
 inclination 
cases of order 1 MA/m
2
. However, there was little difference between the shots at 5.5 and 6 kV 
on the coaxial gun. Similar to the 0
o
 tests, use of the theta pinch had little effect on the observed 
axial currents. The average current in all of these cases to the live probes was approximately 
1300 kA/m
2
. 
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Figure 5.9A 
Figure 5.9: Axial currents as measured to the probe array at 45
o
 inclination. Current units in kA/m
2
. 
Typical currents are of order 100 kA/m
2
 to 1 MA/m
2
. 
 
Figure 5.9B 
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Figure 5.9 (cont.) C 
 
Figure 5.9 (cont.) D 
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Of greater significance however, is the direction of plasma flow. While the characterization of 
plasma velocities will be addressed in section 5.3, the axial current measurements forming the 
basis of that discussion are presented here as they are a characterization of the axial currents 
flowing within the CFPA. The measured currents from several different shots on different probes 
were compiled into one data series. Since the analysis circuitry, including the oscilloscopes, is 
capable of measuring only 8 channels at once, a total of 4 shots under the same conditions are 
required to generate a full axial dataset. To compile each distinct dataset into one data series, the 
time array is normalized to the time of the beginning of the current rise as measured by a 
Rogowski coil on the coaxial plasma gun. Since there is some uncertainty in the time delay 
between triggering the plasma shot and the firing of the plasma shot, on the order of 1e-5 s, 
normalizing to the current rise on the coaxial plasma gun ensures normalization to the onset of 
plasma generation. Data visualization was accomplished by generating a mock image of the 
CFPA with the color of each pin set by the magnitude of the current passing through that probe 
at that time step. The results for shots at 5.5 and 6 kV on the coaxial plasma gun and 0 and 16 kV 
on the theta pinch are shown in Figure 5.10. Only eight frames of the 300 generated are shown in 
Figure 5.10.  The remainder for each comprises a movie, from which the plasma flow can be 
observed. 
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Figure 5.10 A+B: A (left 8 snapshots) depicts the time evolution of the axial currents observed with the 
5.5 kV coaxial gun, 0 kV theta pinch shot on the CFPA from the TELS plasma with the CFPA inclined to 
45
o
. It can be seen that the flows are primarily radial. The plasma strikes near the center of the target and 
flows outward. B (right 8 snapshots) depicts the 5.5 kV coaxial gun, 16 kV theta pinch shot on the CFPA. 
Flows can be seen to be primarily azimuthal, with the plasma striking the lower right quadrant and 
flowing clockwise around the CFPA. Color bar is in units of kA/m^2. 
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Figure 5.10 (cont.) C+D: C (left 8 snapshots) depicts the time evolution of axial currents observed with 
the 6 kV coaxial gun, 0 kV theta pinch shot on the CFPA with the CFPA inclined to 45
o
. Flows again can 
be seen to be primarily radial. The strike point is slightly above and to the left of center in this case, but 
again the flows are radial from the strike point. D (right 8 snapshots) depicts the 6 kV coaxial gun, 16 kV 
theta pinch on the CFPA. Azimuthal flow is again seen beginning in the lower right quadrant. 
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5.2.2 Repeatability of Radial and Azimuthal Current Measurements 
Next, the radial and azimuthal currents generated in the CFPA by the DeVeX plasma were 
investigated. It was noticed upon examination of the raw results of the radial and azimuthal 
current measurements that several channels had much stronger signals than the other channels. 
Initially, this was attributed to localization of the plasma on the target, however, close inspection 
of the axial cases shows a tendency for the plasma to impact the entire target rather than be 
localized. It was also noticed that the channels in the radial and azimuthal current data analysis 
that showed anomalously high currents inevitably were from a probe that showed a strong axial 
signal to a probe that appeared as though it were dead in the axial investigation. To check if this 
was the driving factor behind the inconsistency, repeatability tests were performed on the current 
probe by firing multiple shots under the same conditions to check if the same probes always 
showed the same results. The results of one series of these tests can be seen in Figure 5.11.  
 
Figure 5.11: Repeatability tests on the current probe array. Z-axis is current, X-axis (to the right) is 
channel number, and Y-axis (to the left) is shot number (coordinate system is right-handed). As can be 
seen from the graph, all channels show decent consistency (±20%) from shot to shot (except for channel 2 
which is connected between a live and a broken probe, and which has much larger currents than the 
remainder).  
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The repeatability tests showed decent consistency from shot to shot under all investigated shot 
conditions. However, the channels returning much larger currents than the rest inevitably 
contained one live and one broken probe. A further check was made to see if the anomalously 
large currents were an artifact or a true measurement. Since the current probe has 4 fold 
rotational symmetry, the probe was rotated by 90
o
 to investigate if the currents persisted. The 
anomalously high current should also have shifted by 4 channels. The result of the rotation tests 
is shown in Figure 5.12. 
 
Figure 5.12: Current probe results under 90
o
 rotation. The anomalously large current observed on channel 
2 has disappeared, indicating that the large currents were most likely caused by a loose connection (i.e. a 
broken probe).   
 
The rotation of the CFPA by 90
o
 shows rotation of the observed currents to different probe heads 
and the disappearance of the anomalous current. This indicates that the large current was 
probably caused by a loose connection. After rotation, all of the probes were tested in the axial 
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configuration, and with the exception of the dummy probe, all showed strong currents, indicating 
that there were no loose connections in this case. The consequence can be seen in the lack of 
anomalously strong azimuthal and radial currents.  
5.2.3 Radial and Azimuthal Currents 
5.2.3.1 0
o
 Inclination  
Examples of the typical radial and azimuthal currents observed at 0
o
 inclination are shown in 
Figure 5.13.  
 
Figure 5.13A: Radial currents observed with the CFPA in 0
o
 inclination. Vertical scale is in kA/m
2
. 
Radial current densities to live probes are of order 50 kA/m
2
. Loose connections as discussed in the 
previous section are removed from this and the following data set. All channels are live. 
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Figure 5.13B: Azimuthal currents observed with the CFPA in 0
o
 inclination. Vertical scale is in kA/m
2
. It 
can be seen that the average current densities seen are on the order of 30-50 kA/m
2
 extending up to 
approximately 100 kA/m
2
. 
 
Radial and azimuthal currents observed with the CFPA at 0
o
 degree inclination were small, 
however, a comparison was desired between the radial and azimuthal currents to the CFPA and a 
set of lithium trenches (which are inclined to an angle other than 0
o
) at the same inclination. 
5.2.3.2 45
o
 Inclination  
The CFPA was removed, inclined to 45
o
, and reinserted into the TELS chamber. Shots were 
performed for repeatability tests (see section 5.2.2) and to determine the radial and azimuthal 
currents with the CFPA in the same orientation that the lithium trenches would be in. The results 
are tabulated in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1: Radial and azimuthal currents observed by the CFPA with anomalous currents due to loose 
probes removed. Larger radial and azimuthal currents observed without the theta pinch, contrary to 
expectations. Axial currents not tabulated as they do not contribute to lithium ejection. 
 
In addition to the magnitudes of the currents, the radial currents observed for the coaxial gun 
shots without the theta pinch were observed to flow outward only, while the radial currents 
observed with the theta pinch reversed directions multiple times over the course of the shot. 
Similarly, the azimuthal currents observed for the coxial gun only had flows counterclockwise, 
while the theta pinch shots again reversed directions multiple times. 
5.3 Plasma Velocity Characterization 
As discussed in section 5.1.2, the plasma velocity was primarily characterized by investigating 
cross correlation of the axial signals to determine an upper limit on the transverse velocity across 
the surface. A summary of the cross correlation measurements can be seen in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Calculated surface velocities of the DeVeX plasma on the CFPA from cross-correlation 
measurements. PiP here is a shortened notation for the coaxial gun. It can be seen that the typical surface 
velocities decrease with application of the theta pinch, but the maximum velocities increase. The error is 
taken as the standard deviation of the velocity obtained by cross-correlation measurements. 
 
The velocities measured are primarily radial for the purely coaxial gun shots, and primarily 
azimuthal for the theta pinch shots. In addition to the cross correlation measurements, the bulk 
radial and azimuthal velocities could be estimated from the visualizations of the axial currents. 
The strong increase in current observed at the beginning of the shot was tracked on each channel 
using the visualizations presented in Figure 5.10. By comparing the radial (for the case of the 
purely coaxial gun shots) and azimuthal (for the case of the theta pinch shots) positions with the 
time of arrival of current to the probe head, an estimate of the bulk radial and azimuthal speeds 
could be obtained. The bulk radial speeds for the coaxial gun shots were  4 km/s and 5.6 km/s for 
the 5.5 kV and 6 kV shots respectively. The bulk azimuthal speeds for the theta pinch shots were 
12.2 km/s and 15.9 km/s for the 5.5 kV coaxial, 16 kV theta and 6 kV coaxial, 16 kV theta shots 
respectively. The measured speeds from the visualizations for the coaxial gun shots are in good 
agreement with the speeds as measured by the cross correlation measurements. However, the 
speeds as measured by the visualization for the theta pinch shots are not in as close of agreement. 
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This is hypothesized to be due to an upper limit on the speed detectable by cross correlation of 
the CFPA signals. Since the time resolution of the oscilloscope is only 1 µs, the maximum speed 
detectable via cross correlation is approximately 10 km/s.  As such, using cross correlation 
measurements for the azimuthal velocities for the theta pinch shots is inherently inaccurate, and 
the speeds measured from the visualization will be used for stability determinations for the theta 
pinch shots. This is further observed in the standard deviation of the velocities obtained by the 
cross correlation measurements. The velocities for the theta pinch shots show large standard 
deviation, while the velocities without the theta pinch show a much lower standard deviation. As 
there was good agreement for the radial velocities (as the velocity is well within the limit of 
cross correlation measurements with the CFPA) observed with the coaxial gun shots, the cross 
correlation measurements will be used.  
5.4 Summary 
Finally, the results from the current and velocity determinations were used as inputs to the 
stability determination derived in the previous chapter. Starting with equation (4-10) and setting 
the imaginary part equal to zero: 
𝑎𝑘𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) +
𝑓𝐵−𝑓𝐴
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
𝑘 −
𝛾𝑘3
𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵
+
𝜌𝐴𝜌𝐵
(𝜌𝐴+𝜌𝐵)2
(𝑣𝑥𝐵 − 𝑣𝑥𝐴)
2𝑘2 = 0       (5-1) 
Let the body force on the lithium be equal to JxB. Since the gravity body force is negligible 
when compared to the JxB force, it is neglected. Magnetic field is measured to be 0.22 T
 
[103]. 
ρA is set as the lithium density, ρB is the mass density of the plasma. The surface tension and 
density are drawn from [106] at 300
o
C (300
o
C is the exposure temperature of the lithium within 
the TELS device). (5-1) is solved numerically for the critical value of k which sets the right hand 
side (RHS) equal to zero. The difference in velocity is taken as the plasma velocity measured by 
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the cross correlation measurements for the coaxial gun only shots, and as the azimuthal velocity 
as measured from the axial current visualization is used for the theta pinch shots. The maximum 
stable dimension is taken as one half of the critical wavelength: 
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜋
𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
      (5-2) 
Two stable dimensions are reported, one using the typical radial and azimuthal currents as 
measured by the CFPA (reported as Maximum Stable Dimension (mm) Avg.), and the second 
using the maximum currents as measured by the CFPA (reported as Maximum Stable Dimension 
(mm) Min.). The results of this analysis are presented in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3: Maximum stable dimension of a lithium free surface under exposure to the DeVeX plasma 
under various shot conditions. Presented are the results of the stability analysis for both the typical values 
of the currents and velocities (tagged as average) as well as the maximum values of the currents and 
velocities (tagged as minimum in reference to the absolute minimum expected dimension over which 
there may be ejection of lithium). 
 
This table shows the maximum stable dimension of a lithium free surface when exposed to the 
DeVeX plasma for 5.5 kV and 6 kV coaxial gun shots with and without use of the theta pinch. It 
can be seen that the expected threshold stable dimension is smaller for the theta pinch shots if the 
typical values are determinant of the maximum stable dimension, and larger for the theta pinch 
shots in the case that the maximum values are the determinant of the maximum stable dimension. 
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The stable dimension, however, for all of the conditions detailed above is in the range of 3.5 to 
12 mm. Experimental determination of the correct parameters is undertaken in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6: EXPERIMENTAL STABILITY OF LIQUID LITHIUM PFCS 
To test the derived stability boundary for liquid metal plasma facing components, a series of tests 
were performed in the Thermoelectric Liquid-Metal Plasma Facing Structures test stand at the 
University of Illinois. TELS is equipped with a coaxial plasma gun which is then pinched with a 
theta pinch, greatly increasing the temperature of the plasma at the expense of a small decrease 
in density. The theta pinch is fed by a large capacitor bank (36 uF, maximum voltage 60 kV). 
Diagnosis with calorimetry has shown energy densities of 0.15 MJ/m
2
 deposition on target 
(roughly equivalent to an ASDEX Type I ELM
 
[107]) in approximately 150 μs. Characterization 
of the plasma with triple Langmuir probes and RFEAs has yielded an ion temperature of 
approximately 20 eV after use of the theta pinch
 
[108], and use of photodiodes has shown an 
approximate plasma velocity of 65 km/s
 
[103]. Subsequently, stills from the fast frame camera 
(Vision Research Phantom Miro eX4 Color Camera) used to characterize the shots are shown in 
Figure 6.1, both during the shot from the side and after the plasma impact from the top. 
Characterization of the TELS device was performed while varying the voltage on the coaxial 
plasma gun with and without the firing the theta pinch. 
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Figure 6.1A: TELS tray during plasma impact from the DeVeX plasma. (Side view of channels). 
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Figure 6.1 (cont.) B: Lithium in channels in TELS tray immediately after plasma impact, illustrating 
residual glow from the plasma, as well as waves initiating on the lithium surface. Lithium can be clearly 
seen to be fully filling the side channels. 
 
6.1 Experimental Setup 
To test the predictions of the linear stability analysis, a special version of the LiMIT device was 
constructed. LiMIT uses thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamic (TEMHD) flow
 
[60] to self-
propel lithium down a series of trenches, employing lithium as both a plasma facing surface and 
a coolant. TEMHD flow relies on a thermal gradient to drive thermoelectric currents that then 
interact with a magnetic field to drive flow; in the case of a tokamak this magnetic field would be 
the main toroidal field. 
6.1.1 Variable Trench Design 
A series of LiMIT trenches were machined with different trench widths ranging from 1 to 14 mm 
in width. A picture and side-view schematic of these trenches can be seen in Figure 6.2. 
Trenches were milled from a block of 316 stainless steel. Side and bottom panels were also 
milled from 316 stainless steel bar. Cartridge heaters installed in a 316 stainless steel block 
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below the bottom panel serve to heat the LiMIT device. Two thermocouples one inserted into the 
trenches and one on the back face of the heating block monitor the temperature of the system. 
 
Figure 6.2: (Above) Schematic of the side view of the special LiMIT channels. Trench width is displayed 
in millimeters. (Below) Photograph of the LiMIT trenches as assembled. Trenches were subsequently 
installed into the TELS chamber and filled. 
 
Filling of the lithium trenches was accomplished with an argon back-pressure lithium injector, 
similar to that described in [64,100]. The temperature of lithium during injection was 230 
o
C, and 
the temperature of the trenches during injection was in excess of 400 
o
C. Consequently, lithium 
evaporation would coat uncovered window ports. A thin sheet of Mylar held to a window with 
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two magnets (one on the inside of the vacuum chamber, the other on the outside) served to block 
the lithium evaporation onto a portion of the window. After injection, the trenches were allowed 
to cool to 300 
o
C so that lithium did not continue to evaporate and the Mylar sheet could be 
moved by manipulating the magnets to see in through the window. 
6.1.2 Lithium Ejection 
A series of LiMIT trenches were placed into the TELS chamber and fired upon with the same 
shot parameters investigated earlier. A fast frame camera observed the shots to record instances 
of ejection. Fast frame videos of the shots were taken and reduced to the few frames following 
plasma impact where droplets of lithium can be seen exiting the LiMIT trenches. The exposure 
time of the camera is long enough that the droplets appear as streaks rather than as individual 
droplets, and therefore can be ray-traced back to the trench from where they originated. Figure 
6.3 shows a series of stills from a fast frame video, illustrating the ejection of lithium. Initial 
observations indicate an overfill of lithium at the bottom of the tray was the location of the 
lithium ejection. No lithium was observed to exit the channels, consistent with the hypothesis 
that the lithium channels act to stabilize instability growth on the surface. Lithium ejection from 
the pool was large, and fast frame camera diagnosis shows formation of a complex structure on 
top of the lithium which appears to break up due to surface tension forces. Initial attempts to 
alleviate ejection of lithium involved placing a thin mesh over the lower lithium pool to attempt 
to retain the lithium. However, lithium wicked through the mesh, forming a pool regardless, 
which then continued to eject lithium. Pooling of the same degree was not observed in the 
Magnum PSI tests, even though more extreme angles of exposure were employed. This may be 
attributable to the lack of side trenches in the design employed within TELS. Lithium in the 
Magnum design was retained against gravity by surface tension in the side trenches. The much 
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larger characteristic dimension of the TELS side gap is not able to exert the same surface tension 
forces, allowing the lithium to flow with gravity and form a pool at the bottom of the structure. 
 
Figure 6.3: Sequence of stills from fast frame camera on shot #14 of the 2
nd
 TELS campaign. Time stamp 
after trigger is detailed in the bottom right of each frame. Waves and strong disturbance of the lithium 
surface can be seen in the initial frame, culminating in ejection of a significant quantity of droplets from a 
complex structure formed out of frame on the camera. The flight of the formed droplets can be seen in the 
remaining frames. 
 
6.2 Lithium Ejection from Variable Width Trenches 
The tests described in 6.1.2 illustrate ejection from a pool of lithium at the base of a series of 
equal width trenches. The variable width trenches were installed into DeVeX in replacement of 
the constant width trenches.  
6.2.1 Un-Wetted Trenches 
The initial round of tests with the variable width trenches was conducted on only partially filled 
and unwetted trenches. For these tests, there was a drop of lithium in the 10 and 11 mm trenches 
as well as a pool at the bottom of the trenches. The lithium did not wet the trenches in this case. 
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A still frame of the fast frame videos from the series of shots of the unwetted trenches can be 
seen in Figure 6.4. From the stills, the ejected lithium particles are ray-traced back to their 
source.  
 
Figure 6.4: Ray tracing of lithium droplet ejecting from a 10 mm trench. Green square is projected 
ejection point from the top of a trench. The two lines are the edge of the top of the LiMIT structures and 
the ray of the ejected lithium particle.  
 
Ejected particles from each of the unwetted shots were ray-traced back to only the 10 and 11 mm 
trenches as well as the lithium pool in the front of the trenches. These ejected particles are 
assumed to be from the unwetted droplets in each of the 10 and 11 mm trenches (as well as the 
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unwetted pool of lithium). Ejection was seen in the cases of the 5.5 and 6 kV coaxial gun shots 
with and without the theta pinch. Stills of the ejection from these shots are shown in Figure 6.5. 
 
Figure 6.5: Ejection observed from the 10 and 11 mm trenches as well as the lithium pool in the bottom 
of the trenches. Increased ejection is observed in the case of the 6 kV coaxial gun shots, however, it is still 
only observed to be coming from the 10 and 11 mm trenches and the lithium pool.   
 
6.2.2 Wetted Trenches (1-14 mm) 
Subsequent tests completed filled and wetted the lithium channels. The temperature of the 
trenches during injection was raised in excess of 400 
o
C in order to ensure lithium wetting of the 
trenches. During filling, evaporation of the lithium was observed, but inspection of the trenches 
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both after filling and after removal from the chamber showed clear evidence of fully filled 
lithium trenches that were well wetted. In order to maintain a view of the trenches during firing 
of the DeVeX plasma two techniques were employed to prevent lithium evaporation upon the 
windows. In both cases, after injection the temperature of the trenches was reduced to 300 
o
C to 
prevent further evaporative covering of windows. During injection, either a sheet of Mylar 
clamped to the window by two magnets or a gate valve (mostly closed during injection) 
prevented lithium coverage of the window by evaporation. These filled trenches were then 
viewed by the fast frame camera, and inspected for ejection of lithium. During these shots 
however, none of the trenches showed ejection under any of the shot conditions investigated in 
Chapter 5. A fast frame still can be seen below, showing no ejection from the 1-14 mm trenches. 
 
Figure 6.6: Still frame from the shots fired upon the 1-14 mm trenches showing no ejection from 
the lithium channels (6 kV coaxial gun, 0 kV theta pinch). Trenches viewed from the side as in 
6.5, holding frame was adjusted between 6.5 and 6.6 to better support the trenches within the 
TELS device and to allow arbitrary rotation. Filling occurred while channels were at 0
0
. 
Trenches were then rotated for plasma exposure. Frame illuminated by afterglow of plasma.  
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6.2.3 Reversed Wetted Trenches (1-14 mm) 
To confirm the results of the shots performed on the 1-14 mm trenches, the TELS tray was 
reversed 180
o
 to eliminate concerns over spatial variation of the generated RT and KH 
instabilities on the lithium surface. Once rotated 180
o
, the trenches were filled again and exposed 
under the same conditions detailed in 6.2.2. Once again, no lithium ejection was observed. A still 
of one of the fast frame videos can be observed in Figure 6.7 showing no lithium ejection. 
 
Figure 6.7: Exposure of the TELS tray to DeVeX plasma after 180
o
 rotation. Again, no ejection observed 
from the 1-14 mm trenches. Once again, tray is illuminated by plasma afterglow. 
 
During reversal of the trenches, however, the excess lithium from the lithium fill spilled out from 
the trenches during rotation, which occurred when rotating in 6.2.2. However, a tray intended to 
protect the cartridge heaters from lithium spillage (now at the bottom end of the trench structure 
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rather than the top) directed liquid lithium onto the Pyrex tube that forms the theta pinch section 
of the TELS chamber, eating through a section of it, which while short of the sealing O-ring such 
that vacuum was held, destroyed the tube, requiring replacement. From the RT-KH stability 
boundary derived in Chapter 4, and CFPA investigation in Chapter 5, it was expected that 
ejection would occur at least in the 13 and 14 mm trenches during each of the DeVeX shot 
conditions. The lack of ejection from the 1-14 mm trenches demonstrates that the initial RT-KH 
stability boundary underestimates the maximum stable trench dimension. Consequently, a series 
of larger trench dimensions were sought to properly capture the location of the experimental 
stability boundary. 
6.2.4 Wetted Trenches (22 and 26 mm) 
In order to investigate larger trench dimension than those used in 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, the variable 
width trench structure described in 6.2.1 was modified. The 1 mm wall between the 12 and 13 
mm trenches as well as the wall between the 10 and 11 mm trenches were removed in order to 
make a 22 mm and 26 mm trench. A diagram of the cross section is shown in Figure 6.8. 
 
Figure 6.8: Modified TELS trenches with wider trenches in place of the 10, 11, 12, and 13 mm trenches. 
Wall between 12 and 13 mm trenches milled out to form the 26 mm trench. Wall between the 10 and 11 
mm trenches milled out to form the 22 mm trench. 
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This LiMIT structure was then installed into DeVeX and the same series of plasma shots were 
fired upon the trenches. To increase visibility during these shots, a bake lamp was employed to 
illuminate the chamber and the fast frame camera was run in a “Low Light” mode which enabled 
longer exposure times. A still frame captured from the 5.5 kV coaxial, 0 kV theta shot are shown 
in Figure 6.9. A series of stills from the 6 kV coaxial, 0 kV theta shot are shown in Figure 6.10A-
C. A still from the 5.5 kV coaxial, 16 kV theta shot are shown in Figure 6.11. Finally, a still from 
the 6 kV coaxial, 16 kV theta shot are shown in Figure 6.12. 
 
Figure 6.9: TELS tray immediately after plasma exposure. Bake lamp illumination comes from behind 
the trenches. Trench demarcations are shown by horizontal blue lines. 26 mm trench is the trench between 
the first and second blue lines from the right. Subsequently, the 3, 2, 6, and 22 mm trenches follow. 
Ejection is observed in this shot only from the 26 mm trench, but not from the 22 mm trench. Ejected 
lithium appears to originate from the far wall of the 26 mm trench. 
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Figure 6.10A: First frame after saturation frame from plasma exposure. Multiple fast ejections of lithium 
can be seen from both the center and edges of the trenches. Since lithium from the 26 mm trench is 
contiguous along the surface into the lithium pooling at the base of the trenches, Ejection from the base of 
the trenches is still attributed to this same full lithium pool.  
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Figure 6.10 (cont.) B: Second frame after saturation. Again, multiple ejections are observed, this time 
above the 26mm boundary. However, the lithium pool that overflowed the 26 mm trench is also 
contiguous across the 2, 3, and 6 mm trenches and has a boundary at the edge of the 22 mm trench above 
it. Ejection observed from 2 of the boundaries of this pool (one from the upper boundary, one from the 
near wall) during this frame. 
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Figure 6.10 (cont.) C: Several frames after saturation. Ejection observed from splashing on far wall of 26 
mm trench. Shot showed evidence of significant disturbance of the lithium surface with many ejections 
lasting for approximately 100 ms after plasma bombardment.  
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Figure 6.11: Lithium trenches after exposure to the 5.5 kV coaxial gun, 16 kV theta pinch shot. Multiple 
ejections observed from 26 mm trench.  
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Figure 6.12: Ejection of lithium from the TELS trenches after exposure to the 6 kV coaxial, 16 kV theta 
pinch shot. Ejection observed from edge of lithium pool, but above the boundary of the 26 mm trench. 
 
 
Significant ejection from the lithium pool, which included the 26 mm trench, at the base of the 
TELS trenches was observed during exposure to the DeVeX plasma shots. However, no ejection 
was observed from the 22mm trench, indicating that the stability boundary is greater than 22 
mm, and lies in the neighborhood of 26 mm for each of the shot conditions investigated.  
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Ejection of lithium was strongest from the 6 kV coaxial gun shots. However, lithium ejection 
was observed under each of the shot conditions. Ejection was also observed to be greatest from 
the edges and corners of the trenches. Only under the 6 kV coaxial gun shots was lithium 
observed to eject from the trench center. It is clear from these tests however, that the 
experimental stability boundary of lithium deviates significantly from the analytic stability 
boundary derived in Chapter 4. 
6.3 Summary 
A variety of trench structures were exposed within the TELS chamber to the DeVeX plasma gun. 
It was found that ejection depended on a multiple of variables, some not immediately obvious. 
The first of these influences to be observed was wetting of the lithium trenches. Under unwet 
conditions, the lithium ejected droplets readily under plasma exposure. Variable width trenches 
inserted into the chamber to investigate the dependence of the stability boundary on trench 
dimension during wetted conditions showed results that were considered anomalous at first. 
However, after repeated exposures to similar conditions, it was seen that the linear stability 
theory detailed in Chapter 4 was incorrect in its description of the physics undergone by lithium 
under transient plasma exposure. Trenches between 1 and 14 mm in width did not eject under  
multiple tests, even when the trenches were reversed to investigate if the effect was purely due to 
spatial variation of the plasma on target. Subsequent exposure of much larger trenches showed 
strong evidence of lithium ejection under all tested plasma exposure conditions. Strongest 
ejection was observed during the 6 kV coaxial gun 0 kV theta shots, which is commensurate with 
the shot conditions under which the largest radial/azimuthal currents were delivered to the CFPA 
as measured in Chapter 5, suggesting that the current driven instabilities dominate over the 
plasma velocity driven instabilities for the trench dimensions investigated in this thesis.  
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CHAPTER 7: COMPUTATIONAL STABILITY OF LIQUID LITHIUM PFCS 
7.1 FLUENT 
In tandem with the experimental results, the stability of lithium surfaces exposed to plasmas was 
investigated with the commercial software package FLUENT. FLUENT is a finite-volume 
solver. The FLUENT package for the computations performed herein was accessed from the 
Compute 1 Server at the Beckman Visualization Laboratory. Initial simulations performed with a 
3D geometry were very computationally intensive and required a very large number of nodes and 
a small time step. In addition, linear stability theory predicted that the critical dimension was the 
trench width rather than the trench length. Due to the computational requirements of the full 3D 
simulation as well as the fact that the LiMIT trench length is typically much much larger than 
both the trench width and trench depth (6 cm as opposed to a few millimeters), the decision was 
made to reduce the simulation to a two-dimensional simulation. Modelling was only performed 
of the JxB ejection forces (RT driven) rather than the Kelvin-Helmholtz driven instabilities, 
again due to limitations in computational power. The RT driven instabilities are inversely 
dependent on the sum of the density of the two fluids except in the case of gravity driven 
instabilities, where they are dependent on the difference in density as well. Kelvin Helmholtz 
instabilities, however, are strongly dependent on the product of the two densities. For reasons 
discussed in the next section, the lithium density is taken as its density at 300 
o
C, but the density 
of the secondary fluid is very different from the density of the incident plasma. For this reason 
the simulation would be very computationally intensive to properly resolve KH driven 
instabilities, and as a result, only the RT driven instabilities are modelled. 
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7.1.1 Meshing and Problem Definition 
For the two dimensional simulation, a single trench was modelled. The initial mesh was made 
with a trench that was 10 mm in width, 12 mm in depth. The area above the trench was also 
modelled to a depth of 15 mm. Fillets (0.5 mm radius) were placed on the corners of the trench 
to avoid sharp edges in the computational domain. A view of the computational domain can be 
seen in Figure 7-1. A line marking the demarcation between filled, overfilled and underfilled was 
place at the top of the trench and 0.5 mm above and below the trench respectively. This line 
marked the border between regions, which for the purposes of this discussion are labelled top 
and bottom. 
 
Figure 7.1: Computational domain employed within FLUENT for the overfilled trench cases. Lower 
portion of domain was initialized with a phase fraction of 1 for lithium, the upper portion of the domain 
was initialized with a phase fraction of 0 for lithium. 
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The trench was meshed with the ANSYS 16 meshing module. The full mesh can be seen in 
Figure 7-2.  
 
Figure 7.2: Computational mesh employed for the 2D FLUENT tests. Droplets expected to be of order 1 
mm in size. Computational mesh refined such that even when scaled at 10 mm, multiple nodes fit within 
the diameter of the expected droplets. 
 
The mesh quality was further inspected, particularly in the corners near the fillets to ensure that 
none of the meshed cells were overly elongated or otherwise misshapen. One of these corners 
can be seen in Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.3: Computational mesh near the corner of the trench in the overfilled case. Blue meshed area is 
the trench area, grey meshed area is the area above the trench. Several cells can be seen to be of slightly 
deformed shape, however, no cells are excessively deformed or elongated. 
 
 
A two phase simulation performed in the 2D domain, using lithium as the primary phase and air 
as the secondary phase. FLUENT’s built in volume of fluid (VOF) solver was used. For each 
simulation, the domain “Top” above the demarcation line between the trench and volume above 
was initialized with the volume fraction of air equal to one and the domain “Bottom” below the 
demarcation line was initialized with a volume fraction of lithium equal to one. The physical 
parameters of lithium (density, viscosity, surface tension) were taken at their values at 300 
o
C. 
As introduced earlier, it was noticed that the greater the difference in density (between lithium 
and the secondary fluid), the more unstable the simulation became. For this reason, air was 
substituted for “vacuum” or plasma as the secondary fluid due to its low viscosity. Furthermore, 
the density of the air was modified to 100 kg/m
3
 to further stabilize the simulation. Comparisons 
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between analytic theory and computation take into account this difference. Turbulence was 
addressed with the standard FLUENT k-ε module.  
Surface tension was accounted for between phases with the phase interaction module in 
FLUENT, again with the surface tension set to the surface tension of lithium at 300 
o
C. Wetting 
of the trench by the lithium was implemented by turning on the wall adhesion module within 
FLUENT and setting the contact angle of lithium-air-trench wall interface. The RT instability is 
driven in a transient simulation by setting the body force on the lithium (i.e. the acceleration due 
to the body force on the lithium is set to JxB/ρ). For a 200 kA/m2 current in the 0.22 T DeVeX 
field, this sets the acceleration to 86 m
2
/s.   
7.1.2 Execution 
Simulations were conducted with a variable time step, with the size of the time step adjusted 
based on the global Courant (or CFL) number. The CFL number is a stability condition stating 
that the velocity times the time step divided by a critical length dimension not exceed a certain 
number during the solution. This is represented algebraically by: 
𝐶 =
𝑢∆𝑡
∆𝑥
≤ 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥     (7-1) 
FLUENT’s variable time step criteria adjusts the time step such that the CFL condition is barely 
met. When C exceeds Cmax the time step is adjusted to be smaller, and when C is less than Cmax 
the time step is adjusted to be larger. Simulations were run for 100 ms or 3000 time steps, 
whichever criterion was achieved first. Simulation data (the volume fraction of the primary 
phase) was exported every 10 time steps. For visualization, the data was read into the plotting 
software Tecplot 360 EX and both extracted as stills and animated into videos. 
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7.2 2D FLUENT Simulations 
7.2.1 Computational Stability Boundary 
To investigate the stability boundary of lithium as a free plasma facing surface, a series of the 
simulations as described above were performed on a domain of varying trench width and at 
different body forces on the lithium. Trench ejection cases were then tracked. Cases under which 
the lithium ejected were marked as unstable and cases under which the lithium did not eject were 
marked as stable. Finally, cases under which the lithium surface was severely deformed but had 
not yet ejected at the end of the simulation time were marked as marginally stable. Still frames 
from the animation of an unstable case and a stable case are shown in Figure 7.4A and B 
respectively.  
 
Figure 7.4A: Still frames from an unstable ejection of lithium. Phase fraction is shown with red (fLi=1) 
being the lithium phase and blue (fLi=0) being the air phase. Deformation of the lithium surface forms 
from an unstable ripple (first observed around 5 ms) which grows (7 ms) and eventually ejects lithium (>8 
ms). 
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Figure 7.4 (cont.) B: Still frames from a computational run with no ejection. Slight deformations of the 
surface in the form of ripples can be seen to travel back and forth across the surface, but, these ripples do 
not grow as the surface is stable rather than unstable.  
 
A compilation of the computational results for the overfilled trench case as a function of 
wavenumber is presented in Figure 7.5. Wavenumber here is taken as the smallest wavenumber 
for which one-half the wavelength will fit within the trench width (i.e. the largest wave for which 
one half period fits within the trench): 
𝑘 =
𝜋
𝑤𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ
      (7-2) 
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Figure 7.5: 2D computational stability of a free liquid lithium surface showing stable cases (green), 
marginally stable cases (yellow), and unstable cases (red) versus both body force acceleration and 
wavenumber. The predicted stability from Chapter 4 is also plotted for both the full trench dimension 
(solid blue) and for a trench at 90% size (dashed blue). Equation 7-2 gives conversion from wavenumber 
to trench width. 
 
It can be seen from Figure 7.5 that the stability boundary for a 2 dimensional computation of the 
LiMIT trenches lies above what linear stability theory would predict, implying that the trenches 
are more stable than what is expected from linear stability model, but commensurate with the 
experimental observation that the ejection threshold was higher than what would be expected 
from linear stability theory.  
The computational cases run here also showed a differentiation between edge and center ejection 
of lithium droplets. For cases just beyond the stability boundary, it was observed that ejection 
primarily occurred from the edge of the trench, however, if the RT driving force was siginificant 
enough, ejection would occur from the center of the trench. This is commensureate with the 
experimental observation of ejection from the trench walls in cases just beyond the stability 
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boundary and ejection from the trench center in cases where the RT and KH drivers where well 
in excess of the stability boundary. Figure 7.4A shows ejection from the center of a trench, 
Figure 7.6 shows ejection from an edge of a trench. The time scale for ejection from the trench in 
7.6 is also significantly longer than that seen in Figure 7.4A. 
 
Figure 7.6: Ejection observed from the edge of a lithium trench. A deformation begins preferentially on 
one side of the trench (20 ms) and begins to grow (22 ms). Since the trench is unstable to growth of the 
RT instability, the instability continues to grow at the edge of the trench and eject (23 ms). Time to 
disruption, as well as growth rate of the instability is less than observed in Figure 7.4. 
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7.2.2 Effect of Fill on Stability Boundary 
As discussed previously, several different cases were meshed to investigate the dependence of 
stability on the fill of the lithium within the trenches. The results of this investigation are shown 
in Figure 7.7. It can be seen that little difference is seen in the stability boundary between the 
underfilled, fully filled, and overfilled cases. 
 
Figure 7.7: Stability comparison between underfilled and overfilled cases. No difference is seen in 
computational stability boundary. Underfilled cases are offset to the right in wavenumber and overfilled 
cases are offset to the left. Once again the analytic stability boundaries for the trench are plotted. Equation 
7-2 gives conversion from wavenumber to trench width. 
 
 
7.2.3 Effect of Wetting on Stability Boundary 
Unlike the effect of fill on the stability boundary, it was found that the wetting of the lithium 
within the trench had a significant effect on the stability of the lithium surface. The 2D stability 
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plot for lithium not wetting the trenches can be seen in Figure 7.8. The analytic stability 
boundary from linear stability theory is also plotted. 
 
Figure 7.8: 2D computational stability of a free lithium surface where the lithium is not wetting the 
trench. Green cases show stable simulation runs, red cases underwent ejection. The analytic stability 
boundary is shown as well. Equation 7-2 gives conversion from wavenumber to trench width. 
 
 
From Figure 7.8 it can be seen that wetting greatly enhances the stability boundary, as without 
wetting, the computational stability boundary lies well below the analytic stability boundary in 
contrast with the wetting case where the computational stability boundary exceeded that of the 
analytic stability boundary. This strong dependence on wetting was also observed 
experimentally, as described in Chapter 6, where the unwet trenches ejected lithium much more 
readily than the wetted trenches. 
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7.3 Summary 
A 2 dimensional computational model of a single lithium trench was devised within the 
framework of ANSYS FLUENT to investigate the stability of lithium trenches to ejection via 
Rayleigh-Taylor like drivers from JxB forces acting on a lithium trench. A computational 
domain consisting of a cross-section of the width of one trench was used, as the critical 
dimension from stability as predicted by linear stability theory in Chapter 4, experimental 
observations in Chapter 6, as well as the modified shallow water theory detailed in Chapter 6, is 
the shorter of the length or width of the channel. A VOF solver was used to describe the two-
phase nature of the problem, and FLUENT’s standard k-ε model was used for turbulence. The 
simulations were time dependent. A series of simulations tracking whether or not the lithium 
trench ejected over the course of the simulation mapped out a computational stability boundary. 
It was found that this stability boundary predicted a larger maximum stable trench dimension 
than was predicted by linear stability theory. However, it did still underpredict the maximum 
stable trench dimension observed experimentally. This is attributed to the difference between the 
highly transient nature of the plasma shots performed on DeVeX and the steady state nature of 
the JxB forces present in the computational runs performed here. Similar to experimental 
observations, it was observed that RT drivers well in excess of the stability boundary caused 
ejection from the center of the lithium channels, however, RT drivers near the stability boundary 
caused ejection from the edge of the lithium channels. It was also observed that the ejection from 
the trenches is strongly dependent on wetting of the trenches. Cases where the trenches were not 
wet were much more likely to eject lithium than those in which the lithium wet the trench 
channels. 
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CHAPTER 8: SHALLOW WATER THEORY 
8.1 Introduction 
From the experimental results presented in 6.2, it can be seen that the linear stability theory 
based on a conventional Rayleigh-Taylor/Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is insufficient to explain 
the experimental results. This theory under predicts the maximum stable dimension by almost a 
factor of two in the experiments performed here. To explain the observed discrepancies between 
the Rayleigh-Taylor/Kelvin-Helmholtz theory presented earlier and the experimental results 
presented in 6.2, the author reexamines the experimental results and compares to a new analysis. 
Namely, it was observed that most of the ejection of lithium was from splashing of waves rather 
than a classic Rayleigh-Taylor or Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In most cases, the ejection 
occurred from an edge of one of the channels. Much more rarely, did the ejection of droplets 
occur from the center of the trenches. As was seen in Chapter 7, this phenomenon of more likely 
ejection from the trench edges then the trench center is also seen in 2-D computer simulations of 
JxB forces acting on a lithium channel. Droplet ejection in this case is attributed to splashing of 
waves induced by Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) and Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) drivers rather than a more 
conventional RT-KH driven disruption. Shallow water theory is used to model the propagation of 
waves generated on the surface of the lithium. Shallow water theory is a simplification of the 
Navier-Stokes equations in the limit that the wavelengths of the perturbations on the surface of 
the fluid are longer than the depth of the fluid [109]. It is used in oceanography for the modelling 
of tsunamis and additionally can be applied in the modelling of waves in a tub [110]. The 
derivation of the following shallow water equations follows a derivation similar to [109] with the 
addition of surface tension terms.  
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8.2 Modified Shallow Water Equations 
Beginning with the Navier Stokes equations with the assumption of incompressible flow, and 
employing a dyadic form for the advective terms rather than the more common 𝑣 ∙ ∇𝑣 form: 
∇ ∙ 𝑣 = 0      (8-1) 
𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝑣𝑣) = −
∇𝑃
𝜌
+ 𝑔 +
1
𝜌
∇ ∙ 𝑇    (8-2) 
Let us model the water height with two variables, H- and H+ demonstrated in Figure 8-1. The 
total height of the water, H, is then the sum of H- and H+.  
 
Figure 8.1: Diagram of height of liquid surface in derivation of modified shallow water equations. H+ is 
the height of the water above the unperturbed line. H- is the depth of the water below the unperturbed line. 
H, the height of the total water column is then the sum of H- and H+. 
 
 
The boundary conditions are then defined as no flow normal to the boundary on the top and 
bottom boundaries: 
(
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑣 ∙ ∇𝐻 = 𝑣𝑧)|
𝑧=𝐻+,𝑧=−𝐻−
    (8-3) 
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Due to the low viscosity of lithium, drag on the bottom surface of the lithium is neglected, 
because even if a full slip condition is imposed, the low viscosity of lithium ensures a thin 
boundary layer, which may be neglected: 
?̂?− ∙ 𝑇 = 0 = 𝜏𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝐻−
𝑑𝑥
+ 𝜏𝑥𝑦
𝑑𝐻−
𝑑𝑦
+ 𝜏𝑥𝑧    (8-4) 
The boundary stress condition on the top surface is given by surface tension: 
?̂?+ ∙ 𝑇 = 𝜎𝑛(∇ ∙ 𝑛) − ∇𝜎 = 𝜏𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑥
+ 𝜏𝑥𝑦
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑦
+ 𝜏𝑥𝑧   (8-5) 
From which we neglect surface tension gradients, which holds in the case of the clean and nearly 
isothermal lithium surface employed in the experiments herein. Shallow water theory employs 
depth averaged profiles for the x and y velocities, a consequence of the assumption that the 
perturbation wavelengths are longer than the depth. As a result, the shallow water continuity 
equation is a depth average of the Navier-Stokes continuity equation: 
∫ (
𝑑𝑣𝑥
𝑑𝑥
+
𝑑𝑣𝑦
𝑑𝑦
+
𝑑𝑣𝑧
𝑑𝑧
= 0) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
    (8-6) 
∫ (
𝑑𝑣𝑥
𝑑𝑥
+
𝑑𝑣𝑦
𝑑𝑦
) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
+ 𝑣𝑧|𝐻+ − 𝑣𝑧|𝐻− = 0    (8-7) 
Employing the Leibniz integral rule to the first two terms yields: 
∫ (
𝑑𝑣𝑥
𝑑𝑥
) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
=
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
∫ 𝑣𝑥𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
− 𝑣𝑥|𝐻+
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑥
− 𝑣𝑥|𝐻−
𝑑𝐻−
𝑑𝑥
   (8-8) 
Similarly for y: 
∫ (
𝑑𝑣𝑦
𝑑𝑦
) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
=
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
∫ 𝑣𝑦𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
− 𝑣𝑦|𝐻+
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑦
− 𝑣𝑦|𝐻−
𝑑𝐻−
𝑑𝑦
   (8-9) 
Let the integral of velocity over height be equal to a height averaged velocity times the height: 
∫ 𝑣𝑥𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
= 𝐻𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅     (8-10) 
By employing 8-8 and the two no normal flow boundary conditions (8-3), the shallow water 
equation for continuity, 8-7, becomes: 
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𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑡
+
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
(𝐻𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
(𝐻𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅) = 0     (8-11) 
For the momentum conservation equations, we consider only the left hand side of the x-
momentum equation to begin with: 
𝑑𝑣𝑥
𝑑𝑡
+
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
(𝑣𝑥
2) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
(𝑣𝑥𝑣𝑦) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑧
(𝑣𝑥𝑣𝑧)   (8-12) 
∫ (
𝑑𝑣𝑥
𝑑𝑡
+
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
(𝑣𝑥
2) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
(𝑣𝑥𝑣𝑦) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑧
(𝑣𝑥𝑣𝑧)) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
   (8-13) 
Examining by term: 
∫ (
𝑑𝑣𝑥
𝑑𝑡
) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
=
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
∫ 𝑣𝑥𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
− 𝑣𝑥|𝐻+
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑡
− 𝑣𝑥|𝐻−
𝑑𝐻−
𝑑𝑡
  (8-14) 
∫ (
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
𝑣𝑥
2) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
=
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
∫ 𝑣𝑥
2𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
− 𝑣𝑥
2|𝐻+
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑡
− 𝑣𝑥
2|𝐻−
𝑑𝐻−
𝑑𝑡
  (8-15) 
Until this point, the derivation has not employed the assumption of long wavelength compared to 
the depth of the water, and may be considered more or less rigorous to this point. Since the z 
variation of the x and y velocities is assumed to be small compared to the x and y variations, the 
following assumptions are employed: 
∫ 𝑣𝑥
2𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
= 𝐻𝑣𝑥2̅̅ ̅ = 𝐻𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅
2    (8-16) 
∫ 𝑣𝑥𝑣𝑦𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
= 𝐻𝑣𝑥𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝐻(𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅)(𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅)    (8-17) 
Once again employing the boundary conditions in 8-3, the left hand side of the x-momentum 
equation reduces to: 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(𝐻𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
(𝐻𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅
2) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
(𝐻(𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅)(𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅))   (8-18) 
By extension, the left hand side of the y-momentum equation reduces to: 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(𝐻𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
(𝐻(𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅)(𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅)) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
(𝐻𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅
2)   (8-19) 
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The z-momentum terms are considered small in comparison, and therefore, the z-momentum 
balance merely reduces to hydrostatic equilibrium for the pressure: 
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑧
= 𝜌𝑔     (8-20) 
Integrating 8-18 from the upper boundary yields: 
𝑃 = 𝜌𝑔(𝐻+ − 𝑧)     (8-21) 
And subsequently taking the x (or y) derivative: 
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑥
= 𝜌𝑔
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑥
     (8-22) 
Addressing the right hand side of the x-momentum equation: 
∫ (−𝑔
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑥
+
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
(𝜏𝑥𝑥) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
(𝜏𝑥𝑦) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑧
(𝜏𝑥𝑧)) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻+
−𝐻−
   (8-23) 
Once again employing the Leibniz rule, as in 8-8, as well as applying the boundary condition in 
8-4 and 8-5, the right hand side of the x-momentum equation collapses to: 
−𝑔𝐻
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑥
+
𝜎
𝜌
𝑛(∇ ∙ 𝑛)     (8-24) 
Under the assumption that there are no body forces other than gravity acting on the lithium. 
Since the DeVeX plasma is a pulsed device and the ejection occurs on a longer time scale than 
that of the plasma, this is a justified assumption for the case of this transient impinging on the 
free lithium surface. Constraining the solution to a constant H-, i.e. the depth of the fluid floor is 
a constant, again true for the lithium channels considered here: 
𝑑𝐻+
𝑑𝑥
=
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑥
     (8-25) 
The x-momentum equation in its entirety can then be written as: 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(𝐻𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
(𝐻𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅
2 +
1
2
𝑔𝐻2) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
(𝐻(𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅)(𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅)) = (
𝜎
𝜌
𝑛(∇ ∙ 𝑛)) ∙ ?̂?  (8-26) 
Y-momentum is then given by: 
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𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(𝐻𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑦
(𝐻𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅
2 +
1
2
𝑔𝐻2) +
𝑑
𝑑𝑥
(𝐻(𝑣𝑥̅̅ ̅)(𝑣𝑦̅̅ ̅)) = (
𝜎
𝜌
𝑛(∇ ∙ 𝑛)) ∙ ?̂?  (8-27) 
Again, invoking the argument of long wavelength as compared to depth, the surface normal may 
be approximated as: 
?̂? = −
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑥
?̂? −
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑦
?̂? + ?̂?     (8-28) 
Evaluating the full surface tension term: 
𝜎
𝜌
𝑛(∇ ∙ 𝑛) =
𝜎
𝜌
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑥
(
𝑑2𝐻
𝑑𝑥2
+
𝑑2𝐻
𝑑𝑦2
) ?̂? +
𝜎
𝜌
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑦
(
𝑑2𝐻
𝑑𝑥2
+
𝑑2𝐻
𝑑𝑦2
) ?̂?   (8-29) 
The combination of 8-11, 8-25, and 8-26 compose the shallow water equations modified here to 
include surface tension.  
The shallow water equations are typically solved numerically. [111] uses a Lax-Wendroff 
algorithm to numerically solve the shallow water equations. Lax-Wendroff is a second-order 
time-explicit integration scheme composed of two half-steps in time. The first half time step 
evaluates the spatial derivatives of the height of the water as well as the velocities. The second 
half time step then evaluates the height of the water and the velocities from the derivatives 
obtained in the first half time step. The Lax-Wendroff solver from [111] was modified to include 
the surface tension terms detailed in 8-29. The code for this model can be seen in Appendix A: 
MATLAB Codes. In this model, the height of a pool of liquid is perturbed with a Gaussian, 
simulating addition of energy to the pool. The waves generated by the perturbation are then 
allowed to propagate with reflecting boundary conditions on each edge of the computational 
domain. A series of images showing the initial disturbance to the liquid height as well as the 
subsequent propagation can be seen in Figure 8.2.  
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Figure 8.2A-1 
Figure 8.2: (A-1,2,3,4) Stable propagation of waves on the lithium surface as calculated by the Lax-
Wendroff model. Initial disturbances driven by Gaussian perturbations to the surface. Reflections of the 
waves can be seen off of the side walls and interference of the waves can be observed in the center of the 
trenches.  
(B-1,2,3,4) Unstable propagation of waves on the lithium surface as calculated by the Lax-Wendroff 
model. Unstable areas are marked in red, stable areas are dark cyan. Initial disturbances driven by 
Gaussian perturbations to the surface like in stable propagation (A). Stability criterion derivation follows. 
 
 
Figure 8.2A-2 
 
Figure 8.2A-3 
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Figure 8.2A-4 
 
 
Figure 8.2B-1 
 
Figure 8.2B-2 
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Figure 8.2B-3 
 
Figure 8.2B-4 
As can be seen from Figure 8.2, the waves bounce off the side walls, and interfere with the 
various reflections in the center of the lithium pool. Since there is no dissipation in the shallow 
water equations derived here, and since the Lax-Wendroff solver is explicit in its time-stepping, 
this model is only valid for small times. The dissipation of the capillary-gravity waves induced 
on the surface of the lithium is given in detail by [112], showing strong damping in both the 
short wavelength and long (but only in finite depth conditions) wavelength regimes. Here, only 
the quasi-inviscid root is considered: 
𝐼𝑚(𝜔)~2𝜈𝑘2     (8-30) 
Where ν is the kinematic viscosity. Since the dissipation time (~0.3 s) for the observed capillary-
gravity waves is longer than the wave bounce time (<0.01 s), the Lax-Wendroff model is taken to 
be accurate in time through the first set of reflections from the walls of the computational 
domain. Ejection was typically observed within several milliseconds of the surface deformation. 
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It is further hypothesized that ejection of droplets occurs when the curvature of the surface is 
great enough that it is energetically favorable for the lithium pool to eject a droplet. It can be 
seen from the model that the areas of greatest curvature are observed along the boundaries of the 
lithium pool, consistent with the observation that the majority of the lithium ejection observed in 
the experiments comes from the edges of the lithium trenches. However, under strong enough 
displacements of the lithium, constructive interference of waves reflecting off of the sides of the 
channel results in an area of large curvature, again consistent with the observation that certain 
plasma bombardments, in this case, the plasma bombardments with the largest currents, can still 
eject lithium from the center of the channels. 
To determine the critical curvature for ejection of lithium, Plateau-Rayleigh breakup of a liquid 
stream into droplets is invoked. In Plateau-Rayleigh theory, growing (unstable) oscillations on 
the sides of a liquid column cause pinch off of the liquid column into droplets. A full discussion 
of Plateau-Rayleigh breakup of liquid columns can be found in [113], and its application to 
liquid lithium has predicted the breakup of a lithium jet into droplets previously [114]. 
Application of Plateau-Rayleigh theory involves the use of Bessel functions, and only admits 
unstable (growing) solutions of an initial perturbation in the case: 
𝑘𝑅 < 1      (8-31) 
Such that the product of the wavenumber times the radius of the column is less than one. The 
fastest growing wavenumber for Plateau Rayleigh instabilities is given by: 
𝑘𝑅 = 0.697      (8-32) 
Here, however, we look only for unstable modes. Consider a column of liquid with height H, and 
radius R. Allowing perturbations with half-wavelength equal to the height of the liquid column, 
the stability criterion may be re-written as: 
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𝜋 <
𝐻
𝑅
      (8-33) 
If this criterion is satisfied, the column may be considered unstable to Plateau-Rayleigh 
instabilities. Since the lithium surface does not naturally form cylinders, we instead take the 
height as the height of the liquid, and R as the local radius of curvature of the surface, Rc: 
0 <
𝐻
𝜋𝑅𝑐
− 1      (8-34) 
To determine if a lithium trench is unstable to lithium ejection, the Lax-Wendroff model is 
employed while monitoring the quantity in equation 8-34. First, a perturbation to the surface is 
introduced. The size of the perturbation is set such that the momentum induced by the 
perturbation is equal to that of the momentum deposited by the Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-
Helmholtz drivers: 
∫ (∭(𝐽𝑥𝐵)𝑑𝑉)𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑡𝑜
+ ∫ (∬ (
𝜌𝑝𝑙𝜌𝐿𝑖
𝜌𝑝𝑙+𝜌𝐿𝑖
(𝑣𝑝𝑙 − 𝑣𝐿𝑖)
2
) 𝑑𝐴) 𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑡𝑜
=
√2 ∗ ∭ 𝜌𝑑𝑉
 
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
∭ 𝜌𝑔𝑑𝑉
 
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
+ ∫ (∬ (
𝜎
𝑅𝑐
) 𝑑𝐴) 𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑡𝑜
   (8-35) 
The perturbation is then allowed to propagate while the quantity in equation 8-34 is tracked for 
all locations on the surface as a function of time after the first reflection off of the trench walls, 
monitoring for locations where the quantity exceeds 0 (i.e. unstable locations). Like the stability 
curves determined in Chapter 4, the stability of the liquid lithium surface is dependent on trench 
dimension, however, the critically stable trench dimension is larger in this analysis. The results 
of the stability analysis can be seen in Figure 8.3. In both 8.3A and 8.3B, the x-axis is given as 
the normalized plasma impulse for a 120 kA/m
2 
Rayleigh-Taylor driver in a 0.22 T magnetic 
field with no Kelvin-Helmholtz driver. The conversion is given by equation 8-36: 
𝑥 =
𝐽(
𝑘𝐴
𝑚2
)𝐵(𝑇)
120∗0.22
+
0.02(𝑣(
𝑘𝑚
𝑠
))
2
𝑤(𝑚𝑚)
     (8-36) 
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Where J is the current density in kA/m
2
, B is the magnetic field in T, v is the plasma velocity in 
km/s, and w is the trench width in mm. The approximate stability boundary may be then given 
by: 
𝑤(𝑚𝑚) =
15
𝑥0.75
+
10
𝑥0.5
     (8-37) 
Where the maximum stable width in millimeters is given as an inverse power function of the 
normalized plasma impulse. 
 
Figure 8.3A: Stability contours as obtained from the modified shallow water equation model. Dark blue 
regions are stable to DeVeX plasma impingement. Turquoise regions are unstable to edge ejections. 
Yellow regions are unstable to both edge and center ejections of lithium. Contours are overlaid with 
curves of the plasma impulse delivered by the DeVeX as measured experimentally by the CFPA. Plasma 
impulse delivered is in units of momentum normalized to the momentum input from a 120 kA/m
2
 current 
in a 0.22T magnetic field and no plasma velocity tangential to the surface. The approximate stability 
boundary from equation 8-37 is drawn as a guide. Experimental results are overlaid, with open marks for 
stable experimental points, closed circles for edge unstable shots, and closed squares for edge and center 
unstable shots. 
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Figure 8.3 (cont.) B: Stability contours of lithium where dark blue regions are stable to plasma 
impingement. Turquoise regions are unstable to edge ejections. Yellow regions are unstable to both edge 
and center ejections of lithium. Contours are overlaid with curves of the plasma impulses delivered by 
NSTX and an impulse delivered by JET scaled from the NSTX currents. Plasma impulse delivered is in 
units of momentum normalized to the momentum input from a 40 kA/m
2
 current with an 0.3 T toroidal 
field and no plasma velocity tangential to the surface. Plasma impulse is calculated from equation 8-35 
with J given by the PFC current as in [96] and B given by the main toroidal field. For tokamaks where the 
PFC current has not been measured, PFC current is assumed to scale linearly with plasma current. 
Stability region of D-IIID Li-DiMES and Magnum PSI experiments overlaid. Critical stability (D-IIID) 
and stable (Magnum PSI) commensurate with experimental observations. 
 
Figure 8.3 (cont.) C: Stability diagram with the inclusion of the NSTX LLD stability region shown as 
well, demonstrating that the NSTX LLD should be always stable. Also commensurate with experiments. 
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The stability boundary shown in Figure 8.3 is significantly larger than that predicted by the linear 
stability theory laid out in Chapter 4. From these curves it can be seen that the 5.5 kV coaxial 
shots, with and without the theta pinch, are more stable than the 6 kV coaxial shots, as is also 
predicted by linear stability theory, however, the stability boundary predicted by modified shallow water 
theory is much more accurate. The stability boundary predicted for the shots performed in DeVeX is 
approximately 22-28 mm as observed in experiments where the 22 mm trench did not eject, but the 26 
mm trench did eject. Modified shallow water theory also correctly anticipates ejection from the center of 
the large lithium pool during the 6 kV coaxial shots with no theta pinch only.  
 
8.3 Summary 
A new stability theory was derived based on shallow water theory with modifications made to 
include surface tension forces. A Plateau-Rayleigh like condition was enforced to determine 
whether or not a given trench would eject lithium. Commensurate with the experiments, this 
theory predicted that edge ejection (wave splashing against the wall) would dominate over 
ejection from the center of the trenches (constructive wave interference). Also commensurate 
with the experiments, this theory predicted a stability boundary between 22 and 28 mm for all of 
the shot conditions investigated. This was confirmed in experiments where the 22mm trench in 
all scenarios did not eject lithium, but the 26 mm trench did in all cases. Finally, the conditions 
for lithium ejection were predicted to be met in the center of the 26 mm trench only in the case of 
the 6 kV coaxial gun and 0 kV theta shots, which was also observed experimentally. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
9.1 Conclusions 
This work presented in this dissertation discussed the interaction of plasmas with both tungsten 
and lithium plasma facing components for applications in magnetic confinement nuclear fusion 
devices. Since erosion, melting, sputtering, and deformation all affect a variety of divertor 
materials, choice of a material for these applications is difficult. Tungsten, as the current leading 
choice for divertor material, and lithium, the leading liquid metal candidate were investigated. 
Experiments performed on tungsten were aimed at investigating the nanostructuring process with 
the goal of elucidating the mechanisms behind tungsten “fuzz” formation in order to help 
mitigate its growth. Experiments performed on lithium investigate its stability under plasma 
bombardment to ejection into the plasma.  
The initial stages of tungsten fuzz formation were investigated first. Tungsten wires wound 
around an alumina tube were inserted into a helium helicon plasma at elevated temperature. Fuzz 
formation in the helicon chamber was demonstrated to be equivalent to that formed on large 
linear plasma devices, albeit at a much lower flux. Temperatures were determined by way of a 
model which balanced heat in from helium ion flux and ohmic heating of the wire with radiative 
and conductive losses. This model was validated with comparisons to the experiment where the 
locations determined to be under the fuzz formation threshold were found to not have 
nanostructures, while those determined to be above the fuzz formation threshold were found to 
have nanostructures. A single wire was then exposed to the plasma to a series of fluence steps. 
During this nanostructuring process, the plasma would be turned off at given fluences, the wire 
would be removed, and a scanning electron microscope would be used to track the evolution of 
the nanostructures. Due to markings made on the wire, tracking of the formation of individual 
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fuzz tendrils was made possible. This early formation process was then modelled by a very 
simple Monte-Carlo model which propagated fuzz formation by way of subtraction and addition 
of height to a surface based on the impact location of a series of bubbles. This simple model was 
able to recreate the pitting threshold observed in the experiments, as well as the areal coverage of 
the nanostructures on the surface of the tungsten. The favorable comparison between the model 
and experiment provided further evidence for the theory that the mechanism for initial fuzz 
formation is driven by loop punching of helium bubbles from the bulk to the surface causing 
deformation of the tungsten surface. 
Subsequently, it was desired to investigate the further development of tungsten nanostructures at 
larger fluences. Arguments were presented both for and against a two mechanism model for 
tungsten fuzz formation, ultimately concluding that the most likely theories employed a two 
mechanism model. This two mechanism model argues that tungsten nanostructuring is incubated 
with the loop punching mechanism discussed previously. The full growth of the nanostructures is 
then driven by a secondary mechanism. Experiments performed using gas replacement and 
strong electric fields refuted a number of these theories. Finally, experiments were performed to 
monitor the transport of molybdenum and tungsten in a mixed system. Tungsten deposited on 
molybdenum wires and strips was nanostructured and the resulting samples were investigated 
with SIMS and AES showing significant mixing of the tungsten and molybdenum and proving 
that the interaction layer induced by the helium bubbles was significantly deeper than originally 
thought. Sigmoid fits to the tungsten to molybdenum counts ratio as a function of depth indicate 
the presence of a mixing layer of approximately 500 nm in thickness. Visualization of the AES 
data also indicates that molybdenum from the bulk is pushing the fuzz tendrils further out to 
cause growth, rather than being pulled up the sides of a tendril to cause growth. 
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The same nanostructuring process performed on tungsten was also performed on a variety of 
other metals. Molybdenum, tantalum, copper, titanium, and palladium were all nanostructured. It 
was found from these tests that there is a crystal dependence to the nanostructuring process. BCC 
materials all nanostructured in a similar manner. FCC materials also nanostructured, but the 
bubbles driving the nanostructuring in FCC metals were much larger, a fact that is attributed to a 
difference in clustering dynamics between the different lattices. However, it was found that the 
ratio of feature size, feature separation, and bubble size was similar between all of the 
nanostructured metals, indicating a similar mechanism underlying the formation of helium driven 
nanostructures on all of these metals. 
An overview of lithium stability was then presented, discussing droplet ejection from lithium 
droplets in the MCATS chamber at UIUC, which was attributed to surface tension gradients 
driving formation of odd droplet shapes which was relaxed by collapse of one droplet into two or 
more droplets. Lithium experiments performed at Magnum PSI were also addressed. Lithium 
velocities obtained at Magnum PSI were found to compare well with theoretical predictions, and 
observed velocities showing strong deviation from theory were shown to agree well with the sum 
of the theoretical velocity and the dominant wave velocities present in the trenches used at 
Magnum PSI. Droplet ejection from the LiMIT structure employed at Magnum was then 
discussed and presented in the context of previous knowledge about liquid metal ejection from 
PFCs at the edge of nuclear fusion devices. An analytic stability criterion, derived previously, 
was expanded to include both Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities on the surface 
of the lithium which lead to droplet ejection.  
To investigate droplet ejection from lithium PFCs, it was first necessary to characterize the 
plasma currents and plasma velocities found in the DeVeX chamber which was to be used to 
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investigate the stability of lithium at the plasma edge. A current flush probe array was 
constructed to investigate both of these. By investigating the currents drawn between probe 
heads and from probe heads to ground, a characterization of the axial, radial, and azimuthal 
currents was obtained. Furthermore, from these measurements it was possible to characterize the 
transverse (to the probe surface) plasma velocities by way of both cross-correlations between 
axial current traces and by time delay measurements on signals during visualization of the axial 
current traces. From these measurements, predictions were made from the analytic stability 
condition on the maximum stable trench dimensions. 
Using the predictions made from the CFPA characterization, a series of trenches were machined 
with varying widths. These trenches were filled and installed into DeVeX and subsequently fired 
upon. It was found from the first rounds of testing that the analytic stability boundary under-
predicted the maximum stable trench dimension as none of the trenches installed into DeVeX 
showed any evidence of lithium ejection during the shots performed. The decision was then 
made to increase the size of several of the trenches in order to further probe the location of the 
stability boundary. The set of trenches with increased widths was then reinstalled into DeVeX. 
This set showed significant evidence of ejection from the widest of the trenches. Ejection 
primarily occurred from the edges of the trenches, however, under intense bombardment, it was 
shown that ejection from the center of the trenches was possible as well. Since the previously 
derived stability boundary was found to under predict the maximum stable trench dimension, a 
new stability theory was developed. Beginning with the shallow water equations used in 
oceanography to model tsunamis, the shallow water equations were modified with the addition of 
surface tension. These modified equations were then implemented in a Lax-Wendroff solver to 
model the propagation of waves on the lithium surface. Furthermore, a Plateau-Rayleigh 
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condition was enforced upon the model whose core tenant was that ejection would occur if the 
curvature of the surface multiplied by its height exceeded a certain stability criterion, the lithium 
would eject. It was found from the Lax-Wendroff solver that this criterion was most regularly 
exceeded at the trench boundaries, but occasionally exceeded in the trench center, particularly 
under larger perturbations to the surface. Setting the momentum of the perturbation to the surface 
equal to the momentum delivered to the surface during plasma bombardment allowed for 
mapping of a stability boundary. The stability boundary predicted by this modified shallow water 
theory was shown to be in good agreement with the experimental stability boundary. It was 
further predicted from the modified shallow water theory that only the 6 kV coaxial 0 kV theta 
shots would be strong enough to cause ejection from the center of the lithium pool, which was 
exactly the experimental observation. 
Finally, the ANSYS FLUENT package was employed to computationally model the stability 
boundary of the lithium. Due to the computational requirements, the planned 3D simulations 
were reduced to a series of 2D simulations. Rayleigh-Taylor like ejection was modelled to map 
out the stability criterion in two dimensions. Several variables were investigated. First, it was 
found that the analytic stability boundary provided by linear stability theory once again 
underestimated the maximum stable trench dimension, however, the amount by which it under 
predicted was much less than in the fully 3D experimental case. It was further found that slight 
changes to the fill level of the trench, whether slightly under or over filled had little impact on 
the location of the stability boundary. Conversely, wetting was found to have a very strong 
influence on the stability boundary, an observation which was confirmed experimentally. Wetted 
trenches showed resilience to ejection, while unwetted features showed a strong propensity to 
eject lithium 
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9.2 Future Work 
Future work from this dissertation, much like the dissertation itself, may be considered to be 
focused in two areas: determination of the secondary growth mechanism of tungsten fuzz 
formation, and further verification of the liquid lithium stability boundary. 
In this dissertation, strong evidence was provided for a two-mechanism model for tungsten fuzz 
formation, culminating in a demonstration of mixing of molybdenum and tungsten during the 
nanostructuring process. Several avenues forward present themselves. Firstly, though the 
tungsten coated molybdenum results presented here show strong evidence of a large mixing layer 
by looking at depth-profiling AES and SIMS this may be even more definitively proven by using 
a radioisotope layer in the tungsten and looking at migration of the radioisotopes. It is the 
hypothesis of the author that this large scale mixing is driven by helium bubbles not only loop 
punching to the top surface of the lithium to relieve stress in the material, but also by loop 
punching of bubbles to the grain boundaries as well much deeper into the material. This 
hypothesis would both explain observations of tungsten fuzz at grain boundaries, and also in the 
limit of small grains, would also explain the lack of helium bubbles beyond a certain depth if 
they are strongly driven to the grain boundaries. To further investigate this, it is recommended 
that the tungsten fuzz formation process be much more closely investigated with tunneling 
electron microscopy. Several studies [42,49] have looked at the growth of tungsten fuzz via 
TEM. However, most of these studies have focused on bubbles in the near surface layer. A 
thorough study of bubble formation and transport both in the bulk and in the tendrils would shed 
detailed light on the formation mechanisms of tungsten fuzz. An investigation of bubble 
formation and transport in the bulk would allow experimental determination of bubble dynamics 
within both the near surface layers as well as deeper. A detailed understanding of the movement 
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of bubbles within the bulk would elucidate a variety of unexplained experimental observations. 
A TEM study of bubbles within the tungsten fuzz tendrils would, by contrast, provide much 
needed understanding of the secondary fuzz formation mechanism. While this work narrowed 
the provided theories, differentiation between and validation of the remaining theories is not 
feasible with the data collected so far. A thorough study of the location of bubbles within the 
tendrils as well as their movement may be achievable by TEM study. Two hypotheses were 
discussed by this work, one in which the secondary mechanism of tungsten fuzz formation was 
channeling of helium down the tendrils to the bulk to continue forming helium bubbles which 
would drive growth via loop punching, the other in which bubble pressure within the tendrils 
caused viscoelastic draw of tungsten up from the bulk around the bubbles to the top of the 
tendril. Knowing the quantity, size, and distribution of the bubbles within the tungsten tendrils 
would help differentiate between these two theories.  
A significant body of work remains to be explored with the variety of other metals as well. Brief 
investigation showed nanostructuring on a variety of materials, however, this investigation 
merely suggested that the initial nanostructuring in each of these cases is driven by the same 
mechanism. Outlining of the formation boundaries, in flux, temperature, and ion energy, would 
allow for a much more direct comparison between the nanostructuring mechanisms underlying 
each of these metals. Furthermore, an investigation similar to that provided in this dissertation 
whereby the growth of individual nanostructures is monitored as a function of fluence would also 
provide much more definitive evidence either supporting or refuting the hypothesis that there is a 
common mechanism underlying the growth of nanostructures on each of these different metals. 
Bismuth ions incident on germanium at room temperature [115] form a similar looking 
nanostructure to tungsten fuzz as well. A valid theory that explains the similarity between the 
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different metals nanostructured by helium plasma would do well to also explain or at least 
address the reason for the observed similarity of bismuth ions on germanium. 
Finally, a large body of work may yet be performed on the applications of nanostructured metals. 
The discussion in this dissertation is limited to the elucidation of the mechanisms by which 
helium at large fluences and elevated temperatures nanostructure in order to prevent the 
formation in nuclear fusion devices. However, very brief experiments were performed that 
suggest that significant increases to catalytic activity of a nanostructured palladium surface and 
to the supercapacitance of a tantalum supercapacitor are imparted during the nanostructuring 
process. Further investigation of both of these avenues is possible, and collaborations with many 
groups to whom increase of surface area on a surface, potentially imparted by a helium plasma, 
is potential avenue for further research.  
Next, lithium stability on the edge of fusion machines is still largely unexplored under larger heat 
and plasma fluxes. Some characterization at large heat and plasma fluxes has been performed at 
Magnum PSI and is detailed in this work. However, probing of the stability boundary outside of 
the experiments provided here is limited to splashing observed on some shots of D-IIID on the 
Li-DIMES probe and the lack of ejection observed on the CDX-U, LTX, and NSTX tokamaks. 
While significant evidence is presented against linear stability theory in the case of transient 
exposure for cases detailed in this thesis. Linear stability theory may still provide valuable 
insight in steady-state. Transients, such as ELMs, however are the most likely case to cause 
ejection of lithium from a liquid lithium PFC.  
The stability boundary mapped out by the modified shallow water equations provided in this 
thesis provides a framework to test transient impingements of plasma on lithium surfaces against 
a stability theory. Experimental results from this thesis agree well with the modified shallow 
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water theory presented, and the trends described by the theory also agree well with past 
experimental results, however, this theory has yet to be tested under much more intense plasma 
conditions than are possible with the DeVeX plasma. 
To this end, the author suggests testing of this stability boundary on one of the large linear 
plasma devices. Like the tests performed on LiMIT at Magnum PSI. Additional testing to 
demonstrate proper scaling up to a fusion divertor is required for validation of the concept (and 
in this case validation of the modified shallow water theory). PISCES-B, Magnum PSI, 
NAGDIS, and MPEX would be excellent facilities to further probe the validity of the modified 
shallow water theory. Magnum PSI, in particular, has demonstrated the ability to apply a steady 
state plasma to a target and subsequently pulse to higher powers. By maintaining a series of 
trenches just below the stability threshold and pulsing to induce droplet ejection, one could 
definitively prove or refute the validity of the theory presented here. 
Further work may also be performed in refinement of the theory. Several assumptions were made 
to be able to apply a Lax-Wendroff solver to the modified shallow water equations. To properly 
characterize the stability theory a more robust non-linear solver should be used that can handle 
the surface tension terms in their entirety. A more rigorous approach toward the boundary 
conditions, particularly including the effects of wetting and not wetting may also further improve 
the theory and its applicability to experimental results. 
Computationally, a 3-D FLUENT model would provide an excellent opportunity to investigate 
lithium ejection from a channel. A fully 3-D simulation would allow for proper modelling of a 
trench that is not adequately delivered by the 2-D simulations presented here. The 2-D 
simulation only allows the ejecting lithium to be constrained by surface tension across one 
dimension. A fully 3-D simulation would allow the lithium to be constrained by surface tension 
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across two dimensions, which should resolve the observed difference between the experimental 
results/shallow water theory and the current 2-D computations. A comparison between the 
shallow water theory presented here and this 3-D model should then be performed. 
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB Codes 
A.1: Tungsten Fuzz Thermal Model 
function [Tmax,Tbdy,Tcoil]=tempdistv4 
tic 
alolength=.1;  
aloOD=.004; 
rwire=.25e-3; 
nturns=32; 
lout=.03; 
tungslength=alolength+lout+nturns*2*pi*(aloOD+2*rwire)-.005; 
alothick=.0005; 
npoints=200; 
ne=1e18; 
T=4*1.6e-19; 
m=4*1.67e-27; 
Epart=0*1.6e-19; 
rho=1e-
8*[5.65,8.06,10.56,13.23,16.09,19,21.94,24.93,27.94,30.98,34.08,37.19,40.36,4
3.55,46.78,50.05,53.35,56.67];  %Temperature Dependent Resistivity of 
Tungsten 
kw=[174,159,146,137,131,125,121,118,115,112,110,108,106,104,102,101,99,98];  
%Temperature Dependent Thermal Conductivity of Tungsten 
kAL=[40,34.3,28.6,22.8,17.1,11.4,10.56,9.73,8.89,8.05,7.22,6.95,6.67,6.5,6.34
,6.23,6.23,6.23]; 
kcu=401; 
Acu=3.92e-5; 
lcu=.175; 
Tref=300:100:2000;  %Don't Change But Reference Temperatures for Each Cell in 
the Resistivity and Thermal Conductivity Matrices 
I=3;   %Current Through Wire in Amps 
ssb=5.67e-8; 
epsW=.04;       %Emissivity of Tungsten 
epsAL=.7; 
csA=pi*rwire^2; 
xdiv=[alolength,alolength+lout]; 
circ=[2*pi*rwire,pi*rwire,0]; 
x=linspace(0,tungslength,npoints); 
y=linspace(0,alolength,nturns); 
dx=x(2)-x(1); 
dy=y(2)-y(1); 
walltemp=273+25; 
Told=zeros(1,length(x))+3*walltemp; 
Tnew=Told; 
Toldcyl=2*walltemp*y/y(nturns)+walltemp; 
Tnewcyl=Toldcyl; 
loopcnt=0; 
convflag=0; 
while and(convflag==0,loopcnt<2000) 
    loopcnt=loopcnt+1; 
    heatin=zeros(1,nturns); 
    for i=2:length(x)-1 
        [mini,ind]=min(abs((Told(i+1)+Tnew(i-1))/2-Tref)); 
        if x(i)>xdiv(1) 
            if x(i)>xdiv(2) 
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                ind2=2; 
                ind3=nturns-floor((x(i)-xdiv(2))/(2*pi*(aloOD+2*rwire))); 
                [mini,ind4]=min(abs(Tnewcyl(ind3)-Tref)); 
                ind5=1; 
            else 
                ind2=1; 
                ind3=1; 
                ind4=1; 
                ind5=0; 
            end 
        else 
            ind2=3; 
            [mini,ind3]=min(abs(x(i)-y)); 
            [mini,ind4]=min(abs(Tnewcyl(ind3)-Tref)); 
            ind5=1; 
        end 
        Tnew(i)=dx^2/2*((Told(i+1)+Tnew(i-
1))/dx^2+1/kw(ind)*(rho(ind)*I^2/csA-epsW*ssb*((Told(i+1)+Tnew(i-
1))/2)^4*circ(1)+ind5*epsAL*ssb*(Tnewcyl(ind3))^4*(circ(1)-circ(ind2))-
ind5*(.01*kw(ind)*((Told(i+1)+Tnew(i-1))/2-
1/(kAL(ind4)/alothick+kw(ind)/(2*rwire))*(kw(ind)/(2*rwire)*(Told(i+1)+Tnew(i
-
1))/2+kAL(ind4)/alothick*Tnewcyl(ind3))))+Epart*ne*sqrt(T/m)/4*circ(ind2))/cs
A); 
        %rho(ind)*I^2/csA 
        %Epart*ne*sqrt(T/m)/4*circ(ind2) 
        heatin(ind3)=heatin(ind3)+ind5*epsW*ssb*((Told(i+1)+Tnew(i-
1))/2)^4*(circ(1)-circ(ind2))+ind5*(.01*kw(ind)*((Told(i+1)+Tnew(i-1))/2-
1/(kAL(ind4)/alothick+kw(ind)/(2*rwire))*(kw(ind)/(2*rwire)*(Told(i+1)+Tnew(i
-1))/2+kAL(ind4)/alothick*Tnewcyl(ind3)))); 
    end 
    heatin=heatin*dx/dy; 
    [mini,ind]=min(abs(Tnew(2)-Tref)); 
    
Tnew(1)=(kw(ind)*Tnew(2)*csA/dx+kcu*walltemp/lcu*Acu)/(kw(ind)*csA/dx+kcu/lcu
*Acu); 
    [mini,ind]=min(abs(Tnew(length(x)-1)-Tref)); 
    Tnew(length(x))=(kw(ind)*Tnew(length(x)-
1)*csA/dx+kcu*walltemp/lcu*Acu)/(kw(ind)*csA/dx+kcu/lcu*Acu); 
    for i=2:nturns-1 
        [mini,ind]=min(abs((Toldcyl(i+1)+Tnewcyl(i-1))/2-Tref)); 
        Tnewcyl(i)=dy^2/2*((Toldcyl(i+1)+Tnewcyl(i-
1))/dy^2+1/kAL(ind)*(heatin(i)-epsAL*ssb*((Toldcyl(i+1)+Tnewcyl(i-
1))/2)^4*(2*pi*aloOD))/(pi*aloOD^2-pi*(aloOD-alothick)^2)); 
    end 
    Tnewcyl(1)=Tnewcyl(2); 
    Tnewcyl(nturns)=Tnewcyl(nturns-1); 
    comp=sum(abs(Tnew-Told)/length(x))+sum(abs(Tnewcyl-Toldcyl)/length(y)); 
    if comp<1e-4 
        convflag=1; 
    else 
        Told=Tnew; 
        Toldcyl=Tnewcyl; 
    end 
end 
toc 
loopcnt 
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colorwire='g'; 
colortube='r'; 
figure(1) 
plot(x,Tnew,colorwire) 
hold on 
plot(y,Tnewcyl,colortube) 
plot(tungslength+.005-
y*nturns*2*pi*(aloOD+2*rwire)/alolength,Tnewcyl,colortube) 
plot(Tnew*0+alolength,Tnew,'k') 
plot(Tnew*0+alolength+lout,Tnew,'k') 
plot(Tnew*0+alolength+lout+1.5*2*pi*(aloOD+2*rwire),Tnew,'m') 
Tmax=max(Tnew); 
[mini,index]=min(abs(alolength-x)); 
Tbdy=Tnew(index); 
[mini,index]=min(abs(alolength+lout+1.5*2*pi*(aloOD+2*rwire)-x)); 
Tcoil=Tnew(index); 
 
A.2: Monte Carlo Model: 
function [a,strack0,strack5]=fuzzmodelv5(nbubbles)  %Corrected for Periodic 
Boundary Conditions, Surface Growth Fitting, Bubble Generation in Tendrils, 
Surface Morphology Tracking 
GP=10; %Each Grid Point is 10x10 nm 
tic 
dimsurf=100; %Grid for Surface is 100x100 
B=dimsurf; 
sig=3;       %Assumming Gaussian Probability Distribution for Bubble Impact 
(StDev = 50nm) 
spread=10;   %Reflow Probability Distribution E-Folding 
distgensurf=100; %Distance Between Bubble Generation Depth and Surface 
(=distgensurf x 10nm) 
heightsurf=zeros(dimsurf); %Storage Matrix for Height of Surface (In Units of 
10 nm) 
cdfbubbleimpact=zeros(1,dimsurf^2); %Cumulative Distribution Function for 
Location of Bubble Impact 
M=[]; 
N=[]; 
tpsurf=2*nbubbles/(dimsurf^2); 
nBin=200;     %Morphology Tracking Bins 
tstepBin=100; 
vstepBin=1:1:tstepBin; 
morphtrackhtbin=zeros(nBin,tstepBin); %Height Tracking for Morphology 
cummorphtrackhtbin=morphtrackhtbin; 
dcummorphtrackhtbin=zeros(nBin,tstepBin-1); 
htBin=linspace(-tpsurf,tpsurf,nBin); 
rdf=vstepBin; 
rdf1=rdf; 
rdfA=rdf; 
rdfB=zeros(tstepBin,100); 
loop=0; 
Xgraphsurf=zeros(1,2*dimsurf); 
for i=1:2*dimsurf 
    if mod(i,2)==1 
        Xgraphsurf(i)=GP*floor((i-1)/2)+.1; 
    elseif mod(i,2)==0 
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        Xgraphsurf(i)=GP*(1+floor((i-1)/2))-.1; 
    end 
end      
Ygraphsurf=zeros(1,2*dimsurf); 
for i=1:2*dimsurf 
    if mod(i,2)==1 
        Ygraphsurf(i)=GP*floor((i-1)/2)+.1; 
    elseif mod(i,2)==0 
        Ygraphsurf(i)=GP*(1+floor((i-1)/2))-.1; 
    end 
end 
Zgraphsurf=zeros(2*dimsurf,2*dimsurf); 
frames=100; 
stlength=5; 
strack0=zeros(1,frames); 
strack1=zeros(1,stlength); 
strack2=strack1; 
%strack3=heightsurf; 
strack4=strack0; 
strack5=strack0; 
bulkctr=0; 
fuzzctr=0; 
for i=1:nbubbles 
    inddepth=floor(i/floor(nbubbles/frames))-1;  %Index for Depth of Surface 
    if inddepth<1 
        inddepth=1; 
    end 
    impactcheck=exp(-.081*strack0(inddepth)); %Impact Checker Bulk or Fuzz? 
    if rand(1)<impactcheck                    %Impact in Bulk 
        bulkctr=bulkctr+1; 
        indstart=ceil(dimsurf*rand(2,1));  %Starting Position Indices 
(Random) 
        for j=1:length(cdfbubbleimpact)    %Formulate Cumulative Distribution 
Function for Bubble Impact 
            rind=ceil(j/dimsurf);          %Row Index of jth Cell in 
heightsurf 
            cind=j-dimsurf*(rind-1);       %Column Index of jth Cell in 
heightsurf 
            d=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(rind-
indstart(1))^2+(cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf;   %Distance Between Bubble 
Generation Projection and Bubble Impact 
            d1=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(dimsurf+rind-
indstart(1))^2+(cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf; 
            d2=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(-dimsurf+rind-
indstart(1))^2+(cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf; 
            d3=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(rind-
indstart(1))^2+(dimsurf+cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf; 
            d4=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(rind-
indstart(1))^2+(-dimsurf+cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf; 
            d5=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(dimsurf+rind-
indstart(1))^2+(dimsurf+cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf; 
            d6=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(dimsurf+rind-
indstart(1))^2+(-dimsurf+cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf; 
            d7=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(-dimsurf+rind-
indstart(1))^2+(dimsurf+cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf; 
            d8=sqrt((distgensurf+heightsurf(rind,cind))^2+(-dimsurf+rind-
indstart(1))^2+(-dimsurf+cind-indstart(2))^2)-distgensurf; 
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            if j==1 
                cdfbubbleimpact(j)=exp(-d^2/sig^2)+exp(-d1^2/sig^2)+exp(-
d2^2/sig^2)+exp(-d3^2/sig^2)+exp(-d4^2/sig^2)+exp(-d5^2/sig^2)+exp(-
d6^2/sig^2)+exp(-d7^2/sig^2)+exp(-d8^2/sig^2); 
            else 
                cdfbubbleimpact(j)=cdfbubbleimpact(j-1)+exp(-d^2/sig^2)+exp(-
d1^2/sig^2)+exp(-d2^2/sig^2)+exp(-d3^2/sig^2)+exp(-d4^2/sig^2)+exp(-
d5^2/sig^2)+exp(-d6^2/sig^2)+exp(-d7^2/sig^2)+exp(-d8^2/sig^2); 
            end 
        end 
        cdfbubbleimpact=cdfbubbleimpact/cdfbubbleimpact(end); 
        bnumb=rand(1);                    %Generate Random Number to 
Determine Surface Impact Location 
        for j=1:length(cdfbubbleimpact)   %Loop to Change Surface Height and 
Visualize Surface 
           rind=ceil(j/dimsurf);          %Row Index of jth Cell in 
heightsurf 
           cind=j-dimsurf*(rind-1);       %Column Index of jth Cell in 
heightsurf 
            if j==1 
                if bnumb<cdfbubbleimpact(j) 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)-1; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                end 
            elseif j==length(cdfbubbleimpact) 
                if bnumb>cdfbubbleimpact(j-1) 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)-1; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
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                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                end 
            else 
                if and(bnumb>cdfbubbleimpact(j-1),bnumb<cdfbubbleimpact(j)) 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)-1; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1-1,B)+1,mod(cind+1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1476; 
                    heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(rind+1-1,B)+1,mod(cind-1-1,B)+1)+.1024; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    else       %Impact in Fuzz 
        fuzzctr=fuzzctr+1; 
        indstart=ceil(dimsurf*rand(2,1));  %Starting Position Indices 
(Random) 
        while heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2))<0 
            indstart=ceil(dimsurf*rand(2,1)); 
        end 
        summa=exp(-abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-
1,B)+1)-heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread); 
        summa=summa+exp(-abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-
1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1,B)+1)-heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread); 
        summa=summa+exp(-abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-
1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread); 
        summa=summa+exp(-abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-
1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1,B)+1)-heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread); 
        summa=summa+exp(-abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-
1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread); 
        summa=summa+exp(-abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-
1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread); 
        summa=summa+exp(-abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-
1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread); 
        summa=summa+exp(-abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-
1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread); 
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heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2))=heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2))+1; 
        heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-1,B)+1)-exp(-
abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread)/summa; 
        heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1,B)+1)-exp(-
abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread)/summa; 
        heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-1,B)+1)-exp(-
abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread)/summa; 
        heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-exp(-
abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)+1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread)/summa; 
        heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-1,B)+1)-exp(-
abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)+1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread)/summa; 
        heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-exp(-
abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread)/summa; 
        heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1,B)+1)-exp(-
abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread)/summa; 
        heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-
1,B)+1)=heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-exp(-
abs(heightsurf(mod(indstart(1)-1,B)+1,mod(indstart(2)-1-1,B)+1)-
heightsurf(indstart(1),indstart(2)))/spread)/summa; 
    end 
    if 0==mod(i,floor(nbubbles/frames)) 
        loop=loop+1; 
        k=ceil(i/floor(nbubbles/frames)); 
        figure(k) 
        h=bar3(heightsurf); 
        for q=1:length(h) 
            zdata=get(h(q),'ZData'); 
            set(h(q),'CData',zdata,'FaceColor','interp') 
        end 
        M=[M,getframe]; 
        size(M(loop).cdata) 
        M(loop).cdata=M(loop).cdata(1:344,1:436,1);%411,1:465,:); 
        close(figure(k)) 
        stor1=heightsurf(floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-
20)/2),1+floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-25)/2)); 
        stor2=heightsurf(floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-
20)/2),floor((floor(dimsurf/2)+25)/2)); 
        heightsurf(floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-20)/2),1+floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-
25)/2))=tpsurf; 
        heightsurf(floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-
20)/2),floor((floor(dimsurf/2)+25)/2))=-tpsurf; 
        for l=1:2*dimsurf 
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            for j=1:2*dimsurf 
                Zgraphsurf(l,j)=heightsurf(floor((l-1)/2)+1,floor((j-
1)/2)+1); 
            end 
        end 
        heightsurf(floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-20)/2),1+floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-
25)/2))=stor1; 
        heightsurf(floor((floor(dimsurf/2)-
20)/2),floor((floor(dimsurf/2)+25)/2))=stor2; 
        figure(k) 
        surf(Xgraphsurf(1:51),Ygraphsurf(1:41),Zgraphsurf(floor(dimsurf/2)-
20:floor(dimsurf/2)+20,floor(dimsurf/2)-25:floor(dimsurf/2)+25)) 
        set(gca,'zlim',[-tpsurf,tpsurf]) 
        view(0,90); 
        pause(.01) 
        N=[N,getframe(gca)]; 
        size(N(loop).cdata) 
        N(loop).cdata=N(loop).cdata(1:344,1:436,1);%413,1:522,:); 
        close(figure(k)) 
        strack3=heightsurf; 
        for q=1:stlength 
            [O,ind1]=max(strack3); 
            [strack1(q),ind2]=max(O); 
            strack3(ind1,ind2)=0; 
            [O,ind1]=min(strack3); 
            [strack2(q),ind2]=min(O); 
            strack3(ind1,ind2)=0; 
        end 
        strack0(i/floor(nbubbles/frames))=mean(strack1-strack2); 
        strack4(i/floor(nbubbles/frames))=i; 
        if i/floor(nbubbles/frames)==1  %Add Linearly to Surface Height 
Tracker if Bulk Impact and Via Cubic Root if Fuzz Impact 
            
strack5(i/floor(nbubbles/frames))=strack0(i/floor(nbubbles/frames)); 
        else 
            
strack5(i/floor(nbubbles/frames))=strack5(i/floor(nbubbles/frames)-
1)+bulkctr/(fuzzctr+bulkctr)*(strack0(i/floor(nbubbles/frames))-
strack0(i/floor(nbubbles/frames)-1)); 
        end 
        bulkctr=0; 
        fuzzctr=0; 
    end 
    if mod(i,floor(nbubbles/100))==0 
        A=100*i/nbubbles; 
        str=[num2str(A),'% Complete']; 
        disp(str) 
    end 
    if and(i<20001,mod(i,200)==0) 
        for j=1:length(cdfbubbleimpact)    %Poll Each Cell for Height and Bin 
Appropriately 
            rind=ceil(j/dimsurf);          %Row Index of jth Cell in 
heightsurf 
            cind=j-dimsurf*(rind-1); 
            if heightsurf(rind,cind)<min(htBin) 
                
morphtrackhtbin(1,ceil(i/200))=morphtrackhtbin(1,ceil(i/200))+1; 
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            end 
            for k=2:nBin 
                if and(heightsurf(rind,cind)>htBin(k-
1),heightsurf(rind,cind)<htBin(k)) 
                    
morphtrackhtbin(k,ceil(i/200))=morphtrackhtbin(k,ceil(i/200))+1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        cummorphtrackhtbin(:,ceil(i/200))=morphtrackhtbin(:,ceil(i/200)); 
        for k=2:nBin 
            cummorphtrackhtbin(k,ceil(i/200))=cummorphtrackhtbin(k-
1,ceil(i/200))+cummorphtrackhtbin(k,ceil(i/200)); 
        end 
        if and(ceil(i/200)>1,ceil(i/200)<=tstepBin) 
           dcummorphtrackhtbin(:,ceil(i/200)-
1)=cummorphtrackhtbin(:,ceil(i/200))-cummorphtrackhtbin(:,ceil(i/200)-1);  
           ft=fittype('-a*x.*exp(-b*x)'); 
           %wt=exp(-htBin.^2/.5); 
           
FO=fit(htBin(floor(length(htBin)/2):length(htBin))',dcummorphtrackhtbin(floor
(length(htBin)/2):length(htBin),ceil(i/200)-1),ft);%,'Weight',wt); 
           a=coeffvalues(FO); 
           [~,index]=min(abs(htBin-1/a(2))); 
           rdf(ceil(i/200))=htBin(index); 
           if ceil(i/200)<10 
               ft=fittype('a*x+b'); 
               FO=fit(htBin(1:ceil(i/200))',rdf(1:ceil(i/200))',ft); 
               a1=coeffvalues(FO); 
               rdf1(ceil(i/200))=a1(1)*htBin(ceil(i/200))+a1(2); 
           elseif ceil(i/200)<20 
               ft=fittype('a*x+b'); 
               FO=fit(htBin(ceil(i/200)-9:ceil(i/200))',rdf(ceil(i/200)-
9:ceil(i/200))',ft); 
               a1=coeffvalues(FO); 
               rdf1(ceil(i/200))=a1(1)*htBin(ceil(i/200))+a1(2); 
           else 
               ft=fittype('a*x+b'); 
               FO=fit(htBin(ceil(i/200)-19:ceil(i/200))',rdf(ceil(i/200)-
19:ceil(i/200))',ft); 
               a1=coeffvalues(FO); 
               rdf1(ceil(i/200))=a1(1)*htBin(ceil(i/200))+a1(2); 
           end 
           rindRdf=[]; 
           cindRdf=[]; 
           for j=1:length(cdfbubbleimpact)    %Poll Each Cell for Height and 
Bin Appropriately 
                rind=ceil(j/dimsurf);          %Row Index of jth Cell in 
heightsurf 
                cind=j-dimsurf*(rind-1); 
                if heightsurf(rind,cind)>rdf1(ceil(i/200)) 
                    rindRdf=[rindRdf,rind]; 
                    cindRdf=[cindRdf,cind]; 
                end 
           end 
           rdfA(ceil(i/200))=length(rindRdf); 
           for j=1:length(rindRdf)-1 
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               for k=j+1:length(rindRdf) 
                   dist=sqrt((rindRdf(j)-rindRdf(k))^2+(cindRdf(j)-
cindRdf(k))^2); 
                   if floor(dist)>99 
                        
rdfB(ceil(i/200),100)=rdfB(ceil(i/200),100)+1/floor(dist); 
                   else 
                        
rdfB(ceil(i/200),floor(dist))=rdfB(ceil(i/200),floor(dist))+1/floor(dist); 
                   end 
               end 
           end 
        end         
    end 
end 
strack6=(strack0-strack5).^(1/3); 
strack5=strack5+isreal(strack6).*strack6; 
ft=fittype('a*x.^(.5)'); 
FO1=fit(strack4',strack0',ft); 
b=coeffvalues(FO1); 
FO=fit(strack4',strack0','power1'); 
a=coeffvalues(FO); 
figure(2) 
plot(strack4,strack0,'b.') 
hold on 
plot(strack4,a(1)*strack4.^(a(2)),'r') 
plot(strack4,b*strack4.^(.5),'g') 
ft=fittype('a*x.^(.5)'); 
FO1=fit(strack4',strack5',ft); 
b=coeffvalues(FO1); 
FO=fit(strack4',strack5','power1'); 
a=coeffvalues(FO); 
figure(3) 
plot(strack4,strack5,'b.') 
hold on 
plot(strack4,a(1)*strack4.^(a(2)),'r') 
plot(strack4,b*strack4.^(.5),'g') 
figure(4) 
%size(htBin) 
%size(vstepBin) 
%size(cummorphtrackhtbin) 
surf(vstepBin,htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin) 
figure(5) 
surf(vstepBin(1:tstepBin-1),htBin,dcummorphtrackhtbin) 
figure(6) 
surf(vstepBin(40:end-1),htBin,dcummorphtrackhtbin(:,40:end)) 
figure(7) 
plot(vstepBin,rdf) 
hold on 
%plot(vstepBin,rdfA,'r') 
plot(vstepBin,rdf1,'g') 
figure(8) 
plot(vstepBin,rdfA) 
figure(9) 
surf(1:1:100,vstepBin(20:end),rdfB(20:end,:)) 
%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,1),'b') 
%hold on 
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%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,2),'g') 
%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,3),'r') 
%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,4),'b') 
%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,5),'g') 
%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,6),'r') 
%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,7),'b') 
%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,8),'g') 
%plot(htBin,cummorphtrackhtbin(:,9),'r') 
%size(M) 
ttl='Fuzz Model GrowthTEST'; 
vidObj=VideoWriter(ttl); 
open(vidObj); 
writeVideo(vidObj,M); 
close(vidObj); 
ttl='Fuzz Model Growth VerticalTEST'; 
vidObj=VideoWriter(ttl); 
open(vidObj); 
writeVideo(vidObj,N); 
close(vidObj); 
figure(1) 
h=bar3(heightsurf); 
for q=1:length(h) 
    zdata=get(h(q),'ZData'); 
    set(h(q),'CData',zdata,'FaceColor','interp') 
end 
toc 
 
A.3: Lax-Wendroff Model: 
function ejection=waterwavev1(dy,Hdroplet) 
% WATERWAVE   2D Shallow Water Model 
% 
% Lax-Wendroff finite difference method. 
% Reflective boundary conditions. 
% Random water drops initiate gravity waves. 
% Surface plot displays height colored by momentum. 
% Plot title shows t = simulated time and tv = a measure of total variation. 
% An exact solution to the conservation law would have constant tv. 
% Lax-Wendroff produces nonphysical oscillations and increasing tv. 
% 
% See: 
%    http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shallow_water_equations 
%    http://www.amath.washington.edu/~rjl/research/tsunamis 
%    http://www.amath.washington.edu/~dgeorge/tsunamimodeling.html 
%    http://www.amath.washington.edu/~claw/applications/shallow/www 
  
%   Copyright 2014 Cleve Moler 
%   Copyright 2014 The MathWorks, Inc. 
%   Modified by Peter Fiflis to include surface tension on 2/28/16 
%                   and to include non-square domains on 3/2/16 
  
% Parameters 
  
ejection=0; 
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%Hdroplet = 0.003;            %Height of a Droplet 
n = 64;                  % grid size 
m=26;                    % grid size 2 
g = 9.8;                 % gravitational constant 
dt = 0.01*dy;%0.01;               % hardwired timestep 
dx = 0.001;%1.0; 
%dy = 0.001; %1.0; 
nplotstep = 8;           % plot interval 
ndrops = 20;              % maximum number of drops 
dropstep = 20;          % drop interval 
D = droplet(Hdroplet,15);     % simulate a water drop  %H=1.5 
rho=512;                 % Density  
sigma=.401;              % Surface Tension 
%Mov=[];                 %Movie Frames 
nstep=0; 
  
% Initialize graphics 
  
[surfplot,top,restart,quit] = initgraphics(n,m,Hdroplet,dx); 
  
% Outer loop, restarts. 
  
while get(quit,'value') == 0 && nstep<2000 
   set(restart,'value',0) 
    
   H = m*dx*ones(n+2,m+2);   U = zeros(n+2,m+2);  V = zeros(n+2,m+2); 
   Hx = zeros(n+1,m+1); Ux = zeros(n+1,m+1); Vx = zeros(n+1,m+1); 
   Hxx = zeros(n+2,m+2); 
   Hy = zeros(n+1,m+1); Uy = zeros(n+1,m+1); Vy = zeros(n+1,m+1); 
   Hyy = zeros(n+2,m+2); 
   ndrop = ndrops;%ceil(rand*ndrops); 
   nstep = 0; 
  
   % Inner loop, time steps. 
  
   while get(restart,'value')==0 && get(quit,'value')==0 && nstep<2000 
       nstep = nstep + 1; 
  
       % Random water drops 
       if mod(nstep,dropstep) == 0 && nstep <= ndrop*dropstep 
           w = size(D,1); 
           i = ceil(rand*(n-w))+(1:w); 
           j = ceil(rand*(m-w))+(1:w); 
           H(i,j) = H(i,j) + (1+4*rand)/5*D; 
       end 
      
       % Reflective boundary conditions 
       H(:,1) = H(:,2);      U(:,1) = U(:,2);       V(:,1) = -V(:,2); 
       H(:,m+2) = H(:,m+1);  U(:,m+2) = U(:,m+1);   V(:,m+2) = -V(:,m+1); 
       H(1,:) = H(2,:);      U(1,:) = -U(2,:);      V(1,:) = V(2,:); 
       H(n+2,:) = H(n+1,:);  U(n+2,:) = -U(n+1,:);  V(n+2,:) = V(n+1,:); 
  
       % First half step 
    
       % x direction 
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       i = 1:n+1; 
       j = 1:m; 
    
       % height 
       Hx(i,j) = (H(i+1,j+1)+H(i,j+1))/2 - dt/(2*dx)*(U(i+1,j+1)-U(i,j+1)); 
        
       i = 1:n; 
       j=1:m-1; 
        
       %Hxx(i,j) = (Hx(i+1,j+1)+Hx(i,j+1))/2 - dt/(2*dx)*(U(i+1,j+1)-
U(i,j+1)); 
       Hxx(i,j)=diff(H(1:n+2,j),2,1)/dx^2; 
        
       % y direction 
       i = 1:n; 
       j = 1:m+1; 
    
       % height 
       Hy(i,j) = (H(i+1,j+1)+H(i+1,j))/2 - dt/(2*dy)*(V(i+1,j+1)-V(i+1,j)); 
        
       i=1:n-1; 
       j=1:m; 
        
       %Hyy(i,j) = (Hy(i+1,j+1)+Hy(i+1,j))/2 - dt/(2*dy)*(V(i+1,j+1)-
V(i+1,j)); 
       Hyy(i,j)=diff(H(i,1:m+2),2,2)/dy^2; 
        
       % x direction 
       i = 1:n+1; 
       j = 1:m; 
    
       % x momentum 
       Ux(i,j) = (U(i+1,j+1)+U(i,j+1))/2 -  ... 
                 dt/(2*dx)*((U(i+1,j+1).^2./H(i+1,j+1) + 
g/2*H(i+1,j+1).^2+sigma/rho*H(i+1,j+1).*(Hxx(i+1,j+1)+Hyy(i+1,j+1))) - ... 
                            (U(i,j+1).^2./H(i,j+1) + 
g/2*H(i,j+1).^2+sigma/rho*H(i,j+1).*(Hxx(i,j+1)+Hyy(i,j+1)))); 
    
       % y momentum 
       Vx(i,j) = (V(i+1,j+1)+V(i,j+1))/2 - ... 
                 dt/(2*dx)*((U(i+1,j+1).*V(i+1,j+1)./H(i+1,j+1)) - ... 
                            (U(i,j+1).*V(i,j+1)./H(i,j+1))); 
        
       % y direction 
       i = 1:n; 
       j = 1:m+1; 
    
       % height 
       Hy(i,j) = (H(i+1,j+1)+H(i+1,j))/2 - dt/(2*dy)*(V(i+1,j+1)-V(i+1,j)); 
    
       % x momentum 
       Uy(i,j) = (U(i+1,j+1)+U(i+1,j))/2 - ... 
                 dt/(2*dy)*((V(i+1,j+1).*U(i+1,j+1)./H(i+1,j+1)) - ... 
                            (V(i+1,j).*U(i+1,j)./H(i+1,j))); 
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       % y momentum 
       Vy(i,j) = (V(i+1,j+1)+V(i+1,j))/2 - ... 
                 dt/(2*dy)*((V(i+1,j+1).^2./H(i+1,j+1) + 
g/2*H(i+1,j+1).^2+sigma/rho*H(i+1,j+1).*(Hxx(i+1,j+1)+Hyy(i+1,j+1))) - ... 
                            (V(i+1,j).^2./H(i+1,j) + 
g/2*H(i+1,j).^2+sigma/rho*H(i+1,j).*(Hxx(i+1,j)+Hyy(i+1,j)))); 
    
       % Second half step 
       i = 2:n+1; 
       j = 2:m+1; 
    
       % height 
       H(i,j) = H(i,j) - (dt/dx)*(Ux(i,j-1)-Ux(i-1,j-1)) - ... 
                         (dt/dy)*(Vy(i-1,j)-Vy(i-1,j-1)); 
       % x momentum 
       U(i,j) = U(i,j) - (dt/dx)*((Ux(i,j-1).^2./Hx(i,j-1) + g/2*Hx(i,j-
1).^2) - ... 
                         (Ux(i-1,j-1).^2./Hx(i-1,j-1) + g/2*Hx(i-1,j-1).^2)) 
... 
                       - (dt/dy)*((Vy(i-1,j).*Uy(i-1,j)./Hy(i-1,j)) - ... 
                         (Vy(i-1,j-1).*Uy(i-1,j-1)./Hy(i-1,j-1))); 
       % y momentum 
       V(i,j) = V(i,j) - (dt/dx)*((Ux(i,j-1).*Vx(i,j-1)./Hx(i,j-1)) - ... 
                         (Ux(i-1,j-1).*Vx(i-1,j-1)./Hx(i-1,j-1))) ... 
                       - (dt/dy)*((Vy(i-1,j).^2./Hy(i-1,j) + g/2*Hy(i-
1,j).^2) - ... 
                         (Vy(i-1,j-1).^2./Hy(i-1,j-1) + g/2*Hy(i-1,j-1).^2)); 
    
       % Update plot 
        
       if mod(nstep,nplotstep) == 0 
          C = abs(U(i,j)) + abs(V(i,j));  % Color shows momemtum 
          t = nstep*dt; 
          tv = norm(C,'fro'); 
          set(surfplot,'zdata',H(i,j),'cdata',C); 
          set(top,'string',sprintf('t = %6.2f,  tv = %6.2f',t,tv)) 
          drawnow 
          %Mov=[Mov,getframe]; 
       end 
        
       Hss=diff(H,2,1)/dx^2; 
       Htt=diff(H,2,2)/dy^2; 
       A=(H(1:n,1:m)-mean(mean(H))).*(abs(Hss(:,1:m))+abs(Htt(1:n,:)))/(pi)-
1; 
       if max(max(A))>0 
           ejection=1; 
       end 
       
       if all(all(isnan(H))), break, end  % Unstable, restart 
   end 
end 
close(gcf) 
if max(max(A(10:end-10,10:end-10)))>0 
    ejection=2; 
end 
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%ttl='Shallow Water Model'; 
%vidObj=VideoWriter(ttl); 
%open(vidObj); 
%writeVideo(vidObj,Mov); 
%close(vidObj); 
  
%figure 
%Hxx=diff(H,2,1)/dx^2; 
%Hyy=diff(H,2,2)/dy^2; 
%A=(H(1:n,1:m)-mean(mean(H))).*(abs(Hxx(:,1:m))+abs(Hyy(1:n,:)))/(pi)-1; 
%surf(A) 
%axis([0 m 0 n min(min(A))-0.1 0.5]) 
  
% ------------------------------------ 
  
function D = droplet(height,width) 
% DROPLET  2D Gaussian 
% D = droplet(height,width) 
   [x,y] = ndgrid(-1:(2/(width-1)):1); 
   D = height*exp(-5*(x.^2+y.^2)); 
  
% ------------------------------------ 
  
function [surfplot,top,restart,quit] = initgraphics(n,m,Hdroplet,dx) 
% INITGRAPHICS  Initialize graphics for waterwave. 
% [surfplot,top,restart,quit] = initgraphics(n) 
% returns handles to a surface plot, its title, and two uicontrol toggles. 
  
   clf 
   shg 
   set(gcf,'menubar','none','numbertitle','off','name','Waterwave')  
   x = (0:n-1)/(n-1); 
   y = (0:m-1)/(n-1); 
   surfplot = surf(y,x,ones(n,m),zeros(n,m)); 
   grid off 
   axis([0 1 0 1 0 m*dx+2*Hdroplet]) 
   caxis([-1 1]) 
   shading faceted 
   c = (1:64)'/64; 
   cyan = [0*c c c]; 
   colormap(cyan) 
   top = title('xxx'); 
   restart = uicontrol('position',[20 20 80 
20],'style','toggle','string','restart'); 
   quit = uicontrol('position',[120 20 80 
20],'style','toggle','string','close'); 
 
 
 
